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14 1 Foreword 
Tm  1986 KAnibwmu Workshop  on  ”public Intervention in Farmer-Managed Irrigation Systems 
@MIS)”  can be considered a breakhmgh in umkrstanding  and recognizing the impomwe of 
FMIS  to irrigation management. Most FMIS  research projects have demonshated the importance 
of farmer  participation in all  steps  of irrigation management -- from design to implementation to 
system turnover. Indeed, farmer participation has been identified as  one of the “key features” to 
better managing a dwindling resource. 
The creation and use  of “Social Organizers” have shown to be an effective tool in facilitat- 
ing the formation and development of farmer groups.  Social organizers are especially effective 
in developing the farmer groups’  internal  organizational structure.  Social organizers also serve 
as intermediaries between farmers and the various government agencies concerned with any 
particular irrigation system, improving  the relationships and communications  between the two 
entities in the pmcess. 
The use of social organizers in FMIS  assistance programs has shown great promise in the 
Philippines where it has  been documented in the Communal Irrigation Project.  partially on  the 
basis  of this experience. social organizers have been  incorporated  into the development  strategies 
in several South and Southeast Asian counaies but most of these innovations remain in the 
formative stages. Social  0rganim.s  are  not uniformly effective  in every country; some may lack 
pmperqualifications.ortheu~g  maynothaveequippedthem todealwiththeoftencomplex 
situations they encounter. 
Often the information necessary  for system improvements is not effectively communicated to 
the farmersandprocess  improvementsarenotalwaysadoptedormadean  integralpanofinternal 
smcms  by the implementing agencies.  If  a “Social Organizer Strategy” is to be widely 
adopted the processes have to be better understood and procedures for its promotion must be 
developed.  We must understand what has made it successful in one place and why it has not 
realized its potential in others.  We must also answer the questions: “how  to  sustain  the 
participatow management where it has been achieved?: how do we motivate social organizers 
andtrainthem todeal withdifficultandunfamiliarsituations?:  how do wekeepthecostsofsocial- 
organizer programs at an  acceptable level?’ 
The regional workshop at Khon Kaen  was one of a series being promoted under the FMIS 
Network. for which IIMI fulfills a coordinating  role. This meeting brought together practitioners 
and researchers from South and Southeast Asia to discuss their experiences, emphasizing the 
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problems they encountered and their suggested solutions. We hope to learn more., through such 
workshops, to give insights and answers to decision makers and policymakers.  IIMI and the 
Advisory Committee of the Network hope to broaden participation by bringing information on 
the recorded case studies to a large audience of practitioners and researchers, and to benefit from 
the contribution  of the experiences  of others, who we hope will be stimulated to conaibute further 
to FMIS studies. 
This workshop was organized jointly by  IIMI and  the Thailand Research on Irrigation 
Management Network (TRIMNET).  This is in line with  IIMI's  policy of  cooperation and 
collaboration with national agencies to promote improved irrigation management. 
IIMI appreciates the effort made by  all those who took part in planning and organizing this 
event. In particular, OUT  gratitude is expressed to Dr.  Sanguan Patamatamkul of TRIMNET and 
Dr.  Shaul Manor and Mr. M.H.S.  Dayaratne of IIMI for planning and organizing the workshop. 
Also, we would like to thank Dr. David Groenfeldt, the former coordinator of the Network, who 
was involved in  the early stages of  planning the workshop. Funding for the workshop was 
provided by the International Fund for Agricultural Development (FAD), the Federal German 
Ministry for Economic Cooperation (BMZ). and the Ford Foundation. 
Charles L. Aberoethy 
Director of Programs 
International Irrigation Management Institute Preface 
Tm  succ~ssm  AND  often impressive experiences in Farmer-Managed Irrigation Systems @MIS) 
in many countries in Asia, have prompted the development of a number of programs in various 
countries, with the purpose of accelerating this process. Implementing these types of systems is 
generally accomplished through the fielding of  “Social Organizers.”  Some programs are 
promoted  by  government agencies, while others  are run by  nongovemment organizations 
(NGOs).  The programs are generally designed around village-based social organizers,  although 
often the title and duties follow varying concepts.  This has resulted in the need to exchange 
information and review the various program results thus far implemented or designed, to draw 
preliminary conclusions that could be of  use to concerned governments and NGOs. 
As far as practical. the conclusions could be used to design new programs or experiments, or 
to redesign ongoing projects.  It was with this in mind that the idea for a workshop concentrat- 
ing on  various FMIS aspects was proposed.  A small, regional workshop at which participants 
could freely mix and discuss  experiences and ideas was believed to be the most appropriate forum. 
The objectives of the workshop set out at the time of planning were to review some of the 
experiences in the participating countries and to develop policy guidelines which could assist in 
formulating counhy-specific strategies. The major objectives defined were: 
*  To assess the benefits and costs of the social-organizer strategy, based on  case. studies. 
*  To review the implementation process of the social-organizer approach (e.g., selection of 
*  To consider alternative approaches to promoting farmers’ management participation. 
*  Topublishtheproceedingsinordertofosterdiscussionandstimulatenew  policiesforFMIS 
social  organizers, training and bureaucratic reorientation). 
assistance. 
Not all of these subjects  were addressed in the papers and in the discussions at the workshop. 
Notable by its absence was any discussion of costs and benefits, although other issues were well- 
presented and discussed and have important implications for future policies. 
TencounDiesfromSouthandSoutheast  Asiawereinvited  tosendparticipants.  As thedelegate 
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from India was unable to attend. only nine were represented:  Bangladesh, Bhutan, Indonesia, 
Laos, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sri Lanka and Thailand. Twenty-nine people participated 
in the workshop, including those from IIMI and TRIMNET and resource professionals and 
observers. Fifteen papers were presented with one addition later submitted by the representative 
of  India.  Abridged versions of all 16 papers are contained in the proceedings with the papers 
appearing in alphabetical order by country. 
The workshop was divided into three phases. The first dealt with the presentation of the 15 
papers, which dealt with experiences of social organizers in various countries and the results of 
field research.  The second phase consisted of field hips to two systems in the vicinity, with the 
goal of stimulating discussion on relevant issues. The fust scheme visited was developed by the 
Royal Irrigation Department (RID) and successfully turned over to farmer management after 
intense extension activity; the second scheme visited was implemented by using a community 
organizer to facilitatefarmerparticipationandtoassist in thecreationofawaterusers’group. The 
third phaseconsisted  of discussions which were held in small gmups on subjects raised or derived 
from the papers presented and from issues identified in the course of the field trips. The subjects 
of the discussions were: 
*  Farmer participation in managing irrigation systems. 
*  Supporting policies for fanner-participation programs. 
*  Alternative approaches to generating farmer participation. 
*  Social-organizer program implementation. 
*  Flexibility and sustainability. 
*  Institutionalizing the social organizer into the system. 
Summaries of the discussions held in these groups appear in the proceedings. 
Shad  Manor 
and 
M.H.S.  Dayaratne 
International Irrigation Management Institute. 
Sanguan Patamatamkul 
Thailand Research on Irrigation Management Network. 
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xi Overview of the Workshop 
P. PradhanB and R. Sharples 60 
Sam  OFTHB papers described experiences in the improvement of irrigation management through 
the roles played by social organizers whereas others related the experiences  of poverty reduction 
by employing “catalysts” or “change agents.”  Some papers described lessons wah  learning 
while others sought solutions to their problems.  Most of the papers dealt with the development 
of the capacity of farmers to improve their management capabilities. Suggestions  were also made 
concerning the functional organization necessary to manage an irrigation system. 
A summary table of the  characteristics of  the social-organizer programs in the different 
countries, as  described at this workshop, is given at the end of this overview. 
THE  “SOCIAL ORGANIZER” 
The countries represented  in  this workshop have different sociopolitical and management 
systems. Hence the names given to the “social organizers” are also different. They are known 
variously as “social organizer,’’  “community  organizer,” “institution organizer,’’ “farmer 
irrigators organizer.”  “association organizer,’’ “group organizer.”  and “farmer social organ- 
izer.”  The differences in names illusnate the attempt to adapt the social organizer’s role to the 
socioculturalandpoliticalcontextofthedifferentcountries.  In view of thevarietyofexperiences 
as indicated by the names given to the social organizers, several key questions emerge: 
. 
‘Irrigation Specialist. International Irrigation Management Inatitutc, Kathmandu. Nepal. 
“Farmer-Managed  Small-Scale Irrigation Systems and Farmer-Participation in Small-Scale Irrigation 
Projects Facilitator. 
1 2 
* What are the conditions which  influence the potential usefulness of  social-organizer 
* Which interventions are culture specific, environment specific. or related to a particular 
* How can flexibility in implementing programs using a social-learning  approach be enabled 




conducive to success? 
SOCIAL ORGANIZERS IN DIFFERENT INSTITUTIONAL SETTINGS 
The social organizers are lodged in different institutional settings under different sociopolitid 
contexts. Someareattachedtothegovemmentalmachineryorwithintheagency,asinIndonesia 
(Irrigation Inspectors).  Sri Lanka (Agricultural Planning Team), the Philippines (Irrigation 
CommunityOrganization),and  theAgriculturalDevelopmentBankofNepal(GroupOrganizer). 
There are experiences of employment of  social organizers by  nongovemment organizations  as 
well, as in Indonesia,  Bangladesh. and Pakistan (Aga Khan Rural Support Programme). Fanners 
have also been employed as “social organizers” in north Thailand (fanner social organizer) and 
in  the Philippines (farmer irrigator organizer).  The variety of experiences reported from the 
counmes which participated in the workshop, indicates that a blueprint approach to designing 
social-organizer programs is not likely to work.  To achieve effective performance in social- 
organizer programs, the social-learning  approach is necessary because irrigation systems differ 
from one another, from country to country, and even within a country. 
TYPES OF SOCIAL ORGANIZERS 
Two types of social organizers  were identifed in the course of discussions  in the workshop. One 
typeis the single purpose socialorganizerwhodealsexclusively  with irrigation-relatedactivitia. 
The second type of social organizer is the multipurpose organizer such as  fhe “group organizer” 
in  Nepal.  The effectiveness of the type of  social organizer fielded would depend on the 
institutional and social environment Hence, the choice of the type of social organizer should be 
evaluated within the relevant environmental contexll in which they work. 3 
RESPONSIBILITIES  OF SOCIAL ORGANIZERS 
Several papers pointed out that it was the responsibility of the social organizer to 1) improve the 
capacity development of the fanners, 2) improve irrigation management through the promotion 
of  fanners’ active participation, and 3) smooth the relationship and communication between 
fanners and irrigation agencies. It was agreed that these are the major responsibilities of social 
organizers, but emphasis on each of the above differs from country to country. 
QUALIFICATIONS OF SOCIAL ORGANIZERS 
An issue raised in a number of papers is that of  the qualifications required to serve as a social 
organizer.  Different qualifications were required in different programs.  Qualifications seem to 
be specific to the project activity, program objectives. and to the availability of manpower. 
Questions were also raised whether the social organizer should be drawn from thecommunity he 
is to Serve or whether one from outside the community would be  more effective. The minimum 
conditionssetbymanyof thepaperswereforsocialorganizerstobeproficientinthelocaldialect 
and to be sensitive to the local culture. 
STATUS OF THE SOCIAL ORGANIZER 
Should the social organizer be  a member of the permanent staff of the organization, or should he 
or she be hued temporarily for the specific  task,  Or  are volunreers to be preferred? The papers did 
not indicate a single model to follow, but made clear the need to consider the various alternatives. 
TRAINING SOCIAL ORGANIZERS 
Upgrading  the skills of  the  social organizers is recognized  as necessary  to increase their 
effectiveness.  Four types of training programs were identified: 1) regular fixed maining. 2) 
ongoing training in  accordance with changing tasks and challenges (Indonesia and Nepal), 3) 
horizontal training programs, and 4) vertical training programs. The choice of the specific mode 4 
of  training  depends  on the objectives of  the social-organizer program.  However.  it was 
recognizedthatastandardtypeoftrainingprogram  wouldbeinadequatetocopewiththedynamic 
social and political context of  irrigation systems. 
EFFECTIVENESS OF SOCIAL ORGANIZERS 
The following were suggested as measures of effectiveness of social organizers:  1) the water 
users’ association as an organization, 2) increased agricultural production, and 3) increased 
resource  mobilization  for  operation and maintenance of  the  systems  in  which  the  social 
organizers work. 
Several issues were raised regarding the relationship between the effectiveness of the social 
organizer and the legal status of  the water users’ association. While the institution  of water users’ 
associations is in the process of being legally recognized in many countries. this is not the case 
everywhere.  How  can  social organizers strengthen the capacity of organized farmers in the 
absence of legal recognition of water users’  associations? Is it a precondition for water users’ 
associations  to havelegalstarusbeforestartingasocial-organizerp?  Thepaperspresented 
atthe  workshop suggested thattheeffectivenessofsocialorganizers  wasrelatedtothelegalstatus 
of the water users’ association. 
FARMER TRAINING TO DEVELOP THEIR CAPACITY 
It was recognized that there is a need for specific programs to strengthen farmers’ capacity to 
manage the irrigation systems. It was also suggested that nonuaditional ways of providing such 
training to farmers should be tried. participation in information collection. socialization  of ideas. 
information sharing, and  farmer-to-farmer mining  were  activities identified as means  of 
smengthening farmer-managerial  capacity. 
FARMER PARTICIPATION 
One of the fundamental questions  raised was the relation of social-organizer  program objectives 
to the social. political, and bureaucratic conditions of the country. Implicit in this question is the 
rationale or the objectives behind the decision to  adopt a participatory appmach in irrigation 
development and management.  Fanner participation may be viewed as a means to increasing 5 
food production, to fostering long-term local self-reliance, or to reducing government interven- 
tion and investment in project construction, maintenance, management,  or a combination of 
them. 
The alternative chosen for implementing the social-organizer  program may be a reflection of 
the  bargainingpowerofthetargetfarmergrouprelativetotherestofsocietyor  tothegovemment. 
An issue of interestb this context is that of local pdcipation in, and conml of, construction 
funds.  Another. is the srrength of the existing irrigation institution and how the usc of social 
organizers in a participatory  approach  can  avoid farmer dependence  on  government intervention. 
These underlying objectives have implications for how local groups are organized, whether 
broad-W,  multipurpose.  or exclusively for system management.  It was also observed that 
water  users’ organizations even  while  concerned only  with  irrigation, are often in  fact 
multipurpose. 
LEGAL RECOGWON  OF EXISTING INDIGENOUS ORGANIZATIONS 
Existing indigenous groups and organizations should be legally and formally recognized. Most 
programs  work with indigenous  organizations  or informal  groups and eventually establish formal 
groups,  some of which obtain legal status and some do not.  These organizations should evolve 
gradually and preferably informally. prior to establishment and should experience a learning 
process in developing capabilities. The social organizer can facilitate  and perhaps accelerate  this 
process to some degree. 
IMPLEMENTING AGENCIES 
What motivates  an agency to initiate or to become involved in a social-organizer  program? What 
politicalframework-  forexample,thetermsof thefinancialresponsibilities,  waterrights,otthe 
legal  basis for water users’  associations -- is conducive to or essential for enabling the supportive 
bureaucratic  environment  for this type ofprogram? To what extent is toplevel support  necessary 
for irrigation bureaucracies to  become sociaJly sensitive and genuinely supportive of farmers’ 
organizing efforts as happened in the Philippines? 
Having a nongovernment organization employ the social  organizer separately or supervise the 
social organizer within the technical agency, may  be  a more appropriate strategy to promote 
respnsiveness to farmers and increased attention to social issues. than using only technically 
oriented staff.  The social organizer may be  part of a larger strategy aimed at bureaucratic 
reorientation  and sensitization to local needs  and perspectives. On  the other hand, using existing 
agency staff as  social organizers may also be a slrategy of  bureaucratic reorientation and long- 
term institutionalization of the social  capabilities within the technical agencies. 6 
IMPLEMENTING SOCIAL-ORGANIZER PROGRAMS 
A social organizer should not be viewed narrowly as aposition but more broadly as a set of tasks 
or roles.  Many roles are filled by  social organizers: catalyst, facilitator, mobilizer, mediator, 
motivator, link, enabler, adviser, trainer, and change agent are  just a few which were mentioned. 
The roles  common to  most  social-organizer programs are facilitator and  catalyst of  local 
interaction, i.e..  promotion of  communication or problem-solving within communities, and 
opening of access or serving as a link to engineers and outside resources.  The tasks referred to 
most frequently are project identification, information collection,  mobilization of farmers’ ideas 
in  design, and  the  motivation of  farmers to cany out activities in construction and  in the 
establishment of  water users’ associations.  The social organizer seems to play a key role in 
catalyzing a process in which communication lines are kept open between all parries. 
SOCIOTECHNICAL BRIDGING 
One of  the themes dealt with is the approaches taken to bridge the social and technical aspects. 
Is the social organizer a technical person trained in the specifics of group dynamics and social- 
science skills, or a social-science graduate trained to understand basic technical issues peninent 
to the role?  Though there are examples of effective coordination of the social and technical 
aspects of irrigation development, this subject requires careful consideration to strengthen the 
bridge between social and technical fields. At the administrative or the institutional level, the 
issue of  linking the  social and  technical aspects can  take many  shapes depending on the 
implementor bias and complexity of  the organizational relationship. 
Many social-organizer programs have to deal with issues of decentralization and bureaucratic 
reorientation as part of the process of engendering greater acceptance of farmer participation. 
Each in its own way is exploring what can be done to influence the institutional environment in 
which social organizers work and in which inigation systems are designed and built.  Through 
dialogue and advocacy, working groups and seminars, most prognuns seek  to open communication 
at a number of levels within the bureaucracy. Questions of top-down, bottom-up, and interactive 
processes are answered differently in different contexts depending  upon the implementors, the 
leverage of each party, and the ultimate program objectives. I  SUMMARY OF SOCIAL-ORGANIZER  PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS 0 
Moresin  DireMralc  Government  InslitUtefor  Turnoverof  Inslitutiand  sym  Iepair  pull-time exisling  MOnnPtion 
of  organization  Social.  exinling  organizer  and management;  govement  collcuor 
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Agricultural Resources other than Land: 
Irrigation Enterprise by the Rural Poor 
M. Karims 
INTRODUCTION 
BANGLADESH,  ONE OF the poorest countries in  the world, covers an area of  143,998 square 
kilometers. The estimated current population of the country is 106.6 million and it is expanding 
at a rate of 2.18 percent per year (Bureau of  Statistics 1989).  About  85 percent of  the total 
population live in rural areas and 80 percent are engaged in agriculture.  Since the country's 
economy is predominantly agrarian, land is the principal productive asseL 
Distribution of land, however, is very uneven. The top 10 percent of rural households own 52 
percent of the total agricultural land while the bottom 60  percent -- who may be regarded as 
functionally landless -- own only 9 percent (UNICEF 1987).  This glaring inequality in land 
distribution is one of the causes of  the mass poverty prevailing in the country.  There is little 
likelihood that land reform u)  redistribute it more equitably will be carried out in the near future. 
Under these circumstances, any development initiative for and by  the rural poor, if it is to be 
meaningfulandeffective,mustbedirectedtowardscreating  access tothoseagriculturalresources 
that are not monopolized by  the more privileged. 
Based on this concept, Proshika Manobi  Unnayan Kendra (Proshika - A Centre for Human 
Development), a Bangladesh nongovenunent development organization, has facilitated a progatn 
for the sale of water by organized groups of landless and marginal peasants,  to farmers both rich 
and poor.  The program was launched in 1980. and so far, results have been  encouraging. 
This paperattempts topresentasynthesisof theexperiencesofbothRoshikaandof  thegroups 
involved in irrigation. It also outlines the process from its beginning to the present, including the 
role of  the Proshika field organizers in mobilizing the groups. 
'Deputy Direcm (Rogrme)  Roshika Manobik Unnayan Kendra. Dhaka. Bangladesh. 
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PROSHIKA AND ITS ACTIVITIES 
Proshika is a Bengali acronym composed of the fust few letters of each of the Ihree words: 
Proshiksan (Training), Shiksa (Development Education) and Kui (Action). Since its inception in 
1976, Proshika’s aim has been 10  start a sustainable development process among the rural poor 
by  making  them  conscious  of  their  situation  and  by  extending  them  support to  organize 
themselves so that they  may  become  self-reliant  and make united  efforts to improve their 
socioeconomic condition.  Proshika supports both men and women who are landless laborers or 
marginal peasants,  the two largest groups in the rural population, as well as groups of nual 
tradesmen such as fishermen, weavers, and potters. 
Training plays a crucial role in the Proshika process since it is mainly through this activity that 
people’s level of awareness, confidence, capacity, and skills are developed.  Two categories of 
training are organized human development and practical skills.  Human development mining 
courses include social analysis, development concepts and approaches, analysis of development 
constraints, techniques of organization building, communication, development management, 
leadership, and participatory planning.  Training courses on  practical skills provide the skills 
necessary for making efficient use of resources and for effective implementation of economic 
projects. 
Proshika extends credit and technical assistance to the groups to assist them to  undertake 
income- and employment-generating projects in various fields such as agriculture, irrigation, 
pond fishery and open-water fishing, sericulture, beekeeping, cattle and poultry raising, home- 
stead gardening, social forestry, handicrafts, and cottage industry. Other programs that Proshika 
has initiated include popular theater, participatory research, development support, communication 
through video medium, health and nutrition education, literacy, and women’s programs. 
By 1988,hoshikahadformed 16,440groups ofwhich7,508 arewomen’sgroups. Itcurrently 
employs a staff of 553  of whom 438  are based at the grassroots level.  Operating in 36 project 
locations, which it calls Area Development Centers, Proshika’s work now extends to 2,856 
villages, 373 unions, and 65 uparilus (adminisnative sub-divisions) in 22 districts. 
WATER-SELLING ENTERPRISES OF THE RURAL POOR 
Context 
Although primarily an agrarian economy, with agriculture contributing nearly 50 percent of its 
gross domestic product  and accounting for about 59 percent of  the employed labor  force 
(UNICEF 1987), Bangladesh is not self-sufficient in food and imports an average of two million 
tons of foodgrains per year. 13 
The second Five -Year Plan (1980-1985) promoted rapid expansion of the mechanized minor 
irrigation technologies, i.e..  Shallow Tube Wells, Low Lift Pumps. and Deep Tube Wells as a 
strategy for increasing food production. Attributing the slow rate of irrigation development in the 
preceding years to a policy of high subsidization, a privatization policy was adopted for selling 
Low Lift Pumps to individual farmers or groups. 
Some observers have  expressed concern that in  an agrarian situation characterized by 
concentration of landownership, landlessness, tenancy, and unemployment. such a technological 
thrust could end in concentrating water assets in the hands of landlords, if  unaccompanied by 
policies and measures promoting equity.  Through monopolizing access, landlords might also 
emerge as waterlords. The result would then  be more exploitation, more landlessness, more 
unemployment, and consequently, more poverty. 
It has been argued  that effective demand for food by  the rural poor is necessary to stimulate 
agricultural  production. Therefore, establishing  property rightsother than land in the handsof the 
rural poor is essential for agricultural development in Bangladesh. 
This was the context in which Roshika developed the program for water selling by the rural 
poor. Thegovemment’sreactionto theprogram was positive. TheMinisIry ofLocalGovemment 
and Rural Development initiated the development of an experimental program for the provision 
of  irrigation services by the landless The  Minisby of Agriculture encouraged nongovernment 
organizations such ashoshika,theBangladeshRuralAdvancementCommitteeandtheGram~n 
(Rural)  Bank to develop programs to facilitate access of the mal poor to water resources. 
0  bjectives 
Several interrelated assumptions  underlie the program and explain its objectives. First providing 
organizedgroupsof  therural poor with assistanceinte~sofcredittraining,andtechnicalknow- 
how to acquire and run mechanized minor irrigation equipment will enable them to establish an 
irrigation service which  they themselves can manage and conml.  Second, selling water to 
farmers means  gaining conml of  means of production which are second only  to land in 
importance.  Third, by bringing more land under cultivation in the dry season this service will 
contribute  to the creation of employment opportunities for the rural  poor.  Fourth, by obtaining 
a share of the benefits of the increased productivity of the land they will enhance their incomes. 
And fmally, this new role of the rural poor in production will elevate to some extent their status 
in society. 
Implementation Process 
The pmcess hugh  which a group establishes an irrigation service involves several steps. It 
begins with the group identifying a potential command area and then negotiating with  the 
landowners and sharecropping farmers who cultivate land in that am.  Before procdng.  the 
group must establish its right to  provide water in that area.  If this is positive, then a formal 14 
agreement is drawn up using signatures and thumbprints. The agreement specifies the duration 
of the scheme (usually five years), siting of the equipment,  rates of water delivery, form and rates 
of payment (mostly 25-30 percent crop share) and the division of  responsibility between the 
farmers and the group for the construction and maintenance of the main channels or drains and 
the feeder water courses to the plots. 
Arrangingcredit for thepurchaseofequipmentandtocoveroperatingcosts is thesecondstep. 
During thefirst few years, theGrameen Bank, Bang1adesh.h accordance  withitsagreement with 
Proshika provided the required credit.  Since 1985, however, Proshika has extended credit from 
its own Revolving Loan Fund. This has resolved problems in obtaining the loans on time, since 
delays in the past had badly affected the performance of some groups. 
Groups participating in the program are selected by murual consent of  the groups themselves 
and the field organizers. As soon as a group is selected to participate it appoints a chairman, a 
schememanager, apumpdriver,andalineman from among itsmembers. Acommitteecomposed 
of  a few of  its members is formed to perform certain duties on behalf of the group, such as 
obtaining the loan, signing the loan documents, and purchase of the equipment. The driver and 
lineman are sent to the Proshika Training Centre to receive training in the skills required for 
performing their tasks. 
After obtaining the loan the group purchases the equipment and auxiliaries and installs them 
at the agreed site with the help of local technicians. Following installation of the equipment the 
group constructs the main canals. Each command area is divided almost equally among  three 
main canals and water is delivered sequentially from the tail to the head end. 
Role of the Field Organizers 
In the Proshika process, the role of the field organizers is of vital importance  as it is they who set 
the organizational and the mobilization work in motion.  The field organizer is based at the 
grassroots Area Development Centers, comes from the same locality, knows the area and the 
people very well, and has opted for working with the rural poor. 
Groups are organized by Proshika without any intention to involve them in any particular 
activity such asirrigation,orotherprogram.  Thepurposeisrather to help theruralpoortodevelop 
an institutional base from which to mobilize themselves for socioeconomic  actions pertinent to 
self-reliant development. It is easier to organize a group with the purpose of making immediate 
gain than to organize one conceived as a long-term enterprise from the very beginning. The field 
organizer, therefore, has a very difficult and painstaking task to accomplish.  It takes several 
months to motivate and animate prospective members to organize themselves into a group. 
After a group is formed, the field organizer must continue to maintain frequent contact with 
it to promote a collective spirit and leadership, to develop participatory decision making, to  have 
regular meetings, and to cultivate mutual cooperation and solidarity among the members.  The 
field organizer accomplishes these hsks through discussions’ and informal training sessions. 
Following this, groups are gradually exposed to the human-development  training courses at the 
Area Development Center training facilities to acquire further analytical skills. 
The quality of an organization  is very much a determining factor in its success or failure in any 
endeavor. The field organizer plays a crucial role in this respect. It may take more than a year 15 
before the group expresses the need to make a move.  Sometimes the field organizer facilitates 
this by  sharing some idea with them or by exposing them to the experience of other groups in the 
surrounding area. The mobilization could be for a social or for an economic action. The social 
action  may  be  a  struggle to  realize the  minimum  wage  fixed by  the  government, or  the 
sharecroppers’ two-thirds share of crops, or the actual quantity of wheat allotted to the laborers 
in the food-for-works  program, or it may be a protest against any sort of violence done to them. 
The economic actions include any effort for employment and income generation.  Some actions 
areboth socialandeconomic  innature.as forexample,  theirrigationservice. Whateverthenature 
of the action, the field organizer will be involved. 
To undertake an irrigation project, a feasibility study is required. This is done by the group, 
the field organizer, and the extension worker (irrigation engineer) as a team.  After identifying 
a potential command area the group has to negotiate with the farmers.  The field organizer’s 
involvement in the negotiations as a mediator is essential to ensure the interests of  the group. 
The field organizer next assists the group to prepare a project proposal to be submitted to 
F’roshika to request the,required credit. He arranges for training the driver and the lineman who 
have been appointed by  the group. The field organizer and the technical worker help the group 
inselectingandpurchasingequipment,inpropersitingofit,andinboringofthewell(forShallow 
Tube Wells). The field organizer also assists in setting up properrecord keeping so that Proshika 
may monitor the performance of the group. He makes frequent visils to the project site to see if 
anyproblemsare hampering the smooth implementation of the project. Ifconflictsarisebetween 
the group and the fanners the field organizer intervenes to help resolve the problems. 
The above description, however, in which the field organizer has to provide all the assistance 
applies only to new irrigation groups.  In groups which have gained several years’ experience in 
running their projects the field organizer’s role is limited to monitoring performance.  In many 
areas, broader organizations embracing many  groups, have already emerged.  These larger 
groupings are capable of dealing with the problems that individual groups facein bargaining with 
powerful elites. 
Expansion and Performance 
In 1982, Dr. Geoffrey D.  Wood of the University of  Bath, with the assistance of  Proshika’s 
Research and Documentation Cell, conducteda study on the financialperformance  of83  projects. 
51 ShallowTubeWells,and33 LowLiftPumpsthatwereinoperationduring  the 1981/82season 
in 11 Proshika Area Development Centers. The study showed that 78 percent of Low Lift Pumps 
groups and 75 percent of the Shallow Tube Well groups were successful. Though theresult was 
inspiring, Proshika decided not to move too fast.  Their program was expanded only modestly. 
At present, the program covers 26 Area Development Centers and 308 groups with an equal 
number of projects involved in selling water for irrigation. Technologies that have been deployed 
include 201 Shallow Tube Wells, 82 Low Lift Pumps, and 25 Deep Tube Wells.  By operating 
these, the groups are providing irrigation to approximately 2,950 hectares (ha) (7,295 acres) of 
land. Performance, however, declined from 1982 to 1984. In 1982/83 this was due to a sharp rise 
in operating costs as the price of diesel and oil increased by 50 percent, and in 1983/84 due to an 16 
early flood which severely damaged the boro crop, causing most of the projects to incur losses. 
The situation began to improve again in 1985/86 due to a rise in income while costs remained 
stable, and yield as well as prices of rice increased.  The current season (1988/89) has not yet 
ended.  However, in the last season (1987/88) about 75 percent of  the total 251 projects were 
successful. 
EXPERIENCE 
The irrigation groups have clearly demonstrated that given the opportunity, the rural poor in 
Bangladesh working collectively can be efficient entrepreneurs in socioeconomic-development 
projects. The groups have repaid 75 percent of the Grameen Bank loans and in July 1987 group 
repayment of the Revolving Loan Fund loans was 71 percent.  This may be compared to the 46 
percent recovery of official loans in the agricultural sector in the same year. 
Proshika provides credit without requiring collateral, unlike the  official loan schemes.  The 
majority of the rural poor, especially the landless, are unable to provide collateral and therefore 
have no access to official sources of credit. The groups have shown beyond doubt that the poor 
are creditworthy and even trustworthy to be provided loans without collateral. 
Whether managed by  groups or by  private owners, irrigation projects give rise to increased 
demand for labor especially where High Yielding Variety boro is added to the cropping cycle. 
With projects managed by groups, however, it is the poor who get the income through rent and 
profit. Moreover. small peasants and sharecroppers  have greater control over water distribution 
in a group scheme as compared to a private scheme (Ahmed 1989). 
Water selling by the rural poor should not he viewed only in terms of employment and income 
generation.  There are social implications as well.  The rural power structure in Bangladesh is 
based on a patron-client relationship (Hossain 1980) between the rich landowners and the rural 
poor in which the rich have the power to dominate and the poor, having no power, are dominated. 
In the whole bargaining process it is the rich who decide and the poor who must accept 
ForthefirsltimeinBangladesh,somegroupsofnualpoorthrough  theprocessofsellingwater, 
have created a new bargaining situation in which they are also decision makers. They have taken 
upon themselves a completely new  role in the production process by  applying an important 
technology, and thus have taken charge of a significant productive asset. This has given them a 
sense of confidence, dignity. and power.  They believe that the effort has contributed to the 
improvement of their lives (Huda 1989). 17 
CONCLUSION 
Proshikaand the imgationgroups havebeen running thisprojectforeight years now. By this time 
a fair number of groups have become owners of irrigation equipment,  paying off their loans and 
continuing their water-selling services. This indicates that the process may prove sustainable. 
Several other nongovernment organizations have engaged in similar endeavors. Still, if seen in 
the context of the creation of a wider impact for growth and equity, all of these efforts, including 
that of Proshika, have a long way to go and strong official policy support will be an absolute 
necessity, if they are to succeed. 
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Irrigation Water Management 
in Gaylegphug Lift Irrigation Scheme 
R.B. SubbaD 
INTRODUCTION 
Tm  KINGDOM OF Bhutan is a landlocked mountainous country situated between India and China 
in the eastern Himalayas. Bhutan being an agrarian counay, the Royal Government emphasizes 
agriculture and horticulture development. The development of agriculture is closely associated 
with the importance attached to irrigation. The availability of land for cultivation is limited due 
to the geographical and topographical nature of the country. Realizing the vital role of  water for 
agricultural development the Department of  Agriculture has extended assistance to farmers in 
constructing new  irrigation channels from  small perennial streams, and in  renovating old 
irrigation channels. Since 1975/76, the Department of Agriculture has undertaken construction 
of  major irrigation systems while continuing to  assist farmers to construct minor irrigation 
channels. 
THE GAYLEGPHUG LIFT IRRIGATION SCHEME 
One of  the  major  irrigation schemes undertaken during  1977/78 was  the Gaylegphug Lift 
IrriEtion  I Scheme in Gaylegphug Disuict which has since  been declared one of the main granary 
areas of the Kingdom. T%e  development of Gaylegphug-Sarbhang area in a multifaceted manner 
-  .  . 
1 AasistantRojectBng~esr,AreaDevelopment  Project, LandUse andIrrigationDivision,theDepanment 
of Agriculture, @hut&.; 
,  1.  , 
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has  been accorded very  high priority by  the Royal  Government.  The Royal Government 
approached the Government of India in 1975 to obtain assistance to frame an area-development 
plan for this region.  A major component of this plan was the provision of irrigation facilities to 
farmers who  had  been  settled in the region on  cleared land and who had  been anticipating 
irrigation facilities. After apparently detailed studies  on the geology, hydrology, and topography 
of the region, and after considering the availability of sufficientpower. the Lift-Irrigation Scheme 
was deemed economical and an expeditious means of irrigation. The scheme was formulated in 
two stages, to irrigate a gross command area of some 810 ha (2.OOO  acres) in Stage I and 1,012 
ha (2.500 acres) in Stage 11. 
x-..  ~~ 
IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT IN STAGE I 
Monsoon Rice-Crop Irrigation 
During the peak monsoon pen  owe  third week of June to August the Lift Irrigation Scheme 
is augmented by rainfall (abou  00 m  ), seasonal streams, and rivers. Of the total gross area of 
remaining areas are covered by seasonal rivers, towns, and industries. Till now, the project has 
bring 405 ha  (1,000 acres) of land under effective irrigation.  All irrigated land is 
ultivation and it is proposed to adopt spring rice in due course, according to the 
pping pattern. The projEt report proposed irrigating a gross area of  810 ha (2,000 
acres) of land but it was later discovered that most of  the command area is composed of sandy 
loam.  Owing to greater than expected percolation rates the actual water requirement is much 
greater than originally envisaged.  Transplanting operations are never completed according to 
plan due to labor constrainu and frequent water-shortage problems. Irrigation remains effective 
from the transplanting stage to the heading stage i.e., from July to the end of September. During 
thecritical stage from Octobertoearly November, however, irrigation waterisinadequate  tomeet 
consumptive use. After the rivers and streams  dry  up, pumped water becomes the only sourm for 
irrigation. 
810 ha  (2,000  acres), the maxi u  cultivable command area is 567 ha (1.400 acres).  The 
Irrigation for Wheat 
At present only 10- 15 percent of the total area is  under wheatcrops. Wheat sowing starts in mid- 
November and harvesting takes place at the end of March or in the fust week of April. 21 
PRESENT WATER-MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
At thewater  is lifted from the right channel of  th  Ma0 Rive  (Aie  River) and fed into 
reaching individual fanners' fields via 
Whenirrigation water wasf~stdelivere  69  tothefields formonsoonriceirrigationthe following 
problems were discovered 
the  maia conveyance system.  From ther  't flows into 1 I Q  in  suibutary channels before 
en tertiary channels. 
1.  Conflicts arising from different interpretations of water rights among the users. 
2.  Misuse of  water by  individual farmers. 
3.  Inadequate irrigation water. 
4. Reluctance of  fanners to make field channels. 
5.  Terraces uneven and not leveled properly. 
In order to solve the problems,anumberof meetings wereorganized by the project authorities 
At these meetings it was decided to institute the following rules: 
1.  In  every disaibutary, there is  to be  an elected water  master (locally Dung  Sardar or 
2.  Misuse of  water per occasion is to be punished by a cash fine and cancellation of  one turn 
3. AU users  are  to make feeder channels and 10 allow right of way for feeder  channels to other 
4. The water capacity in the channels is to be improved by  the project authority. 
with representatives of the Dzongkhag (District) Administration and of the fanners. 
Churwnpa ) responsible for water management and distribution. 
in the offender's water rotation. 
farmers as required. 
ELECTION AND RESPONSIBILITY  OF DUNG SARDAR 
Each of the 11 distributaries along the main canal has a dung sardar, elected by the users of  the 
respective distributary under the chairmanship of  the Gupof Block Mondal (elected head of  the 
block) in  the presence of  the project representative. The users, who  form a water  users' 
association, agree that the dung sardar will be the sole authority for water distribution and no user 
may interfere. The dung sardar should be honest and sincere in the discharge of his duties; if he 
isfoundinefficient,anewelectionshouldtakeplace.  Heis thecontactpersonbetween  theproject 
authorities and the  fanners. In  practice, the fanners tend  to respect the water-disaibution 
agreement. The dung sardan  are paid in kind by the users of  the irrigation facilities,  about 15-20 
kilograms (kg) unmilled rice per year per farm. They work under the technical guidance of the 
project authorities. Conflicts regarding the interpretation of  water rights or water misuse are 
resolved by the Gupof Block Mondal. 22 
WATER DISTRIBUTION ON-FARM 
Water flow in the main canal remains almost constant during the peak period of distribution so 
that water is delivered to each farm by turn. once every five to six days. This rotation system is 
fixed by  the dung sardars of  the respective distributaries. Daily, the dung sardars inspect the 
conditions of the channels and the rice fields to ensure the proper usage of water.  They regulate 
water at the outlet points according to water availability and requirements, and make equitable 
delivery of water to the various networks of  field channels.  After the water has been delivered 
to the farms the farmers must irrigate their lands within the allotted time.  In the evening hours, 
the dung sardars usually visit the houses to give notice of  the planned water turn to farmers who 
are next in line.  During the dry period, maximum attention is given to poor-soil areas where the 
waterrequirement is highest. Thus thedungsardarsreducetheintervalof "turnout"  insuchareas 
and increase the turnout interval in areas with soils of higher water-holding capacity.  These 
changes are made after informing the water users' association but, in all cases, the dung sardars 
are guided by the technical staff of  the project. 
MAINTENANCE 
Minormaintenancesuchasclearingofjungleandclearingawaydebrisalongthemaincanalsand 
distributaries or from the diversion works of the feeder channels, is organizedby the dung sardars 
at least three times a year. Major work such as renovation of channels and therepair of protective 
snuctures is done by  the project authorities.  The labor required is contributed by  the users. 
Expenditures for operation and maintenance  such as elecnic energy or the purchase of spare  parts 
are borneby the Department  of Agriculture. To date, the Royal Government  has not imposed any 
water charges on farmers. However, they may have to pay electric-energy costs in the future. 
FACTORS AFFECTING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF WATER 
MAN  AGE  M  E  N  T 
The authorities responsible for water management are handicapped in controlling efficient use of 
water because of the following reasons: 
1. A farmer with land close to an outlet point may take advantage of the continuous flow of 
water to his field, rejecting the rotation system adopted by his dung sardar. 23 
2.  Some fanners damage the channels and embankments to divert water or use syphon pipes 
during the night. 
3. It is the general practice of the fanners to irrigate crops field-to-field instead of  using 
irrigation channels.  This results in inefficient irrigation and loss of  water as supply is 
always interrupted to allow for repair or maintenance of pumps. 
4. Supply of  water  to  the fields is subject to the availability of  electricity from  Assam. 
Sometimes, power is cut for four to five days during which rice fields remain dry. 
5.  Every yeartheMaoandKailashriversflood,during  whichhugequantitiesofdebrisand silt 
are deposited.  Pumping is resumed only after the debris is cleared, usually after five to 
seven  days. 
CONCLUSION 
The beneficiarjes of theprojectare;  ady moving rapidly towards self-sufficiency in foodgrain 
in comparison with those in other locations.  Much has been done by  the Royal Government 
project officers to help fanners to organize themselves, without any formal intervention from 
outside. They have been performing the role of  social organizers, perhaps without recognizing 
this in any articulated sense.  The potential exists to further improve the socioeconomic well- 
being of the beneficiaries  by helping them to use their irrigation facilities more efficiently through 
better management of water, coupled with improved rice-cultivation practices. Role of the Institutional Organizer in Assisting 
Farmers to Participate in the Rehabilitation of 
Tank Systems 
R. Sakthivadivels and S.N. KallapiranDs 
INTRODUCTION 
A TANK  IS a small storage reservoir used to impound the runoff from the monsoon rains which 
occurduringafewmonthsoftheyearandtoregulate thesupplyofwater,mainly foragricultural 
use. Tankirrigationhasbeen  widelypracticedinSouthIndiaandhasbeenadominantcomponent 
of Tamil Nadu agriculture contributing to a thud of the net area irrigated in the State. There are 
39,202 tanks irrigating 0.928 million hectares of land in this state.  These tanks also recharge 
groundwater and thus facilitate supplemental irrigation through wells. 
Most oftheirrigation tanksin SouthIndia  werebuilthundredsofyearsagobykings,chieftains. 
and big landlords.  Heavy siltation and encroachment, inadequate maintenance, operational 
inefficiency and lack of  regulation, and excessive use of water at the fm  level have reduced 
water-use efficiencies to as low as 25-35 percent 
THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY 
As par[ of its research program. Lhc Cenue for Water Resources of Anna University undenook a 
pilot study in rehabilitation of  Lhe Padianallw tank near the Rcd Hills in Chengalparlu Disaicl. 
The study began in July 1981 with assislance from the Ford Foundation.  It was initiated with a 
'  Director, Centre for Water Resources, Anna University. Madras, India and Senior Irrigation Specialist. 
"Irrigation  Engineer,  Centre for Water Resources, Anna University. Madras.  India. 
International Irrigation Management htitute,  Colombo, Sri Lanka. 
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view to investigate the present status of the irrigation system. examine its deficiencies, design 
.measures for improving the system, evaluate subsequent results, and prepare guidelines for 
efficient management. 
In this study inadequate attention was paid to understanding farmers’ concepts of water rights 
and water-distribution  practices and their perception on the modernization program.  Had the 
team included a person with appropriate community-work experience who would have given 
full-time attention 10  these questions, a much stronger basis for helping farmers reach a consensus 
on  new water distribution and management practices could have been established. 
A PROPOSED EXPERIMENT WlTH THE PARTICIPATORY APPROACH 
IN TAMIL NADU 
In view of  lessons learnt from the Padianallur pilot study, as well as from experiences in the 
Philippines, the Centre for Water Resources is currently carrying out a research program on tank 
modernization,  funded  by  the  Ford  Foundation,  using  institutional  organizers  to  apply a 
participatory approach. The project is titled “Alternative Approaches to TankRehabilitation and 
Management -- A Proposed Experiment.”  It envisages the selection of four experimental study 
tanks  and  four  control  tanks  which  are  to  be  rehabilitated  under a European  Economic 
Community grant.  The level of investment per hectare (ha) of command area will be the Same 
in both the experimental and the control tanks. While the rehabilitation program is being carried 
out in the experimental study tanks using institutional organizers to involve farmers. the rehabili- 
tation program of the control tanks applies the usual blueprint approach. 
The study contemplates documenting the process of rehabilitation with farmers’ participation. 
It lakes a multidisciplinary approach of institution building, agricultural extension, and educating 
the farmers to organize, in addition lo the engineering and technical aspects. The Public Works 
Department and the Agricultural Engineering Deparunent are collaborating to implement the 
program.  Consultants from the Association for Sarva Seva Farms, a voluntary organization of 
repute in community-development programs, along with the Centre for Water Resources staff, 
provide necessary expertise and guidance to field staff in their day-to-day-research work. 
FIELD STAFF 
The project study team  consists of  an Institutional  Organizer, a Process Documenter and a 
Technical Assistant at each tank site.  Elsewhere, study groups consist only of an Institutional 
Organizer and a Process Documenter.  Here a Technical Assistant is also included to provide 
relevant technical information to the farmers and give adequate explanation on  engineering 27 
matters to enable them  to  understand better the engineering proposals of the implementing 
agencies.  This  additional input  is  considered  necessary  in  view  of  the  inadequacy and 
unreliability of water supply as well as to meet the needs of the local situation. 
SELECTION OF TANKS 
Rapid sociotechnical surveys were carried out at each of  the 20 tanks to be modernized under the 
European Economic Community grant.  The investigation team consisted of  an Institutional 
Organizer, a Process Documenter,  and a Technical Assistant, guided by a faculty member of the 
Centre for Water Resources. After a careful study of the hydrological data collected and other 
aspects such as  the enthusiasm of the farmers, the expected extent of incremental benefit, and the 
number of farmers that are likely to benefit, the committee selected two study tanks and two 
control tanks. 
The two study tanks represent two different situational characteristics demanding location- 
specific strategies. The perceptible changes in attitudinal patterns and the behavioral complexes 
in thesetwo systemsare beingrecordedinlheprocess documentationaspartofthestudy program. 
In the following sections this paper deals briefly with the institution-building  experiences gained 
by  the project team in one of the study tanks, namely the Kattiampandal tank in Chengalpattu 
District. 
KATTIAMPANDAL VILLAGE 
In India, according to an ancient religious order, society was divided into four main caste groups 
on a functional basis i.e., priests as Brahmins, warriors as Kshatriyas, traders as Vaishyas. and 
workers as Sudras. Sudras include the “untouchable”  Harijans who were on the lowest rung of 
the caste ladder. The Harijans constitute about 18 percent of the population and the presence of 
these “untouchables” gives all caste-minded  Hindus a feeling of superior social status, no matter 
how poor they may be.  Even though these caste prejudices are slowly fading from the village 
community since independence  due to the implementation of many welfare programs, society has 
yet to release itself from the clutches of caste dominance. 
The village population consists of members of two castes: the “upper caste”  Landowning 
Mudaliars constitute 34 percent and the Harijan people constitute 66 percent.  The 59 Harijan 
farmers own  approximately 25 ha (62 acres) (17.7 percent) while 253 Mudaliars own approxi- 
mately 117 ha (290 acres) (82.3  percent) of the command area. The Mudaliarsdependon Harijans 
for all farm labor and other agricultural services. 
When we firstentered thisvillageinSeptember 1988,ariftbetween  HarijansandMudaliars had 
been in effect since the previous year. The rift resulting in non communication between the two 28 
castes was due to the “upper caste” Mudaliars having bid the heavy price of US$7.66 (Rs 600) 
for the palm leaves on the tank bund, rather than following the traditional practice of giving them 
to Harijans for a token amount of US2.6 (Rs 20) per annum. Mudali,  with caste bias, do not 
sit together with Harijans in a meeting to discuss a common issue. 
The system has two tanks, namely Periu eri (peria means big and eri means tank) and Chifheri 
(small tank) situated respectively 500 meters (m) west and 200 m northwest of Kattiampdal 
village. They are interconnected by an inlet regulator. Field work commenced in this village on 
1 September 1988. This involved primarily a delibeme and persistent approach to capitalize on 
uyucufdhurs’ (lank beneficiaries’) enthusiasm, initiative, and leadership for internalizing their 
commitment to the work. 
Two types of interview schedules are being used for data collection: one for the detailed 
socioeconomic survey and the other for certain key information. The detailed schedule is being 
administered to 70 farmers. The key information schedule aims to record periodically, irrigation 
data in different farm locations. 
WATER DISTRIBUTION PRACTICES 
This tank observes a traditional water distribution practice known as  Pungu (share).  In ancient 
times, priority rights were granted to six influential families of the village, whose lands were 
given preferential water allocations in times of scarcity. The pangu, consisting of  16 kaanis or 
8.61 ha (21.28 acres) is the standard unit for water allocation and water charges. Each pangu is 
allowed 12hoursofinigation withtankwater. Panguholdersaregivenpreferencetoirrigatetheir 
fields by  drawing lots.  Only pangu-holding farmers are eligible to receive water in times of 
scarcity, when  other farmers receive none.  The privileged farmers pay a special tax called 
Paichul vari (irrigation tax) and also bear all the costs of  village festivals. An  interesting aspect 
of the pangu system is that pangu  holders are entitled to sell their water rights to other farmers. 
Neerkaffi  or Kumbukarfies  (luscars or ditchtenders) were. appointed by the villagers to look after 
the water allocation and water distribution according to the pangu system in times of scarcity. 
The traditional pangu system was modified by the fanners in a meedng held on 10 December 
1988, adapting it to present conditions and tochanges that have taken placein thecommandarea 
over time.  The main changes made in water distribution were: 
1. The 6 pangus have been changed to 10. 
2.  The entire command area of  142.5 ha  (352 acres) and the adjoining lands reached by 
irrigation have been included in the pangu.  The size of the 10 pangus has  been increased 
to approximately 163.5 ha (404 acres). 
3.  AU  like-minded people or kin of a family owning lands in the command areaare grouped 
under one pangu.  The size of  each pangu is approximately 16.2 ha (40 acres). 
4. Twelve hours of imgation are permitted to each pangu. 
5. Night irrigation is also permitted in the tank command. 29 
A disadvantage of the system is that lands grouped under one pangu are not contiguous but 
distributedovertheentirecommandarea.  Sharingofwater throughthepangusystemispracticed 
in times of scarcity and the line loss and consequent water waste is greater.  In spite of this, the 
farmers feel that this arrangement  limits conflicts. This situation may change for the better after 
implementation of the rehabilitation program when reliability of  water supply b  improved and 
farmers are better educated. 
INTEGRATION AND BUILDING RAPPORT WITH FARMER 
BENEFICIARIES 
Rapport building is the pace setting and pathfinding process for initiating a project in any area, 
and much more so in a remote village like Kattiampandal, as yet untouched by modernization. 
Rapport building with the two dominant caste groups, i.e., Mudaliars and Harijans. including 
converts to Christianity, though slow, gained momentum after 15 to 20 days.  The small and 
closelyknitruralcommunitysoonrealizedthatthe  fieldfunctionaries  hadcometolivewiththem 
to help the community to help itself by  its own efforts. 
The project team  established good rapport and integration with  the farmer beneficiaries 
through  a series of  en0  programs,  formal group meetings, and informal discussions with 
individual and small groups of farmers, which enabled them  to dispel the misunderstanding 
between these two caste groups.  The  entry programs were all carried out by farmers and at the 
farmers' expense, with field staff serving only to  motivate participation. 
FARMERS' PARTICIPATION 
Frequentmeetings were held withthe farmers to enlist theiractiveparticipationandinvolvement. 
Task forces were formed with members nominated by  the general assembly to deal with the 
following four major components of the rank-irrigation systems: 
1.  Augmentation of supply to tank. 
2.  Improvement to tank smctures. 
3.  Command area development. 
4.  Water distribution and management. 
Three members were nominated for each of the first three groups in this tank,  while for the 
fourth group, nine members were nominated. Group meetings were held periodically by the field 
staff, and members were taken to the site in order to appraise the provisions made in the Public 
Works Department estimates and to understand the farmers' needs. 30 
ENTRY PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS 
The institution-building strategy of fielding a team consisting of an Institutional Organizer. a 
hocess  Documenter, and  a Technical  Assistant, ably  supported by the  Center for Water 
Resources staff and consultants culminated in the successful resolution of certain long-pending 
issues.  This is of  immeasurable value to  irrigation  management.  Above all, the attitudinal 
changes in the community have poised it for promoting future growth.  The achievements of the 
entry program are: 
1.  Resolution of the conflict between the two castes and reestablishment of the mditional 
2. Motivation of the rural community in general and the ayacutdhars in particular to become 
3.  Identification of local leaders, involving them in decision making and inspiring them to a 
relationship of amity and cordiality. 
partners in tank rehabilitation and management 
continued commitment to rank-irrigation improvement. 
Some  physical achievements due  to the institution-building activity were also realized. These 
included the fixing of a new wooden plug in the existing sluice of Peria en and the cleaning and 
desilting of the main canal and branch canal over a length of 780 m, by mobilizing the services 
of 31 farmers, among others. The  implementing agency was also convinced to cany  out selective 
on-farm development works including the sinking of a community well, based on farmers’ 
requests, rather than in the conventional way. 
Summing up, the nature and course of activities and the response of the fanning community tend 
to show: 
1.  Increasing awareness and interest in developmental functions. 
2. Initiative and leadership to manage problems as they surface. 
3. Constructive thinking to identify the dimensions of the different problems and finding 
4. Developing the spirit of cooperation and undersrandkg to shoulder common responsibilities. 
5. Responding to the challenges by utilizing the services of the field team and effectively 
collaborating with the Center for Water Resources and implementing agencies such as  the 
Public Works Department and the Agricultural Engineering Department. 
solutions by group action. 
EXPERIENCES AND LESSONS LEARNT TILL NOW 
Our experiences in organizing farmers through the action of institutional organizers in the two 
study tanks during the last six or seven months show the following: 31 
1. Building up a viable water users’ organization  to take responsibility for managing the small 
irrigation tank systems may be complicated and extremely delicate. especially in the 
heterogeneous caste society found in many villages in India. 
2. Despite this negative factor there still exists a general awareness in the farming community 
of the need to unite on common issues such as the acquisition of adequate water in their 
tanks. 
3.  In view of  the erratic nature of monsmn rains there is greater awareness among farmers 
about conjunctive use of well-water and tank water for successful agricultural operations. 
4. Thepresentyear(l988/9)  isoneof subnormalrainfallfortheKaniampandaltank,  whereas 
it is a drought year for theKedartank. The interest of farmers at the Kedartank is, therefore, 
not very encouraging even though there is general interest among farmers to participate in 
this program.  Hopefully, the  next monsoon rains may help speedier integration of the 
farmers of Kedar tank. 
5. This study is bound to invite increased attention among farmers in the future.  In a caste- 
ridden heterogeneous community, integrating farmers into an organizational group will 
take time. 
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The Small Systems Turnover Program in Indonesia 
HelmiD and D. Vermillion** 
INTRODUCTION 
k  IRR~GATION  SECTOR  in Indonesia is currently under pressure to shift its emphasis from consmc- 
tion and  rehabilitation to  the development of  a self-sustaining operation and  maintenance 
program aimed at slowing, if not stopping, the typically rapid rate of deterioration of irrigation 
systems.  The current irrigation subsector loan programs with the World Bank and the Asian 
Development Bank are directed at allocating proportionately  more funds to operation and 
maintenance and at introducing new policies aimed at making operation and maintenance more 
efficient and sustainable. 
Perhaps the two most prominent of the new policies in the shift towards sustainable operation 
and maintenance are, charging for irrigation services and the turnover of small irrigation systems. 
The irrigation-service  fee is payable under a policy, currently being tested, of collecting fees from 
water users in agency systems to recover operation and maintenance costs at the main-system 
level. The objective of the turnover program is to transfer operation and maintenance responsi- 
bility from the provincial irrigation services to the farmers in all systems below 500 hectares (ha) 
within 15 yearsof the 1987/88  budget year. This willamountto7Opercentofall systemscurrently 
listed in the government inventory of irrigation systems, or 21 percent of the total public-irrigated 
area in the counny. During and after turnover, it is expected that provincial irrigation services 
will take on a more macro-level role to  improve water management between systems along river 
courses.  Assistance to small systems should then be provided only where solving the problems 
is truly beyond the capacity of local water users' associations. These policy changes constitute 
a basic revision of thinking about the appropriate management roles for the government and for 
the farmers. 
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These changes have occurred in parallel with a broadening recognition  of  the traditional 
potential which farmers in various parts of Indonesia have for managing irrigation systems. The 
Balinese subak. the Javanese ulu-ulu,  and the West Sumatran Iuo banda are only a few of many 
examples  of  frequently  observed competent  traditional  irrigation  institutions.  Government 
officials now  widely  rezognize that farmers are capable of  handling  routine operation  and 
maintenance tasks in small-scale systems, given the proper training, guidance, and legal support. 
AGENCY INTERVENTION AND FARMER DEPENDENCY 
Since provincial- and district-budget allocations are generally based on area irrigated by agency 
systems there  has been  an incentive to  reclassify  village  systems as agency systems, often 
regardless of the amount of provincial irrigation-services investment in the systems, if any. prior 
to “incorporation”  into the provincial irrigation services.  A small-scale provincial irrigation- 
services system may not actually be managed by, nor be dependent upon, the agency. 
Much  change has occurred in both the degree and type of  provincial irrigation-services 
investment, and correspondingly in the degree and type of farmer dependency on the agency in 
small irrigation systems.  However, even a pattern of occasional provincial irrigation-services 
repair assistance to a small system may discourage the development of a routinely active water 
users’ association, if the assistance given is solely from provincial irrigation services and if it 
replaces routine maintenance. The water users’ association would not bother to maintain all parts 
of the system because it would expect the agency to repair them eventually. As long as essential 
structures continue to divert, convey, or divide water in accordance with the users’ basic system 
objectives (e.g., two rice crops a year) they may be content to allow the structures to deteriorate 
even thoughtheeventual costof “heavy repairs” (whatfarmersassumeistheroleoftheagency) 
may exceed the cost of “  properroutine maintenance” (what the agency assumes is therole of the 
farmers). 
The government hopes to break such patterns of dependency during the  turnover process, 
because full responsibility for operation and maintenance in small systems will be transferred to 
the farmers.  The government seeks to implement a turnover process which will prepare the 
farmers institutionally and repair the system physically (if need  be), so  that the farmers will find 
it simple to manageoperationandmaintenanceunaided,  inthefuture. Thetaskoftheinstitutional 
organizer is  not so dramatic as might be assumed, as  many of the management rasks are even now 
being done by farmers, albeit informally. 
TURNOVER-IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 
Target 
Implementation ofthe  turnover program began with 12 systems irrigating atotalareaof 1,200  ha. 
The program  quickly spread to other systems, sections, and provinces, and will reach 2.304 35 
systems with a total command area of 185,300 ha, by 1992/93. During the fifth Five-Year Plan 
(Pelita V), the turnover program will be limited to only systems of  150 ha or less, except for two 
pilot systems of about 500 ha each.  If  the process progresses as planned, within  15 years all 
systems below 500 ha will have been turned over to water users’ associations. 
Involved Organizations 
The Directorate of Irrigation together with provincial irrigation services is  responsible for overall 
programdevelopmentandimplementation. During  they are being 
assisted by the Institute for Social and Economic Research Information and Education -- an 
Indonesian nongovernment organization and the International Irrigation Management Institute 
(IIMI).  TheInstitule for Social andEconomic Research Information and Education is  responsible 
for training and assisting in program development and field-advisory support.  IIMI’s role is to 
collaborate with the Directorate of  Irrigation  and provincial irrigation services in research, 
monitoring and evaluation, and to assist with program development and advisory support. Both 
the Institute for Social and Economic Research Information and Education and IIMI are funded 
for the turnover work by theFordFoundation. These participants meet periodically as “working 
groups”  at the national, provincial, and section levels. 
System Categories 
Under the turnover process currently being implemented and tested, all systems below 150 ha in 
a given section are divided into three categories: A, B, and C. 
System categories for  the turnaverprogram. 




A  No prior agency investment: 
May or may not need repair 
Removal from provincial 
irrigation-services 
inventory; Development 
of water users‘ 
association 
n  Prior agency investment;  Development of water 
C  Prior agency investment;  Development of water 
No need for physical repair 




assistance far physical repairs 36 
Stages of the Turnover Process 
In its mostcomplete form (category C) theturnoverprocessconsistsofsix  basic stagesatthefield- 
implementation level: 
1. An inventory of field data is made in all systems eligible for turnover and is divided by 
category. 
2. In the B and C categories, a “profile”  is conducted to obtain more detailed information. It 
involves additional walk-throughs of the system, making a sketch map of the system, and 
in-depth interviews of fanners and water users’ association leaders. 
3. A list of farmers’ suggestions on the repairs needed is collected and drawings are made of 
each suggested repair. The suggestions are ranked  by priority by fanners, and a farmer- 
design version is made. 
4. Consuuctioniscaniedout  using farmers as laborers. Thegovernmentpays for allmaterials 
and labor. 
5. Where no official water users’ association exists, one is created. Repeated monitoring and 
guidance by provincial irrigation services are felt to be needed for institutional develop- 
ment. 
6. Official transfer of operation and maintenance authority and change of status of the system 
are expected to occur about 12 to 14 months after the inventory stage begins. 
USING AGENCY STAFF AS INSTITUTIONAL ORGANIZERS 
Why Use Agency Ataff as Institutional Organizers? 
In past experiments with the use of community or institutional  organizers in the development of 
water users’ associations, university-trained institutional organizers (usually social scientists) 
were recruited from outside the agency to  live and work  in the field.  They  were usually 
responsible  foronly oneor two small systems ortertiary blocks. For theturnoverprogram,at least 
in the initial three-year pilot phase, the government has decided to use provincial irrigation- 
services field-operations  staff (usually the  juru  pengairun, or irrigation inspector) as institutional 
organizers. There are six main reasons for this decision. 
1. On  a  national  scale, there are  no  sufficient funds to hire non-agency  institutional 
organizcrs, nor are there enough university-mined  recruits. 
2. In thelong-run, thissuategyisexpectedto helpdeveloptheagency’s capacitytouseamore 
sociotechnical approach to irrigation development. In part, this means more systematic 
interactions with  farmers as water  “managers,”  not just as “users.”  The role of  the 
institutional organizer is not perceived as a “position”  but rather as a “task”  of the field 
staff. 37 
3. To some extent, using  agency staff as institutional organizers frees the  agency from 
dependence on outside organizations in its dealings with the social aspects of imgation 
development, and prevents the rather perverse outcome of  having the agency become 
detached from the social aspects, in the very process of  seeking assistance in dealing with 
them. 
4. Many agency field staff have experience working in systems that will be  turned over and 
are already acquainted with some of the problems and people involved.  It is assumed that 
most  have the potential for learning the requisite social skills, given proper training, 
supervision, and incentives. 
5. Non-agency institutional organizers recruited on the open market tend to have a shorter 
span of attention and dedication since they have no  long-term career security. 
6. The institutional organizer experience helps reorient not only staff  but  the bureaucracy 
itself towards a more macro-level, coordinative, interactive, and service-providing role in 
the future. 
Job Orientation and Background of Irrigation Inspectors 
The irrigation inspector is the key field operation and maintenance position at the third level of 
the provincial irrigation-services hierarchy and supervises the lowest level of subsection staff -- 
the weir, gate, and ditch tenders. Most of his tasks are technical in nature. The inspector%  used 
to receiving precise, tangible targets, and instructions and is not accustomed to being creative. 
Nevertheless, realities in the field may require some creativity in implementing even the most 
narrow instructions  and some tasks do require communications and meetings with farmers. There 
are several factors such as relatively large area, distances which must be traveled, and the large 
number of gates to be set and inspected which tend to restrict the extent to which the irrigation 
inspectorinteracts  with farmers incarryingout hisduties. In the samples in westandcentral Java, 
most inspectors reported having sideline-income earnings which sometimes may  compete for 
time.  Most did not have motorcycles. 
Clearly, if  an irrigation inspector with his relatively restricted technical orientation is to be 
given an assignment as an institutional organizer which requires frequent and intensive interac- 
tion with farmers, in systems being turned over to the users, he will have to be given training in 
institutional- development skills, clear delegation of specific  tasks (so as not to require too much 
creativity in this new endeavor), and an adequate transportation or overtime allowance. There 
will also be need for more frequent on-site  visits by supervisors. There may be a need to decrease 
some of his routine work load during periods of  intense activity as an institutional organizer. 
Under the turnover program most institutional organizers are assigned two systems which are 
located within his jurisdiction as an irrigation inspector. 38 
Tasks of the Institutional Organizer 
The irrigation inspector-cum-institutional organizer is called upon to act as: collector of social 
and technical information, individual and group interviewer, draftsman, lay consulting engineer, 
mediator between agency and farmers, bookkeeper, and water users’ association institutional- 
development adviser.  This follows the procedures listed earlier with regard to the turnover 
process. 
The physical repair is intended as a catalyst for institutional development of the water users’ 
association.  During this stage, which should not exceed four to six months, the institutional 
organizer collects and makes sketches of all farmer suggestions for repairs, holds meeting with 
farmers in which they prioritize proposals, and then makes a farmers’ version of design.  This is 
later integrated with a “technical”  version of design for use in actual construction. 
Simultaneously with the implementation of the design and construction stage institutional 
organizers should be making efforts to form water users’ associations or to strengthen them. This 
includes three  basic  elements:  first, identifying  key farmer representatives and informants; 
second, (if there is no formally established water users’ association) assisting in the formation of 
the water users’ association; and third, involving the key farmer representatives in the turnover 
activitics.  Assisting in the formation of an official water users’ association involves helping 
farmers to hold meetings to select the water users’ association leaders, preparing a water users’ 
association charter and constitution, seeing to the approval of the charter and constitution by the 
appropriate local-government authorities, and possibly holding a meeting for the legal establish- 
ment of the water users’ association attended by farmers and local-government officials. 
The final stage is immediate preparation for turnover.  At this time the main activities are 1) 
testing and possibly correcting newly construckd structures, 2) formal legalization of the water 
users’ association (if not yet done), 3) preparation of the waler users’ association post-turnover 
operation and maintenance work plan, 4) possible planning and conducting of agency-staff 
relocations or reallocation  of assignments, and 5) arranging and conducting formal turnover 
procedures and meetings. 
It is expected that following turnover  of  the small systems, the irrigation  inspector will 
collaborate with farmers in a more macro-level role in coordinating planting dates, crop types, 
and diversion of water between systems along river courses. He will provide technical advice and 
arrange for provincial irrigation-services assistance for repairs, only if solving the problems is 
considered to  be beyond the capacity of  the water  users’  association.  It is hoped that the 
experience of the inspector as a turnover-institutional organizer will develop his capability to 
handle these tasks with a more balanced sociotechnical approach. 
Institutional Organizer Training 
The institutional organizers are trained for varying periods of time prior to each task: for three 
days prior to conducting the inventory; for eight days prior to  use of the sociotechnical profile; 
for six days prior to design and construction phase; for an as yet undetermined period prior to 
preparation for turnover.  During Ihc current pilot phase the Institute for Social and Economic 
Research, Information, and Education has been conducting the training. 39 
ABILITY  OF AGENCY STAFF TO FUNCTION  AS INSTITUTIONAL 
ORGANIZERS 
Positive Results to Date 
The experience of being an institutional organizer appears to be positive in helping the irrigation 
inspectors discover the value of farmer experience and knowledge and the importance of social 
factors related to imgation. Many inspectors hear for the first time the farmers' rationale for why 
a certain type of srructure is needed and not another. For example, they discover that farmers can 
tell them exactly what typeof lining is neededandwhere. The farmers know this by experiencing 
relative degrees of water loss under different levels of water discharge through the channel. The 
institutional organizer realizes that this is knowledge which is not ascertainable  by aconventional 
technical survey. The institutional organizer also learns that farmers request simple structures, 
such as lining, only where they are really needed so as to spread out and better use the Limited 
funds available. 
Institutional organizers are also receiving  proposals  from fanners which  would  not  be 
perceived as  a need by an inspector, were the farnicrs not consulted. For example, farmers know 
they need more sediment-flushing  gates because of the amount of labor required to clean out the 
channels. Also the tendency of the proposals to emphasize the conveyance system as  opposed to 
the diversion structures (which tend to be emphasized by the agency) makes the institutional 
organizer more sensitive to designing for fanner-management needs. 
Through the profile the institutional organizer learns that although there may not be an active 
and  functioning official water  users'  association, numerous  management  tasks  are being 
accomplished by  the users through informal or traditional mechanisms.  Seeing the extent of 
current farmer-management practices, the institutional organizer discusses with the farmers their 
complete takeover of operation and maintenance, and repair work after turnover. 
There is an apparent feeling among the institutional organizers expressed in working group 
discussions or in one-to-one interviews that they are a select group which  has been given a 
challenge to implement a new type of program in which they are expected to use initiative in the 
field. They have come to realize that working with and motivating farmers to take on operation 
and maintenance tasks will be an increasingly important measure of their success as inspectors, 
rather than application of conventional  job-performance measuresof how timely they fill in forms 
or do operation and maintenance tasks themselves. 
Problems, Constraints, and Suggestions 
The problems observed to date, after one year of turnover-field activities, seem to be related 
mainly to the operational skills, supervision, and work incentives needed to support their work. 
It is the conclusion of these authors that most irrigation inspectors are intellectually capable 
of  understanding and performing their tasks as institutional organizers. These tasks are of two 40 
types:  1) making physical repairs with farmer participation  and 2) water users’ association 
development.  The key constraints are  training,  supervision, transportation.  and  operating 
expenses, and work incentives such as overtime.  If  these constraints can be overcome, the 
irrigation inspector as institutional organizer should be able and willing to see that the program 
successfully accomplishes its goals, which are to turn over operation and maintenance responsi- 
bility to the water users’ associations and to reorient the way the agency relates to small irrigation 
systems. 
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THE  GO~NI  OFIndonesia has been actively and intensively engaged in rehabilitating existing 
irrigation systems and in building new ones since the first Five-Year Plan (1969/74). Community 
organizers in irrigation development were first fielded in Indonesia in  1982 in a pilot project 
called the High Performance Sederhara Irrigation Systems Projects. 
This pilot project was originally carried out by the Department of Agriculture and was funded 
by the United States Agency for InternationalDeveloprnent and the FordFoundation. A year later 
the Public Works Department took over the pilot project. This was necessary as field experience 
showed that engineering problems could not be dealt with by  the Department of  Agriculture 
because it lacked the necessary authority to rehabilitate and build new irrigation systems. The 
Public Works Department was already vested with the duty, responsibility, and authority for the 
whole process of  irrigation development and  therefore appeared  to be the right agency to 
undertake the pilot project. The Department of Agriculture was authorized to deal only with 
The community organizers were fielded both in government-managed irrigation systems and 
in farmer-managed irrigation schemes, or what are usually referred to as traditional irrigation 
schemes. The latter are thought to have high potential for development. According to the Public 
Works Department data there are 4,819,470 hectares (ha) under irrigation in 6,731 government 
systems and 1,036,613 ha in 25,304 traditional schemes. 
'Program Officer. Institute for Social and Economic Research Education and Information, Indonesia, 
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Because its resources are  limited the government has undertaken to  turn over responsibility for 
operation and maintenance of small-scale irrigation schemes to water users’ associations. Before 
turnover, water users’ associations must be strengthened and prepared to manage their  irrigation 
schemes. The government has launched a program based on community organizers to prepare 
water users’ associations for this responsibility. In the past no such preparation was made. 
Since the start of the community-organizer program in irrigation development the Indonesian 
government has been cooperating with nongovernment organizations such as the Institute for 
Social and Economic Research Education and Information which has considerable experience in 
the application of participatory approaches in rural development.  In the traditional irrigation 
schemes in South Sumatra Province the role of the  Institute for Social and Economic Research 
Education and Information was to select and recruit community organizers, to train them, and to 
superviseandmonitor their workin thefield.Thegovernment hasaskedtheSriwijayaUniversity, 
located in the region, to monitor the project and to pcriodically compile the lessons learned. 
This paper focuseson traditional irrigation schemes whicharebeing developedinlahat,South 
Sumatra Province with funding from the Ford Foundation.  This case is of interest for several 
reasons.  First, the schemes are uaditional ones which are fully managed by the farmers.  Other 
projects which use community organizers are government irrigation systems.  Second, in this 
project,  construction is done by  “swukelola”  (agency force account), in which the farmers, 
through their local-irrigation committee (panilia siring) act as contractor.  In other projecu a 
private contractor is normally engaged.  Third, even though the government is investing in the 
development, the irrigation schemes will remain the propeny of the farmers after consmction is 
completed. 
BACKGROUND TO THE LAHAT CASE 
Three irrigation schemes are included in this pilot project Siring Agung, Siring Curup Ganam, 
and Siring Batu Surau Ilk. The water source for the three schemes is the Air Mata Lintang River. 
Six other schemes also draw water from this river. Even though the nine schemes divert water 
from the same river there are no arrangements for allocation of  water among them. Each scheme 
distributes water independently using a type of proportioning weir called tanggum. 
The fanners have their own institutions for repairing and cleaning canals, which may be done 
in two ways: by contract or by mutual cooperation. If done by contract, the panitia siring carries 
out the work. This method is distinguished from mutual  cooperation in which  all farmers 
participateintheactivity. Mutualc~~perationis  themethodapplied whenthereisamajordamage 
to the canal and is not called for frequently. 
The panitia siring normally has two to four members. The members receive a salary from the 
irrigation fee paid by the farmers each cropping season. Basically, the panitia siring functions as 
a forum for discussing and solving irrigation problems. It is usually formed when farmers are 
ready to sfart  planting their rice fields. The term of the irrigation committee is one cropping 
season; in the next cropping season a new committee will be elected. The systems of customary 
water allocation and of canal operation and maintenance have been  in existence for many years. 43 
STRATEGIES 
The purpose of the project is to define patterns and procedures suitable for channeling govern- 
ment assistance to traditional irrigation schemes. Several strategies are applied. The first is a 
participatory strategy in which farmers take an active part in the planning and construction of the 
rehabilitation and finally in their operation and maintenance. To stimulate farmers to take parI in 
that process a community organizer is posted in each project location. 
The  second is the swakelola strategy in which farmers, through their indigenous organizations, 
implement the improvements to their irrigation schemes. This strategy can be applied because the 
farmers have experience in developing irrigation schemes and are capable of carrying out the 
necessary works. With this  strategy farmers continue to feel a sense of  ownership of their 
irrigation  scheme.  Usually,  when  government  agencies  improve  irrigation  schemes, 
implementation is done by  contractors. When  this is the case farmers participate less in the 
rehabilitation process. 
The third is the institutional strategy. As mentioned above, in the pilot-project schemes, the 
institutions created by the fanners themselves, the panitia siring already exist. 
THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS 
For the pilot project three community organizers were recruited from outside the government 
service by the Institute for Social and Economic Research Education  and Information. Had 
government employees  been  used,  the  vested  interests  of  the  agencies  might  have  made 
themselves felt. This would have been contrary to the goal of the participatory approach which 
emphasizes the aspirations of the farmers. Furthermore. it was assumed that their heavy work load 
would not have permitted government employees to implement the participatory approach. 
Candidates for the positions were required to take three tests: an administrative, a psychological, 
and  a  general-knowledge  test.  The administrative  test  was  to verify  the eligibility of  the 
candidates in terms of the announced qualifications. The psychological test was to determine the 
suitability of the candidates for the position of community organizer while the third test was, 
obviously, to assess their general knowledge. 
The three community organizers chosen (one woman and two men) were relatively young, 
between 23 and 27 years of age, and all were graduates of the local university. The woman’s field 
of study was geology and the men had studied social science and agricultural economics. 
To gain the necessary capabilities and  skills the three community organizers underwent 
trainingcarriedoutby the Institute for SocialandEconomic ResearchEducationandInformation. 
During the two weeks of  training, topics such as project background, government policy  in 
irrigation development, the community-organizer philosophy, and community-approach principles 
were covered. In  addition, the community organizers also did  practical  field work. At the 
conclusion of the training the community organizers formulated their work programs. 44 
The main function of  the community organizers is to stimulate the farmers to participate in 
the design andconstructionprocessesand in operationandmaintenanceof theirrigation schemes. 
Facilitation of farmer participation by the community organizers proceeds through the following 
stages: 1) social preparation, 2) socialization olideas, 3) a walk-through of the existing system, 
4) prioritization, 5) design and budgeting, and 6) construction. 
Social Preparation 
As the community organizers were new to the farming communities, farmers and community 
organizers had to become familiar with each other. One way this was accomplished was through 
their participation in social activities such as  religious or customary ceremonies. It was hoped that 
this would lead  to their acceptance by the farmers.  At first, some farmers thought that the 
community organizers were contractors or Public Works Department employces. This reaction 
was normal as community organizers were a totally new and unfamiliar element. Anotherpanof 
social  preparation  was  the  identification  of  the  problems  and  conditions  of  the  farmers. 
Identification was done through private interviews with individual farmers, meetings with the 
farmers as a group, observation, and the study of data, usually available in the village office. 
Socialization of Ideas 
At this stage, the community organizers assisted the  farmers to identify and formulate their 
problems and needs, especially in the field of irrigation. The community organizers suggested to 
the farmers that they should think in terms of solving their problems themselves. The community 
organizers also informed them of  the government’s intention to assist them to improve their 
irrigation schemes through the swakelola method in which they would, through their institutions. 
implement the work. The response of the farmers was generally positive and even enthusiastic. 
Walk-through of the Existing System 
The next step was a walk-through to assess the condition of the existing system. Before this, a 
meeting  was  held  to discuss any preparations  required.  Farmers, together  with  community 
organizers andatechnicianfrom the Public Works Department then walkedfrom thedam through 
the entire system. The canal length was measured and staked every 100 meters. The condition of 
existing structures which needed repair, was observed and notes were prepared describing their 
condition. 
The notes of the walk-through became the basis for planning the improvement of the irrigation 
scheme.  Many sections were found to be in need of repair.  In Siring Agung it was found that 20 . .. 
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sections of the canal were in need of repairs; in Siring Curup Ganam, 33 sections: and in Siring 
Batu Sum  Ilir, 12 sections. Landslides were the main cause of damage to canals. 
Prioritization 
As it was not possible to carry out all the repairs found necessary due to a limited budget the 
fanners met to prioritize the works to be  done.  This was then checked in the field and discussed 
with the Public Works Department technician so that the commitments could be settled. 
Design and Budgeting 
After reaching apemmt  among  fannm, community  organizers,  and the Public Works Deplment 
staff on construction priorities and obtaining the commitment of the farmers the works were 
designed and the budgets prepared. This activity was the responsibility of  the Public Works 
Department but community organizers and farmers were also involved. 
Construction 
Before the start of construction, at the initiative of the panitia siring, farmers appointed a group 
to formulate a work plan with the assistance of the community organizers. The panitia siring 
prepared a register of farmers who would work in construction  and divided them according to the 
type of labor required,  such as collector of materials, uansporter, or skilled laborer.  After all 
preparations were completed the  Public Works  Department delivered the materials to  thepanitia 
siriiginstages,whichinturnhandedthemovertotheworkteams.  Constructiontooktwomonths. 
During construction, the panitia siring and sometimes the village headman or the Public Works 
Department staff supervised the work. 
In addition to the works agreed to  with the assistance of the Public Works Department farmers 
also organizedtorepair sections of their canals through pure self-help. The totalvalueof self-help 
activities may be  seen in the following table. 46 
Selfhelp acriviries and their value (value in millions ~Jrupiah). 
Scheme  Work with assistance  Value  Work through  Value of 
from the  Public Works  pure self-  pure self- 
Department  help  help 
Siring 
*gwg  3 sections of  canal  1.6  1 section of  2.3 (US1.350) 
canal 
Siring 
Ganam  1 dam 
CUP 





3 sections oi canal  1.6  1 section of  0.7 (US411) 
(US966)  canal 
Notes:Value of farmers self-help = Volume of work X wages per day. 
Source:Find Report of the Pilot Project on Development of Traditionalhigation Systems,  thehtitute  fM 
Social and Economic Research Education and Information. 1988. 
In the final workshop held at the provincial level, community organizers and the Sriwijaya 
University team reported that the farmers were very satisfied. Fanners said “we haven’t seen 
such a large quantity of water in the canal before.” 
Unfortunately, this paper cannot report on the role of fanners in operation and maintenance 
because the project is still in progress and till now the community organizers have concentrated 
on the design and construction process. 
CONCLUSION 
The Public Works Department assistance in developing traditional irrigation schemes with active 
farmer participation. as applied in South Sumatra, has shown positive results in the design and 
construction process. The application of swakelolain thecontext of this approach has encouraged 
active farmer participation. Under swakelola. decisions concerning irrigation development have 
become the responsibility of the farmers while the Public Works Department provides services 
and assistance. Empowering the  farmers to  make  their own decisions is a key  element of 
participation.  . 41 
Where irrigation development is done by contract, farmer participation is very limited and 
farmers  are  observers rather than  participants. Development of irrigation systems need not be by 
contractors but. within certain limits, may be turned over to the farmers who through their own 
institutions can execute the work. For best results. farmers' institutions should be strengthened 
with the assistance of community organizers. 
The case of  traditional irrigation schemes in South Sumatra has shown that community 
organizers fill an important function in facilitating farmer participation at every stage of the 
process. Farmers have the will and the potential to participate; the role of  the community 
organizer is to stimulate and to accelerate the participatory process. 
Although this project has shown positive results it should be remembered that it is a pilot 
project. If the government wishes to adopt this approach more widely government policy should 
be  revised to pvide  more Oppormnitias for farmers to implement works in irrigation development 
There are  many advantages to this approach 
*  I1 elicits farmer participation in the form of pure self-help  construction, in addition to the 
Public Works Department-assisred construction. 
*  The irrigation scheme continues to be farmer-managed  and does not become a government 
responsibility. 
*  Thereisasenseofownership.responsibility,andparticipationon thepartoffarmers. There 
is also a strong likelihood that such schemes will continue to be managed by the farmers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Tm MAJOR OF  the people in Subang are peasants  who live in conditions of poverty. The economic 
resources are poor and the area is isolated and is suffering from the effects of drought. In 1982, 
the village of  Sidajaya suffered a serious food shortage. the result of a very long dry season. 
About this time, after having studied the socioeconomic situation in Subang, Bina Swadaya. in 
cooperation with the localgovemment,  undenookto help thepeopletoovercometheseproblems. 
Before starting, a study was made to reexamine the. technical, economic, and social feasibility 
ofprojectimplementation  in theproposedregion. Inaddition, in May 1984, abaselinesurvey  was 
made to collect data necessary for project management and for comparison at the time of final 
project  evaluation. The  baseline survey  covered the  six  villages  of  Sidajaya, Sidamulya, 
Padaasih, Cihambulu, Cikaum. and Pangarengan. Data were collected by a leam consisting of 
five persons from Bina Swadaya and Bappeda Subang. The feasibility study for installation of 
pumping systems was conducted jointly with the Kabupaten Public Works Service. The findings 
concluded that a pumping system in Cikaum village would not be  feasible and this village was 
dropped from the project. 
The project is managed cooperatively and is organized under the water users’ associations. Up 
to  1988 this project has covered 506 heckues in 5 villages. 
‘Head, Program Development Cenue, Bina Swadaya, Indonesia. 
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PROJECT AIMS 
Through a process of motivation and consciousness-raising  of the community, the aims of the 
project were formulated as follows: 
*  To generate income. 
*  To create employment opportunities. 
*  To increase income equitahleness among the following groups: landless farmers, landownas. 
and small farmers. 
*  To increase community participation in the development process. 
These aims are achieved through the efforts of social organizers who provide information, 
explanations, and guidance, to  assist the  development of  the communities. There are now 
85 self-reliance groups with a total membership of 3,190 people. 
Farmers usually  have a very  limited role  in  irrigation  development and often  take little 
responsibility  for  system  maintenance.  Many  facilities  which  have  been  well-constructed 
according to technical standards have a shorter life than planned as a result of insufficient 
maintenance. It has also  been observed that certain imigation facilities (structures/canals)remain 
unutilized, because they do not satisfy fanners’ needs.  This has been recognized as due to an 
insufficient sense of ownership, which is the result of fanners being uninvolved in the planning 
and implementation of the development of the system. 
Negative results may he prevented in the future by increasing farmer participation.  To obtain 
such participation social organizers who will live among the fanners are needed  to carry out the 
following actions: 
*  Motivating the farmers to participate in all stages of development of the  pumpirrigation 
system. 
* Developing the farmers’ organizations. 
*  Identifying the farmers’  needs and desires and communicating them to the technical 
planners, as well as submitting project suggestions to the farmers. 
In Subang the social organizers carried out the above actions by applying the following basic 
strategies: 
*  Improvement of technical design based on farmers’ expressed needs. 
*  Helping the water users’ associations with organizitional development, including identification 
of objectives, historical background, area location, membership, organizarion structure, 
and financial and administrative procedures. 
Providing continuous technical assistance for institutionalization  of water users’ associations 
through  extension, baseline-data collection, participatory planning and recording,  and 
evaluating and monitoring. 
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It should be noted that project success is determined to a considerable degree by community 
participation and the quality of the social organizer. The social organizer who could be of either 
sex should have the following qualifications: 
*  An agricultural field-worker background. 
*  Age between 22-30 years. 
*  In good health and preferably not handicapped. 
*  Ability to communicate; to be creative, flexible,  and logical. 
*  Passed  the socia-organizer training carried out by  the PurdiWur  (The Education and 
Training Center) of Bina Swadaya. 
* Ability to speak in local dialects which is an added advantage. 
ADVANTAGES OF THE PROJECT 
Income Generation 
From the point of view of landowners, irrigation permits the harvesting of two crops of rice per 
year as  compared with only one when unirrigated. For landless farmers income is increasedwhen 
two rice crops are harvested per year. This group may also produce a non-rice crop in the third 
season of each year. 
Increased Employment Opportunities 
The increased productivity of  the land permits more workers to be  absorbed into the local 
agricultural activities, reducing problems of urban drift. 
Equitable Income 
Landless farmers are able to raise a thud crop under irrigation in the dry season without paying 
additional rent. thus increasing their annual income. This contributes to more equitable income 
distribution in the region. 52 
Increased Participation in Development 
Apackageofeducation,  training, andguidanceoffered tolocal groups onaregularbasisincreases 
their  knowledge  and skills.  This  process  helps  to  increase their  level of  participation  in 
community matters. 
The training program is organized on two levels: 
*  Promoter level: To stabilize the promotion of self-reliance groups, with 15 promoters (local 
volunteers) from the project-fostered villages trained in a special course. 
*  Group level: Training by subject, with several courses already held in all of the fostered 
villages, encompassing basic accounting, leadership, and management, as well as various 
vocational courses. 
As a final note, the success of this project depended on community participation. This was 
made possible through 
*  The involvement of formal and informal personages in motivating the community. 
*  The quality of social organizers, especially their perception, commiment, and skill. 
*  The benefits expected by  the farmers if this project is successful. 
*  Community involvement from the planning stage. 
*  Confidence in financial management instilled in the community during physical project 
*  The presence of field promoters residing in fostered areas. 
*  The sense of belonging which grows and is fostered among the project beneficiaries. 
implementation. Community-Based Irrigation Management in Laos 
W.R. Iresons 
IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN THE LAO PDR 
ACRICUL~  OEYELOPMENT HAS been a priority for the Lao government since the establishment 
of the Lao PDR  in 1975 and irrigation has  been  given an important  role in this process. However, 
priorities for irrigation development  have  changed during the  intervening fourteen  years, 
particularly as  the National Irrigation Department has matured. During the fust five years after 
the revolution irrigation development emphasized relatively large schemes which turned out to 
be beyond the engineering  and construction capacity of the government. With the promulgation 
of the fust  Five-Year Plan in 1980  official policy was modified to emphasize small-scale projects 
in all sectors.  In irrigation, the response was to begin a mix of projects ranging up to about 1500 
hectares maximum.  Since 1985, foreign assistance to the National Irrigation Department from 
a few nongovernment organizations for village-scale  irrigation projects has led to  the incorpora- 
tion of such small schemes into ongoing plans for irrigation development To date, there have 
been no  systematic effcrts to  incorporate community-organizing principles into irrigation- 
development programs, but there ase examples of traditional community-managed irrigation 
systems in Laos which may provide models for government-sponsored community-managed 
irrigation development. 
In  1985, the  American  Friends  Service Committee began  a program  of  assistance to 
small-scale irrigation development in the more mountainous regions of Laos. Development 
emphasized the replacement of  seasonal weirs with  small permanent-diversion weirs which 
would supply water to existing canal systems.  Labor  for most of the American Friends Service 
Committee projects  was  provided by  the villagers involved with  technical supervision by 
provincial irrigation technicians.  This program gave no specific consideration to the need to 
*Technical  Consultants, CommUnily Aid Abroad, Vientiane. Lao  PDR. 
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organize farmers for irrigation management.  In villages where fanners had been caring for a 
traditional irrigation system the new resource was incorporated into the existing system with 
minimal difficulty.  However, where the new weir required several villages to cooperate in a 
larger irrigation network or involved the introduction of inigated rice farming to groups which 
had previously grown swidden crops, significant difficulties in operation and maintenance were 
encountered Weson, 1988). The National Irrigation Department and several provincial inigation 
departments  have now recognized the need for a holistic approach to small irrigation development 
which includes farmer involvement in design, construction, and operation and management of 
headworks and canals.  However, few changes have as yet been implemented. 
This paper outlines the present panan of village-irrigation management -- Irrigation Depnnent 
interaction in the development of small-scale irrigation -- and finally discusses changes and new 
directions in the Lao government's approach to village-irrigation management. 
INDIGENOUS PATTERNS OF IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT 
In many pans of the country, particularly in the mountainous north, traditional irrigation schemes 
have existed for many decades. These systems usually consist of a temporary stone or wwd-and- 
earth weir across a stream which diverts water during the rainy Season into channels leading to 
nearby rice fields. The weirs must be repaired several times each year after damage by  heavy 
rains:thusasystemoflocallabormobilization  hasbeendevelopedtocarryouttherepairs,as  well 
as the more routine annual maintenance. Few traditional systems serve more than one village. 
Irrigation-system leaders are frequently men  who have other responsibilities in  the village 
government. Changes in theorganization of village governments under thenew Lao regime have 
not much affected the positions or responsibilities  of such traditional irrigation leaders. Although 
terminology used for officers and activities varies, in general, these traditional systems operate 
much like the northern Thai systems described by  Sirivongs (1983). 
The following principles and practices seem to be common among northern Lao village- 
irrigation systems.  Water is allocated in  proportion to  land area and distribution is usually 
accomplished by proportional outlets. Households receiving irrigation are expectedto contribute 
labor whenever necessary for maintenance and repairs, but seldom cash. Leaders of an irrigation 
group seldom receive pay or compensation for their work: when they do, it is usually in the form 
of  a rice contribution from the members.  Written agreements governing the operation of the 
system and members' responsibilities are unknown.  Irrigation leaders tend to be informally 
selected and hold office for indefinite terms. 
Other than an annual meeting prior to the rainy season regular meetings of the irrigation users 
do not take place; most organizations keep no written records.  The physical operation of Lao- 
irrigation systems is also rather casual. Water-division points are usually calibrated roughly only 
once at the start of the season and head regulators are not employed. Canal maintenance varies 
greatly, but field channels are often better mainrained than main and secondary canals. 55 
INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT 
To understand relationships between Lao villages and the government with regard to irrigation 
development, it is fust  necessary to describe briefly the institutional context of government 
activities. The country is administered through a five-tiered government structure., beginning at 
the national level in Vientiane, and passing through provincial, disaict, and subdisaict levels to 
the village. For the frst  time in Lao history remote villages are being integrated into a Lao nation. 
Since the revolution. the national government has taken the position that it is responsible for the 
development of the counuy. This attitude is in marked contrast to the behavior of the Royalist 
government prior to 1975,  but at the same time fosters an attitude of paternalism and dependence. 
which inhibits village initiative.  Many officials believe that the government must provide all 
social services and inputs and guidance to development projects.  Many  villages postpone 
cooperative projects until government or foreign assistance is received, regardless of their local 
resouIceS. 
At present, however, the government has very limited resources and relies heavily on foreign 
aid. In most provinces salaries  have not been  paid for months and local departments do not even 
have funds to purchase fuel for vehicles to transport aid materials. Administrative rules and 
procedures are frequently changed adding confusion and uncertainty to program planning and 
implementation. Human resources are similarly limited. The Vientiane provincial irrigation 
department. for example, consists of  only four technicians and three. secretary-clerks, yet is 
responsible for administering neaily a million dollars of aid yearly. 
SOCIAL CONTEXT 
Most Lao villages have a long history of  cooperation in  mutual-assistance projects.  This 
cooperation includes mutual aid during the rice-growing cycle, village-wide assistance at house 
raisings, weddings, and funerals and village cooperation on community projects such as school 
or temple construction. Traditionally, community projects were organized under the auspices of 
the village headman (pho bum)  and the committee of elders, with perhaps a separate committee 
for the school  or Buddhist temple (Waf) constituted to handle the derails.  Since the revolution, 
the village headman has been  renamed village president (parhum  baun) and given more clearly 
defined duties for keeping village statistics and collecting taxes. But most mditional elements 
of the role are still practiced. 56 
GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR VILLAGE IRRIGATION 
The Lao government usually becomes aware of  possible village-irrigation projects through 
requests referred from the district to the provincial irrigation departments. Provincial irrigation 
technicians are then  called upon  to  visit the site and make the fzst assessment of  project 
feasibility. 
If the project appears feasible further technical data are collected, usually in cooperation and 
consultation with the village IeadetsAt this stage provinciakinigation technicians perform the 
survey and design activities, but rely on district officials to introduce them to the village leaders 
and to facilitate communication with the village. Typically, there is little direct contact between 
either district or provincial technicians  and the majority of the villagers. Rather it is assumed that 
the village president and the committee adequately represent the desires and priorities of  the 
village. While this is usually the case the full details of discussions between village leaders and 
the provincial technicians are seldom recorded or relayed to the villagers. This situation can lead 
to difficulties during construction or operation of  the project. 
Assuming that the proposed project is approved at the provincial level and that the province 
has adequate budgetary resources for its construction, an agreement is made with the village 
committee regarding the division of inputs between the village, the district, the province, and 
foreignaid. Typically, for village-scaleprojects,thevillagers will beexpected toprovidealllabor 
for construction (with supervision  by a province or district technician) and quitepossibly provide 
form-wood and aggregate for concrete. In some cases the district or province may provide trucks 
to haul sand and gravel.  The government typically undertakes to provide all purchased inputs 
whether  from its own budget or, more commonly, with  foreign assistance. Mobilization of 
workers is left to the village committee which will have convened a general village meeting 
sometime  before work commences to explain the parameters of the workand to secure consensus 
on the project 
In most village-based irrigation projects the provincial irrigation departments assist or advise 
only in the construction or replacement of the headworks. It is usually assumed that villagers can 
design and excavate distribution canals on their own.  Larger projects involving more than one 
village are more likely to have the canal system designed by the Irrigation Department. Water 
allocation and distribution are also left to the village. Rarely has the Imgation Department 
consulted with villagers to advise them on procedures for water distribution.  Consequently,  some 
systems  are well-organized with equitable  distribution while others have only ad hoc distribution 
with high degrees of conflict and water stealing. 
Upon completion of a construction  project the village is left to manage it as best it can. Where 
a traditional temporary weir is replaced by a permanent structure the preexisting management 
organization usually continues with little modification, though perhaps with gradual expansion 
of the canal network over several years to take advantage of increased water availability. Where 
the village has had little prior experience with irrigation, the development of a canal network and 
of an operation and maintenance system may take many years and may never be completed to the 
extent originally  planned. Becauseof national priorities for the expansion of irrigated area by the 
construction of new systems and due to poor monitoring of the performance of existing schemes 
irrigation cadres are regularly transferred to new projects, and are unable to devote the time necessary to improve the performance of  existing schemes. Lack of transport and per diem 
expenses while in the field also inhibit district cadres from spending the time necessary in a 
village to assist fanners to improve irrigation management. Some of the smallerpump schemes 
near Vientiane are an exception to this generalization. 
In sum, the Lao government involves villagers in small-scale irrigation development by 
working through the existing government structure. Imgation cadres work most closely with 
village leadership and have little direct contact with the majority of farmers. They assume that 
village leaders will mediate in the project and facilitate accurate communication between the 
village and the district  or provincial government. The accuracy of this assumption depends on the 
ability and motivations of the village leaders. Little support or follow-up of projects is possible, 
however, once initial construction is completed, and for all practical purposes villages are left to 
their own devices for the management of their irrigation system. 
EFFORTS TO IMPROVE SMALL-SCALE IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT 
TheNational Irrigation Departmentandmany  provincesarenow becoming awareof deficiencies 
in  village  operation  and  maintenance,  and  some  have  started  plans  for  operation  and 
maintenance-training sessions. Probably the only systematic effort in this sphere has taken place 
at the Operation and Maintenance Training Center attached to the Lao-Australian Irrigation 
Project in Vientiane. There, over 300 people have been trained in short courses over the last four 
years. The training is oriented mainly to pump operation and to pump and canal maintenance 
rather than to water allocation and delivery, or system management. There has been no follow- 
up of trainees to learn whether they have been assigned to irrigation projects or how successfully 
they have applied their training. 
Recently, the National Imgation Department has begun a project in Vientiane province to 
rehabilitate small-scale irrigation systems with assistance from Community Aid  Abroad, an 
Australian nongovernment organization. This program will include explicit work with village- 
irrigation organizations and support for training of provincial and district irrigation technicians 
in community-organizing techniques for irrigation management.  In addition, workshops in the 
villages will focus on  strengthening indigenous irrigation groups and on improving overall- 
system management.  As this project has just begun, it is too early to predict its impact.  The 
content of the training courses and village workshops has not been fully developed but it is liely 
that the organizational approach will rely on local leadership patterns as described above.  Any 
organizational support for village-irrigation groups must come from the district irrigation cadres 
who already have many responsibilities and few resources.  Specialized community organizers 
for irrigation will not be a possible strategy. Rather the village-irrigation  committee. or village- 
administrativecommittee willbe the focal pointofany trainingandorganizingactivities.  Advice 
regarding technical issues of water distribution and system maintenance as well as suggestions 
for organizational  changes, designation of specialists at the village level (ditch inspectors, etc.). 
and thedevelopment ofarnaintenance  fund, will undoubtedly be directed through thatcommittee, 
and not by direct contact between officials and farmers. 58 
THE OUTLOOK 
The prognosis in Laos for improved irrigation management through fanner participation is rather 
mixed. The present situation shows both positive and negative factors. On  the positive side, the 
Lao government policy encourages cooperative and community-wide activities, particularly in 
agriculture,  and supports two-way communication between local groups and the government. In 
contrast to many countries therearenosocial or institutional  obstacles to organizing fanners into 
groups which effectivelyrepresent  localinterests.  Thereisnolandedelite,forexample,  tooppose 
fanner groups that might question rules for water distribution. 
On the other hand, despite a favorable official and social environment for farmer organizing 
no resources are allocated to active support of farmer organizations. The Cooperatives Department 
in the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry has been disbanded and the ministry has no effective 
agricultural  extension service. Local nongovernment organizations which engage in community 
organizing in some countries do not exist in Laos. At present, any community-organizing work 
must be done by district officials whose approach is usually to convene a meeting of the village 
leadersanddiscuss  the problem ina formalsetting. Usually the issuesdiscussedarethosedefined 
as problems by  the government, rather than by  the village. Whatever action is taken is directed 
toward solving that particular problem rather than  to  developing a generalized resource for 
solving this and future problems. No theory or model of community organizing is available to the 
government cadres other than that of working officially through village-admiiistrative  committees. 
A positive factor for strengthening community-managed irrigation organizations is that most 
villagesaresolidary,  with minimalconflictor  factionalism,andledby  arespectedlocalpresident. 
Villagers are used to cooperating on specific community projects, as well as to participating in 
family-centered mutual-assistance activities; and customary norms of fairness and reciprocity 
associated with these activities can be incorporated as principles of water users' groups. Systems 
which extend beyond the limits of a single village are more problematic, however, as there is no 
clear model for organizing locally managed multi-village  irrigation systems. Virtually all multi- 
village systems which have received government assistance are managed, at least on paper, by 
the district agricultural service.  Similarly, there is no clear policy on handing over completed 
projects to the community to manage on its own.  The unclear status of  such projects leads to 
confusion as to  who  is responsible for enforcement of  rules, or for maintenance.  When 
government assistance goes to improve an indigenous irrigation system this lack of clarity could 
lead to the disruption of  a previously functioning village organization. 
While Laos appears to have a high-inherent potential  for the effective development of 
community-based and fanner-managed irrigation systems, there are numerous limitations of 
manpower, knowledge, and basic administrative  resources which inhibit such development. The 
National Imgation Department, which is the only agency involved in irrigation development in 
Laos has begun to take steps to improve irrigation management through farmer panicipation, but 
how widespread and how effective these efforts will remain to be seen. References 
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59 Role of Social Organizers in Assisting Farmer- 
Managed Irrigation Systems: The Case of the 
Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal 
D.B. Bajracharyag 
BACKGROUND 
SINCE  ITS INCEPTION  the Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal hasbeen actively involved in the 
development of  minor irrigation schemes  BS  a  means of  increasing  food-grain production. 
However, planned implementation of minor irrigation development began only after 1980/81. 
Minor  irrigation  includes  community  gravity-irrigation  schemes  within  the  Small-Farmer 
Development Project areas and individually owned shallow Nbe wells, rower pumps, etc. 
The Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal and CWepal  began joint implementation 
of community gravity-irrigation schemes in 1983/84 within  the Small-Farmer Development 
Project areas to assist subsistence and marginal farmers to increase the5  agricultural production. 
Such schemes are now being implemented outside the Small-Farmer Development Project as 
well. 
While the Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal extends credit and extension services to 
all farmers, those farmers living below the absolute poverty line (43 percent) require special 
attention to improve their status. The Small-Farmer Development Project is the main means to 
achieve this. Many income-generating activities are in progress and community irrigation (both 
surface and groundwater) is one of the more effective and accepted programs being applied to 
alleviate rural poverty. 
'Section  Chief, Technical Division. Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal. 
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“SOCIAL ORGANIZER” IN THE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
BANK OF NEPAL CONTEXT 
In the Agricultural Development Bank of  Nepal-supported projects no social organizer is hired 
specifically to  assist farmer-managed irrigation  schemes. The  Small-Fanner  Development 
Project manager and group organizer is deputed by the Agricultural  Development Bank of Nepal 
to act as a catalyst agent in  forming groups and in motivating the farmers in their various 
socioeconomic activities. In the Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal context the group 
organizer may be seen as the social organizer. 
Thegroupis formed according  tothe Small-FarmerDevelopmentProj~t~lesandregulations. 
The group organizer identifies interested small fanners and motivates them to form groups. Each 
group elects a group leader, a deputy leader, a secretary, and a treasurer. The group leader chairs 
group meetings and acts as an intermediary between the Small-Fanner Development Project, 
other line agencies, and the group.  He assists the group to prepare plans and to conduct social 
actions. The group leader also calls group meetings as and when required. The deputy group 
leader performs all the above activities in the absence of  the group leader. The secretary calls the 
group meetings, records minutes of meetings, and handles all correspondence. 
THE STATUS OF FARMER-MANAGED SCHEMES IN NEPAL 
Farmer-managed schemes cover approximately 500,000 hectares (ha) in the Terai  @lains) and 
150,000  ha  in  the  hills. Fanning  communities have  for  long  constructed, managed.  and 
maintained irrigation systems in Nepal. Privately constructed irrigation schemes cover a greater 
area than do publicly constructed ones. Moreover, each year new  areas are brought under 
irrigation through  individual and community-based schemes using both  surface water and 
groundwater. 
COST-SHARING APPROACHES 
A number of  governmental, semigovernmental. and private efforts with varying cost-sharing 
approaches to irrigation development have been tried in Nepal.  Each agency has concenmted 
mainly on developing irrigation facilities through its own organization. Government agencies 
identify, survey, and design projects and contract out the construction work to the private sector. 
Once construction is completed farmers within  the command area are required to pay fixed 63 
charges for the  irrigation services in  return  for which  the  Department of  higation  takes 
responsibility for maintenance.  Farmers' participation in the identification, design, execution, 
and maintenance of such projects is minimal. 
Other govemmentandnongovernment  agencies follow different approaches.  In projects under 
the Farm Irrigation and Water Utilization Division (now amalgamated with the Department of 
Irrigation) grant-in-aid of 75 percent is provided while the farmers contribute 25 percent. The 
farmers'sharemaybesupplementedbyaloanfrom  the AgriculturalDevelopmentBankofNepal. 
In projects under the Minisrny of Panchayat and Local Development, a lump-sum grant is 
provided for a particular project. Although the proportion of farmers' participation is not fixed 
some degree of farmer participation is always required. 
The Agricultural Development Bank of  Nepal  follows several different approaches. For 
surface-water schemes it provides locally unavailable materials (cement, reinforcement bars, 
etc.) in the form of grants.  This comes to about 50 percent of  the total project costs. Of the 
remaining costs,  30 percent is covered by beneficiary participation and 20  percent through labor 
contribution.  No grants have ever been made available to irrigation projects consrmcted by 
individual farmers. For groundwater  schemes,  no grants havebeen made except for well-sinking 
costs not exceeding approximately US167  (NRs 3,000) for each shallow tube well. 
CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH 
A common approach has been taken by all government and semigovemment agencies, based on 
two principles: 
*  Obligatory  participation of farmer beneficiaries in identification, design, development,  and 
*  The same proportion of grant-in-aid to all projects of a similar nature, irrespective of the 
maintenance. 
implementing agency. 
This approach is applied to  both group-operated and individually operated surface-water and 
groundwater schemes. 
PARTICIPANTS IN IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT 
Many irrigation schemes have been identified by the Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal 
at the request of group organizers.  The Agricultural Development Bank  of Nepal and CAREJ 
Nepal have conducted detailed surveys and have made cost estimates. After discussions with the 
farmers theproportions of cost sharing, involvement of beneficiaries, and labor contribution have been finalized. The responsibilities and duties to be carried out by the related organizations  are 
defined as follows: 
1. The Beneficiary Farmers: Procurement of materials. management of labor, acquisition of 
a loan, maintaining records, and assisting in the execution of directives of the technical 
team. 
2.  The Small-Farmer Development project (pup  organizer): Monitoring of work progress, 
checking of records, coordinating  the consmction committee with the beneficiary farmers, 
helping the technical team to implement the scheme and disbursing the approved loan. 
3.  The Technical Team: The technical team of the Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal 
and CWepal  bear all technical responsibility including supervision. 
The role of social organizers in developing farmer-managed schemes  has been  limited till now. 
Only CARE/Nepal has been involved. In this context. the group organizer identifies the project 
and prepares a request to the public sector (the Department of  Irrigation or the Agricultural 
Development Bank of Nepal) to carry out a survey and to design the project. The scales of total 
investment,  farmerparticipation.andfarmers’  laborcontributionare  finalized in thecourseofthe 
project  preparation. Following evaluation and  approval, a contract is signed between  the 
executing agency and the construction committee working on behalf of all beneficiaries, which 
includes, inter alia, the provisions made in the implementation guidelines and other modalities 
of operation. It also includes a binding clause requiring beneficiaries to maintain the works and 
to make regular repairs to the facilities once construction is completed. The technician involved 
cenifies completion of the construction work and the consmction committee hands over the 
project to the water user’s committee. 
Farmers’ contribution is required from the very beginning of construction work and must be 
maintained throughout so that the value of the works shall always contain a fanner component, 
even if actual project costs are ultimately less than the original estimated cost. 
An independent organizer is required to identify the project and to mobilize farmers’ active 
participation from the very beginning until project completion. He also helps the farmers to 
develop the capabilities necessary to take responsibility for the operation and maintenance. 
THE ROLE OF SOCIAL ORGANIZERS IN ASSISTING FARMER- 
MANAGED SCHEMES 
Atpresent, the role of social organizer in these projects is limited to the project-implementation 
stage only. As the resources are entirely under farmer control and require no large bureaucracies 
there is room to expand the role of the social organizer. More specifically he can contribute in the 
following areas: 65 
1. Reducing the gap between potential irrigation and actual utilization. 
2.  Encouraging the farmers to increase production and income by  adopting high-value and 
quick-yielding crops. 
3.  Accelerating  the program of afforestation,restorationofpastures,  protection of agricultural 
land, introduction  of soil-conservation measures toprevent soil erosion through runoff, and 
the control of unrestricted grazing. 
4.  Discouraging the use  of high-capacity pumps which may overdraw groundwater resources. 
5. Encouraging farmers to install tube wells in joint ownership so that more land may be 
6. Identifying measures to conserve the resources and to prevent pollution of surface-water 
7.  Mobilizing maximum local resources and the introduction of appropriate technologies. 
irrigated. 
resources and groundwater resources. 
THE NEED FOR FARMER-MANAGED SCHEMES 
The performance of sophisticated public-sector imgation projects has not satisfied expectations 
despite heavy investments which amount to US$2,225 to 3,335 (NRs  40,000 to 60,000) per ha. 
The major problem in the public schemes is the reluctance of farmers to become involved in their 
operation and maintenance. Fear on the part of farmers with regard to the financial and technical 
burdens of  the sophisticated systems and their lack of  involvement in  decision making and 
planning are the major causes for this reticence. Allocation of  low  budgets for repair and 
maintenanceresults  in untimely release of water further shattering  theconfidence  in public-sector 
schemes. Under these circumstances,  farmers are not committed to the systems and are unwilling 
to pay the charges.  This in turn results in poor cost recovery. 
Farmer-managed schemes,  though unsophisticated in nature, cost only approximately US225 
to 670 (NRs 4,000 to 12.000) per ha, and constitute effective organization and water-distribution 
systems. Since the  schemes are farmer-initiated a positive attitude towards the  scheme is 
common. The obligatory investment required of farmers and their labor contribution lead to 
feelings of  ownership towards the schemes. This in turn is reflected in repair and maintenance 
costsofaboutUS$171061 (NRs300 to 1,100)perhaascomparedtoUS$111to278  (NRs2,OOO 
to 5,000) per ha in public-sector schemes. 
It is evident therefore that farmer-managed schemes have greater management flexibility and 
farmer involvement in the schemes reflect the opportunity for quick returns on investments. 66 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Exploitation of natural and public resources by groups of farmers is a difficult affair. There are 
numerous legal considerations and various state  agencies are involved. It is necessary to maintain 
close contact and frequent exchanges of ideas and views among the concerned agencies to help 
modify and improve existing provisions.  Furthermore, there are considerations of  costs and 
benefits in developing and maintaining irrigation schemes. The requirement that farmers share 
in the costs makes it necessary that they should have the power to exclude individuals, who do 
not sharein thecosts,from sharinginthe benefits. Without this provision jointlyownedirrigation 
schemes will be unable to operate. This is where the role of social organizer becomes pertinent 
in the development of irrigation schemes.  He can contribute most in creating institutions of 
farmers thatcaneffectivelycay outtheresponsibilitiesofdevelopingandmaintainingirrigation 
schemes. 
Taking responsibility for supervision and coordination together with the curbing of  corruption 
is undoubtedly an awkward job for the social organizer in his role BS catalyst agent for social 
development.  The most effective means to achieve this goal is to involve independent internal 
or external nongovernment agencies to intervene and to assist the farmers to reach the necessary 
level of  awareness. 
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299. Role of Social Organizers in Improving Irrigation 
Management: The Experience in Nepal 
U.  GautamE 
INTRODUCTION 
THIS  PAPER  ATTEMPIS  to  highlight the role of  social organizers in  the process of  improving 
irrigation-system management The association organizer is employed in the Jrrigation-Management 
Project to identify the organizational dynamics and to act as a catalyst in promoting farmers’ 
participation in irrigation management. 
THE  ASSOCIATION  ORGANIZER  AS  A  COMPONENT  OF  THE 
IRRIGATION-MANAGEMENT PROJECT 
One of the major objectives of the Irrigation-Management Project and its System-Management 
Division is “to develop and strengthen the capability of Water Users’ Organizations to assume 
greaterresponsibility and authority for operation and maintenance of the irrigation system.” The 
Irrigation-Management  Project  considers that  new  water  user’  organizations are not  self- 
generating. Therefore a catalyst agent is required to help farmers organize. their own water users’ 
organization. In the Irrigation-Management  Project this catalyst agent is called the association 
organizer. The Irrigation-Management  Project has deployed association organizers for the last 
two years. 
’  Associate Institution Development Specialist. Irrigation Management Fmject. Nepal. 
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An association organizer is a trained field worker who lives in the user community and assists 
the users to organize themselves on the basis of their felt irrigation needs and in accordance with 
objectives set by an irrigation-development program. An association organizer does not replace 
any technical staff of the Deparment  of Irrigation but rather helps them to be more effective and 
to improve irrigation-management performance. 
THE ASSOCIATION ORGANIZER'S RESPONSIBILITY IN  RELATION 
TO MANAGEMENT TYPE 
The duties of  an association organizer depend very much on the specific management  typ 
targeted by the irrigation-development agency for an implementation site. For example: for the 
type designated "autonomous-management  by user,"  the association organizer's duty wouldbe 
todevelop lhecapacity andconfidenceoftheuserorganization to thepoint lhatusers should,after 
a  reasonable  period  of  time,  be willing  and  able  to  take complete  responsibility  for  the 
managementof their system. Forjoint-management type, theassociationorganizer's duty would 
be to develop the capacity of the user organization and of the agency to an extent that both should 
be willing to jointly delineate and share management responsibilities and to mutually recognize 
the primary roles that each has to play  in  response to system needs (system operation and 
maintenance, etc.). This type of management objective is represented by the Sirsia-Dudhaura 
Irrigation System, the first implementation site of  the Irrigation-Management ProjecVSystem- 
Management Division. 
The Sirsia-DudhauraIrrigation System wasbuilt in themid-l950sinParwanipur,BaraDisaict 
of  Nepal.  It was designed to supplement rain-fed agricultural needs and presenrly commands 
1,152 ha in summer and 807 ha in winter. 
Before the Irrigation-Management Project the Sirsia-Dudhaura Irrigation System was typical 
of Terai public-irrigation systems in Nepal which generally suffer from the followingproblems: 
1) deferred maintenance, 2) unpredictable operation and maintenance management, 3) antagonistic 
relationsand lackofcommunication betweenagency staffand users,4)rampantlackofdiscipline 
on  the part of  users reflected  in  the numerous breaches in the system networks, inter-user 
conflicts, and might-is-right practices, 5)  inequitable water distribution, and 6)  nonpdcipation 
of users in any system-management activities. 
The Irrigation-Management Project fielded association organizers in this system on 8 April 
1987 with the purpose of strengthening the water users' organization and enabling it to resolve 
and overcome the above problems. 69 
RECRUITMENT OF ASSOCIATION ORGANIZERS 
To expedite the process of strengthening  the water users’ organization the Technical Assistance 
Team decided to recruit association organizers from outside the Department of Irrigation.  This 
became imperative  because the Irrigation-Management Project/the Depanment of Irrigation had 
no  experience or know-how regarding the programs and personnel management of association 
organizers. Thus association organizers were contractually  employed by the Technical Assistant 
in March 1987. 
ASSOCIATION ORGANIZER ROLES 
Organizing 
For the fust six months the association organizers  were engaged in preorganizing activitiw which 
included their selection. training, and establishment in the field.  The association organizers 
cartied out a sequence of activities: building up rapport with the users, convening a sensitization 
workshop for fanner representatives and local staff, collecting and documenting information 
reflecting the relationship between  the user and the irrigation system, and preparing lists of  users. 
After these steps were completed association organizers initiated the process of forming a water 
users’ organization. 
The association organizers helped to organize the  sensitization workshop by  identifying 
fanner participants and ensuring their participation  in  the  workshop. The objective of  the 
workshop was to inmduce the participants to Irrigation-Management  Project objectives and to 
the water users’ organization process, andto  bring to thesurface  themain issuesin local-irrigation 
system management. This helped both the water users and the agency staff to plan subsequent 
assistance activities. 
Ihe  association organizers helped the water users to form a two-tiered water users’ organization: 
15 user  rolis (groups) at the branchhillage level and 1 system-level user sangh (association). The 
dominant mode used by the association organizers in forming tolis was mass assembly. Patterns 
of  toli formation differed. In one area a toli was formed by  consensus. In another area toli 
formation was accompanied by full-scale electioneering. In one tail-end area it was very difficult 
to form tolis as feudal polarization was sharp. Farmers were not convinced that a water users’ 
organization could cut across this polarition and facilitate distribution of irrigation water. In 
another area users were afraid of governmentalizing  their own adjacent irrigation system and thus 
did not want to join the toli. To promote user organizations in this difficult situation association 
organizers  selectively approached local influential persons including politicians to make positive 
contributions to the organization process. At a later stage association organizers helped form a 
water-user sangh at the system level. 70 
Resource Mobilization 
The association organizers motivated users to develop cleaning and maintenance practices for 
field channels, sub-field channels and at certain points. for branch canals. In some places tolis 
built new  field channels. For these activities tolis mobilized user resources in kind, cash, and 
labor. Ertablishing des  and applying them instilutionally promoted equity in resource  mobilization 
as well as in water distribution. 
The association organizers  helped user tolis first to identify essential structural  improvements 
needed in their respective areas and then to prioritize them. They facilitated agreement between 
the  agency  and tolis on  essential structural improvement works.  The  essential  structural 
improvements agreemententitledtolis  to appoint contractors for worksof less thanapproximately 
USE813 (NRs  10,000). 
The association organizers then assisted tolis to open bank accounts for the organized and 
accountable management of toli resources gained from conmctual works, from fmes. and From 
other types of mobilization. Toli-appointed contractors. as per their commitment to contribute 10 
percent, deposited 60 percent of the amount of essential structural improvement works payment 
owed to the toli fund. 
The association organizers made efforts to channel users’ ideas into the process of watercess 
(water tax) assessment by the land surveyor, as this mechanism was an essential element in the 
accuracy of watercess records. In April 1987 when the association organizers were first fielded, 
farmers’ complaints against wrong and arbitrary assessment of watercess were very common. A 
sample survey done by association organizers in January 1989 (the second year of the Irrigation- 
Management Project  assistance in  the  Sirsia-Dudhaura Irrigation  System) showed that  an 
overwhelmingmajorityofwateruserspaidtheir  watercessfor 1987 whileonlyasmallpercentage 
was dissatisfied with the assessment work. 
Organization Development 
The association organizers assisted in identifying fanner trainees for Irrigation Management 
centresponsored farmer-to-farmer training. They then helped organize user-community meehgs 
todisseminatethelessonsleamedby  thoseusers whohadparticipatedintheuainingsessions.The 
association organizers also provided support in knowledge-building and sharing through inter- 
toli mobilization. In this process, they mobilized members of better performing tolis to assist 
those less effective. 
Those user-toli representatives who received training began to gain an appreciation of the 
benefits which an effective user organization could bring to them, such as  equitable distribution 
of Scarce irrigation resources and a cost-effective system. 71 
Communication 
The association organizers helped in promoting organizational  communication. Individual users 
have started airing their grievances related to their access to water, through tolis. This kind of 
communication  has  promoted equity in system-resource distribution. The agency has also made 
it a point to entertain only those petitions for water access that come through the tolis. Thus. 
wnmd  awx5ation organizers have facilitated  the developnent of a system whereby qresmIatira 
of  afees formally outside the command area, but who previously received water, may reQuest 
water when it does not jeopardize  toli members’ legitimate interests. Besides this kind of agency 
user communication, user tolis have been using traditional village chowkidurs (watchmen) to 
communicate toli messages to the general user-members. 
Through regular monthly meetings of the sangh, association organizers have helped user 
representatives and field-agency staff to start a dialogue on  operation and maintenance issues at 
the system level itself. For instance, during the water-stress period the sangh may decide in favor 
of a rotational water-distribution system and ask the field agency to cooperate. The sangh may 
question the appropriateness of the field-agency decision regarding stoppage of water delivery on 
adateunilaterallyfixed.  ‘Ihefieldagencymightwanttostop  waterdeliveryforsomeconsrmction 
works. The sangh would consider this point and finally a date for stopping water delivery would 
be mutually agreed  upon. 
Conflict Resolution 
The association organizers have facilitated development of norms to resolve conflicts resulting 
from undisciplined behavior of user members. For instance, “Khutuwa-toli” reported that they 
penalized a member who while irrigating his field had flooded his fellow user’s crop field. The 
wrong-doer paid compensation to the user whom he had harmed at the rate fixed by the toli. 
Water Distribution 
The association organizer helped tolis to understand the importance of water-measuring devices 
and the need  for tolis to protect them.  It has been  noted that where this has  been  promoted water- 
use efficiency has increased. In the Harpur area at the head of Dudhaura system users now irrigate 
their land in a shorter time. Users at the tail end now receive water earlier and more reliably. 
Similarly, tail enders of Bahuwq in the Sirsia command area state that after several years of 
suffering from insufficient quantities they  now  receive a satisfactory water supply. This is 
probably one  of the most visible impacts of fieldchannel cleaning and maintenance  by  the users. 
Users have been able to see a direct relationship between their actions in maintaining field 
channels, in more efficient water use,  and in the greater equity in water distribution. 12 
The effectiveness of user organizations in mobilizing resources for channel maintenance has 
resulted in expanded coverage of wheat crop in the command area. The user tolis of Tajpur, 
Ramur, and Mushahari joined hands to clean and maintain field channels as well as certain 
portions of the branch canals from the Sirsia Trifurcation, a point which was considered the most 
critically chaotic in  the diagnostic analysis made by  the Colorado State University (1985). in 
terms of  water allocation and distribution. 
The agency and the sangh have decided in favor of a rotational water-disuibution system for 
the wheat crop on an experimental basis. This experimental rotational water schedule was fnst 
introduced in the Sirsia-Dudhaura Irrigation System where it was monitored by the association 
organizers who provided suggestions to both the agency and the sangh on how to improve on  it 
Agriculture 
The association organizers have assisted in introducing the Block Production Program using 
mini-kit demonstrations with  a view  to integrating this program  with  tasks such  as water 
scheduling. They have also assisted in identifying. locating, and interviewing farmers for crop 
cutting surveys. The association organizers and farmers have estimated that after the Irrigation- 
Management Project, crop production in the Sirsia-DudhauraIrrigation  System area increased by 
25 percent. 
ASSOCIATION-ORGANIZER TRAINING 
Therearevarious  typesofassociation-organizer trainingwhicharedifferentiatedaccordingtojob 
experience,  job position (supervisory or regular), transfer from one irrigation system to another, 
and the management objectives to be  achieved.  The association organizers' training can be 
divided into three broad categories: pre-job training, on-the-job refresher training, andon-the-job 
transition  training.  Besides this  !mining, eligible association-organizer  candidates  receive 
supervisory training. To be eligible, an association-organizer  candidate for supervisory training 
should  1) have worked at least six months in the field as an association organizer, and 2) 
demonstrate certain managerial qualities. 
Apart  from  the  formal  training provided  to  association organizers under  the  Irrigation 
Management Centre auspices, field-refresher  sessions of a few hours duration each are regularly 
conducted.  In these sessions, association organizers raise issues and problems which they have 
encountered in the course of implementing the monthly tasks assigned to them, plus the ongoing 
programs in the field.  A resource person, usually a member of the water users'  organization 
development staff, conducts these sessions. 13 
FIELD SUPERVISION AND FOLLOW-UP 
To continuously gear association organizers towards achieving the set management objectives 
intensive supervision and field follow-up mechanisms are necessary.  The water users’  organization 
section staff supervises and maintains this system in active cooperation with the field-agency 
Staff. 
For this purpose a task-oriented approach has been adopted. Under this approach, association 
organizers are assigned certain tasks each month. These tasks are defined after monitoring the 
monthly  field activities through association organizers’ reports, monthly meetings, internal 
weekly  meetings, and refresher sessions. This approach enables identification of  emerging 
system-management needs.  The task-oriented approach helps concrete theassociation-organizer 
responsibilities and roles in a practical manner. Each  association organizer must report on 
progress in implementing the tasks assigned to him each month.  In this report he describes how 
he interacted with the users, the user organizations, and the agency-field office as per the tasks, 
what constraints he faced in implementing the tasks, how  the consmints were or could be 
resolved, and what was achieved in each task. 
INDICATORS OF ACHIEVEMENT 
The association organizers have helped the Irrigation-Management Project to accomplish the 
following: 
*  User resources have been institutionally mobilized for system maintenance. 
*  Communication between  agency-field offices and  users has  improved and  is being 
formalized. This is reflected in the  preparation of  water schedules and in  increased 
responsiveness in the dealings between agency and user organizations. 
*  User-organized participation in system improvement. in identification of needs, and in the 
construction process were initiated with essential structural improvements assistance. 
*  Water-use efficiency in the system has increased. The area planted to wheat in the winter 
season has increased over the previous year and the potential area has expanded to include 
the tail-end area. 
*  Breaches in the system have been reduced. 
*  The number of inter-user water conflicts has decreased as tolis have undertaken management 
of  water distribution. 
*  The number  of  petitions complaining against “wrong”  assessment of  watercess has 
decreased. 
*  The ratio  of  user representation in water users’  organization  in  the  Sirsia-Dudhaura 
Irrigation System is 1  representative to 11 water users fora  total of  197 user representatives. 
This is about one person per six hectares. The water users’ organization has intensified 
supervision as well. IMPROVING IMPLEMENTATION 
Lessons from the Sirsia-Dudhaura Irrigation System show that association organizers can play 
their role more effectively if the following issues are given adequate attention: 
*  Setting more practical construction targets which take into consideration the institutional- 
development needs and the management capacity of the users and agency staff. 
*  Recognizing the construction process as an opportunity for developing operation and 
maintenance processes and planning accordingly. 
*  Initiating interunit coordination between  the water  users’ organization operation and 
maintenance, and monitoring, evaluation, and feedback sections. 
*  Expediting collection of  systematic information about water measurement so that  the 
necessary information is in place to develop an operational plan. 
*  Achieving balance  between  project  agency  and  field office by  delegating adequate 
authority and resources to the field. 
*  Training association organizers in courses on bureaucratic behavior and agency staff in 
interdisciplinary  courses to facilitate their  progressive reorientation from  the  purely 
technical to include social issues in irrigation management. 
*  Determining the hydrological boundaries of each section of  the command area  prior to 
organizing activities to satisfy the needs of both operation and maintenance and water 
users’ organization. 
*  Staffing the System-Management Division with a director who is trained  to apply an 
integrated system-management approach to the System-Management Division operations 
rather than a single-sector orientation such as construction, monitoring, evaluation, and 
feedback, or water users’ organization. 
*  Not awarding contracts for construction to the fanners of public-irrigation systems while 
they are at the stage of getting organized. Contract awards at that point tend to  transfer the 
agency-constructionbias  tothefarmercommunity. Thisdistortstheintegrity  ofthe farmer- 
organizing process. References 
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15 Role of Social Organizers: The Aga Khan Rural 
Support Programme for Irrigation Infrastructure 
Development, Gilgit 
B.A. Khan and S. Karezg 
INTRODUCTION 
IT IS  THE  aim of this paper to highlight the role of social organizers in assisting fanner-managed 
irrigationsystems inthemountainousregionsofthenorthemareasofPakistanwhicharefederally 
administeredbytheGovemmentofPakistan.  The focusis thedevelopmentandchangesinsystem 
management stimulated by the intervention of the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme in Gilgit 
District This paper is based primarily on the experiences and observations of  the authors made 
duringthesixyearsofimplementationoftheAgaKhanRuralSupportProgrammepackages.This 
program is also operational in the Baltistan District of  the northem areas  and Chitral District of 
the North Westem Frontier Province. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA 
Gdgit, the headquarters of the program. is located about 600  kilometers (km) north of Islamabad 
where the Karakorum and the Himalayan ranges meet. The whole district lies in the rain shadow 
andthevalleysreceivebarely  10.16centimeters(cm) (4 inches)ofprecipitationperannum. while 
at higher elevations of approximately  4.575 meters (15,000 feet) above sea level precipitation in 
*Social  organizers. the Aga Khan  Rural Support Programme. Gilgit. Pakistan. 
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the form of snow, reaches 25.4 cm (10 inches). The topography of the area is such that the rivers 
flow in  deep gorges far below the arable lands, most of  which consist of alluvial fans. The 
perennial Nallahs (streams) and rivers in the northern areas of Pakistan are fed primarily by 
glacier melt while snow melt helps increase the runoff a hundredfold during short periods in the 
summer. Almost all the irrigation systems in these mountain areas depend on the Nallahs which 
serve as tributaries of  the main rivers. The variation in discharge between the minimum and 
maximum flows is extreme and occasionally the flow dries up completely or totally freezes in the 
winter. These enormous variations in water supply pose a challenge to the economic design of 
headworks. Most of  the channels from the Nallahs in the region are gravity-fed. 
The  success  of  the  channels  depends  on a combination  of  local  wisdom  and  modem 
engineering techniques. Some villages even now use traditional methods of  water  flow for 
determining the correct gradients. Theoretically worked  out gradients have, in most  cases, 
resulted in failure. The velocities of small channels, calculated in the office, have no capabili- 
ties for silt-clearing or  for minimizing the  scouring due to variations in  rock  formations. 
Similarly, variations in climatic conditions such as freezing and thawing play an important role. 
One has to  learn when to close the channel and when to reopen it without causing excessive 
damage during thawing.  All this requires experience and local knowledge. 
HISTORY OF IRRIGATION IN  THE AREA 
In the past the areas on both sides of  the Himalayas and Hindukush ranges were ruled by  local 
chieftains. The treasuries of the rulers depended heavily on the taxation of water and agriculture. 
It was in their interest that agriculture should flourish and as a result available land was exploited 
to the maximum. The pockets of population ruled by these chieftains  weresecludedand  hada very 
closed economy. The chieftains used their feudal authority to motivate and mobilize the people 
for construction and operation and maintenance of irrigation channels. 
This arrangement was possible because a sufficient surplus of cheap labor was available. The 
local populace could be easily motivated to work without pay, in return for a piece of land to add 
to their declining resource base. In the late nineteenth century when the British adminismation 
took over the northern areas and opened access to the outside world by constructing roads, more 
lucrative job opportunities became available. Simultaneously, an increase in population put 
pressure on the existing arable land. Taxes on water and agriculture declined. The feudal lords 
could not sustain their authority under these conditions and in 1974, their control of the ma  was 
formally abolished by  the Government of Pakistan. 
When the traditional rulers were removed no alternative for construction and operation and 
maintenance of channels was introduced by the government. As a result, no new channels were 
constructed and existing ones fell into disrepair. It was at this stage that the Aga Khan Rural 
SupponProgramme  began a program of development of institutional  and physical infrasuucture. 
The primary objective of  the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme has been to facilitate the 
development of  srrong and broad-based village organizations which would undertake a wide 
range of rural activities on a permanent and sustainable basis. I9 
The Aga Khan Rural Support Programme encouraged each village to  identify and propose a 
productive physical-infrastructure  project which would increase the incomes of  the majority of 
the constituents of  the  village organization.  It was the process of  collectively identifying, 
proposing, planning, and implementing a productive physical-inhsmcture project. such as a 
water channel, which strengthened the village organization, and started it on the path which 
ultimately led to managing all development activities of  the village. The water channel thus 
constructed served as an entry point for subsequent development work in the village in addition 
to the direct income which it generated. 
The role of the social organizer in the process described above has been pivotal.  He helped 
the  village  organization to  conduct meelings.  During the process of productive physical 
infrastructure  project identification, he ensured that at least 75 percent of the members attended 
such meetings so that equitable sharing of resources was ensured. At this crucial stage the social 
organizer had to be vigilant and resourceful to obtain all the basic information of the village, 
through a rapid appraisal. Without this it would not have been  possible to create an active and 
cohesive village organization. 
The social organizer's role during the survey and investigation of the project was equally 
important. He organized meetings and consulted village elders to obtain technical information 
such as flood levels, maximum and minimum discharges, and slides and stability of rocks. He 
passedthisinformation  totheengineeringsectionfortheprepantionofestimatesandfordrawing 
conclusions. He facilitated meetings and exchanges of information  between the technicians and 
villagers. While settling terms of partnership between the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme. 
and thevillageorganization  heagainarrangedmeetings,explainedthemodeofparticipation,and 
clearly described the responsibility of  the village organization so that no ambiguity remained. 
The  Aga  Khan  Rural  Support Programme  has  given  new  meaning  to  the  concept of 
participation of villagers in project implementation. Traditionally, government departments and 
other development agencies have defined participation as villagers' hypothetical cash contribu- 
tion through their unpaid labor in the project. In the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme-tams 
participation involves the villagers' willingness to organize capital through savings, to agree to 
upgrade their skills, to undertake responsibility for identification. planning, and implementation 
of the project, and ultimately for management and operation and maintenance of the productive 
physical-infrastructure  project after completion. 
Once the terms of the partnership were settled and implementation started the social organizer 
helped teach maintenance of  accounI8 and keeping of muster rolls, and provided guidance in 
setting up  stores and in maintaining machinery and equipment.  He thus served as a liaison 
between the village organization and the  Aga Khan Rural  Support Programme. The social 
organizer helped the village organization in the submission of progress reports through village- 
organization  resolutions and arranged  cash  disbursements.  The  social organizer was, and 
remains, a contact between the  village organization and the  technical  sections.  Whenever 
technical inputs are required he arranges meetings between the two. 80 
MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT OF CHANNELS 
Once a project is completed under the auspices of the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme the 
social organizer ensures that adequate arrangements are made by the village organization for 
proper operation and maintenance of the channel. The village organization must formally decide 
on the necessary arrangements for normal and emergency repairs and maintenance.  The social 
organizer arranges meetings on such subjects and facilitates decisions, fixing full responsibility 
for maintenance on the village organization. The villagers, of course, also have their traditional 
arrangements and systems of maintenance. 
At the crucial stage of  warabandi (water sharing) the social organizer acts as mediator. In this 
process he imposes no decisions on the village organization but acb 10 ensure an equitable 
distribution of water. Healso makes certain that formaldecisionsaretaken  soas toprevent future 
disputes. For the total and satisfactory management of the channel it is imperative that there be 
an active, cohesive, and self-reliant village organization. The Aga Khan Rural Support Programme 
directs all its interventions and preconditions its support in terms of finance and technical advice 
to enhance the effectiveness of the village organization. The social organizer. being the eyes and 
ears of the program in the field, focuses his full attention on the affairs of the village organization 
including  proper  management of  the  channel, equitable distribution  of  new  land,  and  its 
sustainable development and proper land use, with  the technical suppon of the Agriculture 
Section. The social organizer plays an important role in resolving disputes connected with land 
distribution and promotes timely land development. 
Development of  new  land in most cases requires financing. This is provided to the village 
organizations in the form of medium-term loans fora maximum of five years. To obtain this loan 
the village organizations must pass resolutions in the presence of 75 percent of the members. AI 
this meeting the village organization decides on the developmentplans, financingrequirements, 
allocation of specific areas for different purposes, and on the implementation program. In this 
process the social organizer maintains very close contact with the village organizations. On the 
recommendation of  the social organizer land-development loans are approved and the sums 
disbursed.  Before recommending such loans the social organizer ascertains the capability and 
capacity of the village organization to utilize the loan and to repay it on time. 
The role of the social organizer is varied and is crucial in identification, appraisal, approval, 
implementation,  maintenance, and management of the productive physical-infrastructure project 
and at subsequent stages, in the distribution of new land, in land-development planning, in land 
utilization, in water sharing, and in the approval and recovery of loans.  He performs the role of 
motivator.planner. facilitator,  mediator, andmanager in the AgaKhanRural SupportProgramme 
methodology of rural development. 
The success of the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme interventions in irrigation, as in all 
olherfields,depends  on the proper mix of scientific skills and traditional knowledge. Technicians 
tend  to  stress the  technical point of  view  whereas villagers  must  more in  their  traditional 
knowledge. It is up to the social organizer to ensure an appropriate blend which is acceptable to 
the villagers and which satisfies the technician.  This is achieved through a series of dialogues 
arranged by the social organizer which sensitizes the technician to villagers’ concerns and makes 
the villagers understand and benefit from scientific knowledge. Role of Social Organizers in Communal Irrigation 
Development in the Philippines 
C.M. Cablayad 
INTRODUCTION 
THE  PAKTICIFATOXY-AWROAM  PROORAM for developing communal-irrigation systems in the Philippines 
applies the concept of combining financial and technical assistance to fanners with obtaining 
their  maximum  participation in  the  planning,  design, construction. and  in  their  eventual 
assumption of operation and maintenance of the completed systems. This concept evolved from 
the unsatisfactory experiences of constructing communal-inigation systems through the “dole- 
out’’ method of assistance in thet1950s to the early 1970s. These were designed and constructed 
without farmers’ involvement., ‘They were poorly operated and maintained and their costs were 
not repaid.  These contrasted with the centuries-old, indigenous, fanner-built irrigation systems 
which  are operated and managed by  strong and cohesive farmer organizations without state 
intervention. The following are the general lessons derived from case studies of same indigenous 
farmer-built systems (Siy, Jr..  1989): 
1. The collective effort to build the irrigation system and subsequently to maintain it resulted 
2.  The physical and institutional aspects of the irrigation system evolved simultaneously. 
3.  Overaperiodof time theorganization developed the ability to findspecific  solutions suited 
4. These associations nurtured leadership skills. 
The Participatoly-Approach Program was pilot tesIed by the National Wgation Administration 
in two systems in  1976 and in hvo other systems in  1979. The Program was expanded to 14 
in a saong sense of ownership of the system. 
to local circumstances and resources. 
(Head. Communal-Irrigation Systems Section of the Institutional Development Deparhnnent, National 
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systems in 12 regions in 1980 and further expanded to 25 systems in 1981 and to 108 in 1982. In 
1983, the Program was applied in all National Irrigation Adminismion-assisted communal- 
irrigation systems. At present, there are already 1,694 systems with an area of 232,163 hectares 
(ha) that have been completed under this Program. 
An impact evaluation study conducted for National Irrigation Administration's Participatory- 
Approach Program (de 10s  Reyes and Jopillo, 1989) indicated better performance compared 
to non-Participatory-Approach Program systems.  Irrigation  facilities constructed under  the 
Participatory-Approach Program are viewed by farmers to be more functional, systems are  more 
productive (with greater increases in rice yields and in irrigated area during the dry season), and 
the irrigation associations are stronger. 
PHASES OF IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT AND ACTIVITIES 
ORGANIZATION WORKER 
OF THE IRRIGATION-COMMUNITY ORGANIZERDRRIGATION- 
Investigation and Selection Phase 
The work of the ImgationCommunity Organizer/Irrigation-Organization Worker fielded as 
profile writer during this phase could be compared to that of  a researcher.  The Irrigation- 
Community Organizer/Irrigation-Organization Worker collects data and information that are 
used in determining the institutional feasibility of a project or system.  This is done through the 
development of a project-institutional profile. Thesedata are used to select and prioritize projects 
to be implemented. The profile is also used by the Irrigation-Community Organizers/Inigation- 
Organization Workers to develop their intervention strategies prior to deployment in the project 
area. 
Preconstruction Phase 
Six to  ninemonths beforethestartofconstruction an Irrigation-CommunityOrganizer/Inigation- 
Organization Worker is fielded in the project area to facilitate organization of the farmers into an 
irrigation association. The following are the different institutional activities undertaken by the 
Irrigation-Community  Organizer/lrrigation-Organization Worker during the preconstruction 
phase: 
*  Integration with the community. 
*  Social investigation. 
*  Facilitating farmers'  meetings. 
*  Mobilization of farmers. 83 
*  Formation of preconmction committees. 
*  Right-of-way negotiations. 
*  Membership recruitment 
*  Securities and Exchange Commission registration. 
*  Water permit application. 
*  hesentation of project-development scheme. 
*  Conducting of preconstruction conferences  to discuss and formulate. the  National Irrigation 
Administration and the Irrigation Association policies for conshuction. to discuss pmvi- 
sions of the Memoranda of  Agreement, and present the final system design. 
*  Training of irrigation-association  officers and selected members. 
Construction Phase 
After the signing of the Memoranda of Agreement construction may  start.  In this phase, the 
Irrigation-Community Organizer/Irrigation-Ckganimion  Worker role centers on facilitating the 
participation  of  the Irrigation Association in  system construction and in strengthening the 
leadership and decision-making capabilities of the  association.  The Irrigation-Community 
.Organizer/ Irrigation-Ckganization Worker also acts as coordinator between  the  Irrigation 
Association and the technical staff  for discussion of  issues that crop up and as mediator or 
facilitator during such discussions.  The Irrigation-Community Organizer/Irrigation-Organiza- 
tion Worker would also continuously provide advice or suggestions on  what  the Irrigation 
Association should do and constantly  remind them of their responsibilities. The activities during 
this phase include: 
*  Creation of additional committees such as 
1) quality-control and quantity-control committee. 
2) cost-control committee, 
3) manpower and inventory committee, 
4) equity-generation committee. 
*  procurement of construction materials. 
*  Manpower mobilization. 
*  Material delivery and issuance. 
*  Inventory of  materials and equipment 
*  Cost recording. 
*  Cost-reconciliation sessions. 
*  Equity generation through cash, labor, and materials. 
*  Construction of structures and facilities. 
*  TestNn before the turnoverofthesystem toidentify any defec  tsin theconstructedfacilities 
and structures. 
*  Debugging. 84 
Operation and Maintenance Phase 
For system turnover the ImigabnCommunity Organim/higation-ot.Banization Wok  facilitates: 
*  Irrigation Association acceptance of the final statement of chargeable costs which would 
become the Irrigation Association loan after deducting the equity generated by irrigation 
association. 
*  Signing of  turnover papers. 
*  Formulation and signing of  the amortization schedule. 
Before or immediately after the turnover a training on System Management is coordinated by 
the Irrigation-Community Organim/higation-Organization  Worker for the Irrigation  Association. 
During training the Inigation-Community OrganizerAmgation-Organization  Worker often acts 
as a resource person. The System Management features the preparation  of actual Irrigation- 
Association plans on I) cropping calendars, 2) water distribution. 3) farm facilities improvement. 
4) maintenance, 5)  problems of dct  management, and 6)  delinearion of duties and responsibilities 
of officers and members on operation and maintenance. 
The functions of the Irrigation-Community OrganizerlIrrigation-Organizarion  Worker during 
the operation and maintenance phase are to assist the Irrigation Association in: 
*  Mobilization for operation and maintenance of committees such  as  the irrigation committee, 
membership and education committee, financial management committee. and audit and 
inventory committee. 
*  Development of operation and maintenance plans. 
*  Collection of amortization payments. 
*  Record keeping. 
The Irrigation-Community OrganizerAmgation-Organization  Worker remains in the pmject 
area  for two  cropping  seasons  (one year).  After the  two cropping seasons the Irrigation- 
Community organizer/Irngation&ganization  Worker is withdrawn and the Irrigation Association 
assumes full responsibility for operation and maintenance of the system. The system however, is 
visited periodically by the Irrigation Technician or Irrigation-Community Organizer/Irrigation- 
Organization Workerassignaltoanearby  project todeterminewhethertheImgation Association 
may need any assistance. THE IRRIGATION.COMMUNITY ORGANIZER/IRRIGATION~ 
ORGANIZATION WORKER: IDEOLOGY, RESPONSIBILlTIES, ROLES, 
AND POSITIONS 
Tho Irrlgatlon.Community  OrgMizw/Inlgation.OrganIzation  Workor  MU u  a oaUlyit and 
faciUtator, He aiiiiti, adv\wr, encouragei, guldei, quertloni, and uguei with the hrmwi but 
leaveithe~lilonmakingtotheIrrigatlon  Auoclatlon. Hedow notdowarkwhlchthekgntlon 
Aiiochtlon ihould underlake but rather guidei the Mgatlon aiiocldon  In mallelng lu  potential 
In ourylng out  reiponiiblllUei  and taha  through poup  actlon,  An eIlective  Irrlgatlon.Community 
Organlz4r/Inlgadon-~ganlzation  Wohr  11  one who can hve  the Irrlgatlon Aiioclatlon after 
project completion wlthout lmpalrlng the itabillty and capablllty of the aiioclatlon (Natlond 
higadon Admlnlimdon, 1985),  The Nadonal kgatton AdmlnliMtlon’i Irrigatlon-Cmmunlty 
Organl~gadon-Organl~tlon  Workeri adhem to  the “profma iundpolnt,” ooniiderlng 
the lntereitr of the farmer# ai  thelr prlmuy concern. 
Relpondbllitler 
1. kdit  fmerdkrlgatori lo organize themidvei Inlo a oohwlve and functional Irrigation 
Aiiochtlon that  Can  niponiibly purlcipateln the planning, deilgn, oonitructlon, andeven- 
tun1 operation and mdntenance of  the iyitsm, 
2,  Coodnate  wlth technical itaff lo facllltate fumeri’ puriclpation In all phuei  of project 
developmenf 
3. Facilitate uieiimont of  krigation-wmmunty needi and ~MUIGM.  The Irrlgatlon.Com. 
munlty Organlzer~gation.~ganlzatlon  work lnltlalsi dlicuiiloni  of nWi and prob 
lemi thereby mlnlng the Irrigation kiwiatlon In problem-iolvlng and declilon.mrklng 
pro  c  e  a1  e  r , 
4, Fl~lUtate  the development, conduct, and evaluation of capablllty development program 
on hlgatlon Aaociatlon leaderahip, flnanclal management, and Lrigatlon-ayim man- 
agement 
5, Monitor and evaluaN the progreii and itatu8 of the lrrlgatlon Aiioclatlon, 
6.  Repw  and iubmit perlodlc progrwi roportl. 
Role8 
Tho dlffmnt roloa that an Irrigation-Communlty Organizer/Irrlgation-  Organiwion Worker 
playi in facllitatlng Lrigacion-aiioclatlon organliatlonal development m  the following: 86 
Catalyst 
*  Helps the irrigation community establish means to achieve its goals. 
*  Helps the community to formulate its direction by encouraging local initiatives. 
Facilitator or Enabler 
*  Facilitates the organization of  the Irrigation Association. 
*  Helps the farmers to recognize the existing circumstances of their community. 
*  Motivates people to express their ideas and feelings. 
*  Consistently guides the community to realize its potential and strengths in cooperative 
work. 
Consultant 
*  Provides data, technical expertise, and resource materials. 
*  Points out community situations and issues. 
*  Acquaints the community with experiences of other projects to instruct in useful principles. 
*  Provides evaluation and interpretation of  the process of collective action. 
Change-  Agent 
*  Helps farmers to realize the need for change. 
*  Facilitates farmers' decisions on problems, action planning, and implementation of plans. 
*  Guides the farmers in the evaluation and assessment of their progress. 
*  Makes provisions to sustain the changes adopted. 
Trainer 
*  Assists the Irrigation Association in the development of its problem- solving and decision- 
making capabilities. 
*  Facilitates provision of capability-development programs to the Irrigation Association on 
leadership, financial management, and irrigation-system management. 
*  Develops the capabilities of  the Irrigation Association in  conducting  action-reflection 
sessions for any activity it undertakes, so it should be  able to analyze the strengths and 
weaknesses of its actions and plans, and thus develop the basis for further improvement. 87 
Deployment 
Generally, an IrrigationCommunity  Organizer/Jnigation-Organization  Worker in the Philippines 
is given one base. project (either a preconstruction or construction project) and one to two 
radiation systems (usually operation and maintenance systems or systems under rehabilitation 
with existing irrigation associations near his or her base) for periodic visits to assess the need  for 
assistance. 
Positions 
The Irrigation-Community Organizer position was created in 1976 while the Irrigation-Ckganimtion 
Worker position was created in 1986 when the National Irrigation Administration embarked on 
a crash program in communal-irrigation  system development. In the mid-1980s. the continued 
existence of the contractual Irrigation-Community Organizers was questioned  because of a Civil 
Service rule that persons may be contracted only for a limited period (about 2 years). After that 
time, the technology should have been transferred to the regular staff of the institution. Because 
of this, since 1987 the National Irrigation Administration has not hued any  additional Imgation- 
Community Organizers. All Irrigation-Community Organizer positions vacated since then have 
remained vacant. In place of  Irrigation-Community Organizers the National Irrigation Admini- 
stration hadbeen hiring Irrigation-Organization  Workers on a daily-wage, temporary-hire basis. 
This, however, presents a problem to the agency. Because of the absence of permanent positions 
for organizers a large number of  Irrigation-Organization Workers and Irrigation-Community 
Organizers had been transferring themselves to other agencies involved in extension, where they 
enjoy higher pay and security of tenure.  As a result training costs of the National Irrigation 
Administration are higher, because replacements have to be hired and trained every year. 
SELECTION AND TRAINING 
The capability and efficiency of  an Irrigation-Community OrganizerlIrrigation-Organization 
Worker is a vital ingredient in the implementation of the Participatory-Approach  Program. The 
scope of activity of an Irrigation-Community Organizer/Inigation-Organization  Worker requires 
a wide  variety of  skills, knowledge, and ability. To ensure hiring of  qualified Irrigation- 
Community  Organizers/lrrigation-Organization  Workers, the National Irrigation  Administration 
has developed a process and guidelines on Irrigation-Community  Organizer/Tnigation-Ckpkation 
Worker recruitment. Recruitment and Selectlon 
The Mgatlon-Communlty Organizor/lrrlgatlon.Organlzatlon Worker recrultment and ieleotlon 
proceii ttaru wlth the Provincial Ialgatlon Offlce determlnlng lti requhmenti, Them  am 
relayed to the Regional Irtigatlon OMce for evaluetlon and then iubmltrsd to the central oMoe 
for approval. Once approved the poiltlont OF vacanclei am  potted at the Provlnolal Mgatlon 
Omce  and munlclpal halli and announced through the rdlo  or locd newipapsr.  Appllcanti w 
rqulred to Rend thelr appllcatloni to the Rovlnclal Irrlgatlon OMce wlthln two to  three w&i 
after pottlng and/or announcementi. The followlng nepi compdie the #election prooeii: 
*  Evaluatlon olappllcatlon formn, 
*  Inltlal Intervlew, 
*  Piyohologlcal tenting. 
*  Panel Intervlow. 
*  Fleld expomre. 
*  Flnal evaluallon. 
Tralnlng 
The Inlgatlon-Communlty  Organlzer~gatlon~Organlzatlon  Worken  are glven talnlng to 
develop their crpabllltlea In  cmylng  out their reiponiibilltlet pdor to  fleldlng and syaln prior to 
conatructlon. Other Irrl#atlon-Communlty Orgenlzw/Inlgalton.Ognnlzallon Worker tralnlng In 
leadenhip, flnrnclal management, and iyitem manngement iupplement them. 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
In  the  pllot  luge OF the  Parrlclpntory-Appronch  Program,  program  mansgement  was  the 
reiponalblllty of a ipedrl group reporllng dlmctly to tho Nstlonal Irrlgrtlon Admlnlitrrtlon top 
mmegemont, Aa  the pollclet, procedurei, and guldellner for natlonwlde Implemenutlon were 
developedand ndopladprogram mansyment  WM  gradually vansfwred to  tho regular unlti  of the 
agency.  At  preient  the natlonwlde lmplementatlon  is belng iupervlaed by  the Initltutlonll 
Development  Department  whlch  11  tho  unlt  OF the  agency  reiponilble  for  overnwlng the 
Inititutlonal.dovelopment actlvltlea netlonwido, A mcont change Implemented 11  the creatlon of 
the Inatltutlonnl Aditunco Sectlon at each Provlnclll Irrlge~lon  Offlce, 89 
FARMER fIWGATORS’ ORGMINO  PROGRAM: AN  ALTERNATIVE 
ORGANfZING SCHEME 
POTENTIAL  AREAS  FOR MPROVEMENT 
Tho  following eould Be conaidwed M WII oP concern: 
1,  The unnvallebiliry ofpmmentpodtlonn For  Irrigntlon-CommunltyOrgmlrerr/Irrigrtlon- 
Brgrnl%ntlon  Werken hM reiultad In the& gerting trrnrferl to  Igenolw whlch offer berm 
prty md job aeeutlty. Thli In not only I 6rln  olexpenlle but diouldr to  mlnlng coiu for 
replaeement8, 
2. Synehnhtlen of the  rechnlcd work md  the  lnitltutlonrl work dthouBh rccepted In 
gtlnelple 8tlll requinn  close monltwlng, In nome  lniwcei  ~IUM  oFr  commlttsd tuget 
bte  h  gbyslesl eompletlen the Inadtudond rrpect Ir wrlfloed,  On the other hmd,  ilow 
aecompllehment of lnutltudonal commltmentn delryi the phyalcd work. 
3. A codnution  mEhenium D  horpoillre aeainlrnce of other IWCh  lnvolved ln rgrlcultuu 
muut b  developed. trrlgrdon development alone I8  not nufflclent, Other  rprlculrunl 
usluwee uueh 8%  lnpua mdcredlr are einentlrl to  the procera to  complement the prcwe 
4.  The Fmer  tnlguioru’ Orgmlzlng Repm nhould be conildersd M III  rltemrtlve for 
eommunal-lrrlgatlen system developmenr 
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90 Role of the Irrigation Community Organizers: 
The Siwaragan Experience 
R.B. Fernandezs 
INTRODUCTION 
Tm  PAPER DES(]RIBES  the  experiences gained  in  the  process of  organizing the  Siwaragan 
communal irrigation project in thePhilippines. it  focuses mainly on the process andthe strategies 
employed in developing a farmers' association, the extent of  fanners' involvement in project 
activities, and the roles and functions performed by  the irrigation community organizers and 
provides some insights and concerns drawn from such experience. The implementation of  the 
Siwaragan Communal Irrigation Project was lodged under the direct responsibility of the Iloilo 
Provincial Office which was headed by a Provincial Irrigation Engineer. 
PROFILE OF THE SIWARAGAN COMMUNAL IRRIGATION PROJECT 
The;iwarayln  Sommunal5gationProject is situated approximately 56 kilometers (34.8 miles) 
nor  west o  loilo City, and it lies along the route to Antique. Its water source is the Sjwaragan 
River. There are six barangays (smallestadministve  units) covered by the Siwaragan Project. 
Thepotential irrigable areas of these barangays, with one exception, are located on the left bank 
of the Siwaragan River. The total potential irrigable area of the project is 300  hectares (ha) with 
262 potential fanner beneficiaries. 
Twoirrigationcommunityorganizers(1  maleand 1  female) werefielddinMay 1980toassist 
the Siwaragan farmers to form an Irrigators' Association. After eleven months of organizational 
\ 
' Supervising Irrigators' Association Officer, Institutional Development Division, National Irrigation 
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work with thofarmorrr,pro]octcanstructlon  wasbegun.Bripinaliyitw~pgfanne8toeemgiewthe 
Slwaragan Communal  lnigation Projoct in two yeurn.  However, beeauae the tannin  rerqukd the 
conaoucrlon of  numomun ntructumu nnd a 7.9-kllemow (4.91.mlle) mnIn canel, pmjeleef  oonslruotlon 
wnn cxtonded lo Phano 111,  plrnncd to be  completed in 1983. 
Tho proJoct aorvod 37 hn of Its upnuoam commmd aran In 1983 and n totid of  144 hn by 1986, 
Thoontlrocommandwon wan flrut sorvedinJuly 1988, Theaynwm wn8 tumedovertothefarmors 
during tho first quartor of  1989. 
ORGANIZING EXPERIENCE 
Tho fallowing diocuaslon doscrlbos tho procesu of organizing the fmaa: even&  thnt wcmd  n8 
tho  iniparlon community  organlrers antlured the Siwurngan fmau  to achieve the 8lEmnt 
milostonon of orgsaizatlonal dovolopmont, the extent of  the nuwintlon’a panlelgatlon in the 
planning,  consuuctlan,  and  operation  and  mdntenanee  of  the  pyawin,  and  the  Inlgatlon 
communlty organlzors’ wloa and orgmlzlng 8Rategh 
FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE BIWARAGAN 
IRRIGATORS’ ASSOCIATION 
Sector Formation and Plrmlng Up of Potential Members 
Tho two irrigation community organizers started theorganisin  workin the SiwaraganCommufinl 
tho project dtuation worm 
Irrigation Project on  2 May 1980, Tho immediire prlorlty re d  vltles ban&  on thelr nnmmwnr o€ 
I. Furthor valldaUon of proflio data and informarlon gathering, 
2, Establlshlng rappart with ail tho poople in the community, 
3, Dlssomination of lnformatlon to tho fmors  concerning bepmposedInlgatlonproJtoleet  nnd 
tho raloa of tho Nationel Irrigadon Admlnlitrudon nnd the lnlgntlon eommunlry orgpnl%en 
in tho wou. 
4.  Initial idontlficatlan of contact iondon and potential core-pioup membera, 
Tho goographically rolling lorrain of the project and the nbnenee of detnlled suwey detn on 
potontlal idgablo ma  and proposodcanal loctltlonn made the initid orgnni%lng  wetkd&ult  u 
potential bonoflclarlos could not bo aceuretaly Identlfleda Farmer-$mug meetlngi €or projeot. 
informatlon dlisomlnatlon woro dono through buranpaye. 93 
The first sector meeting through the barangay was held at Barangay Igburi on 5 June 1980. It 
was  attended by  29 fanners. Subsequently, there were a total of  seven barangay meethgs 
conducted for project-information dissemination. In these initial meetings the contact persons 
were the barangay officials and identified community leaders. The main point raised by  the 
irrigation community organizers was that the fanners should actively pdcipate in  all the 
technical activities of the project. The National Irrigation Administration’s timetable for survey 
activities wasat hand. ’Ihanltstotheirrigationcommunityorganizer’srecommendations,fanners 
of  different sectors agreed to  form two working committees: the survey committee and the 
membership committee. the  former  to assist and  coordinate with  the National  Imgation 
Administration survey team in the survey activities and the latter to identify and begin tinning 
up  the list of  potential beneficiaries within  the sectors. When the topographic survey was 
conducted from July to December 1980. the actual potential irrigable area was determined to be 
about 300 ha. While this survey was going on.  the irrigation community organizers assisted the 
leaders to review the status of existing sectors. The canal-location  survey in October 1980  further 
facilitated the fuming up of potential membership and the final revision of the sector coverage. 
Fanners themselves suggested that sectoring should be revised based on canal layout. 
Identification and Development of Potential Irrigators’ Association Leaders 
Soon after their entry into the area the irrigation community organizers started to identify 
potential leaders whom they could ask to assist in disseminating project information to fanners. 
They Iappedexistingcommunityleaders  who helpedthemtoinform farmersabouttheprojectand 
tocallmeetings. Acoregroupcomposedofatleastonememberfromeachoftheseven  barangays 
was organized. The members of the core group did much to stimulate other fanners to attend 
meetings and clarified their questions regarding the proposed project. By 5 August 1980, all 
sectors had  elected their officers and  committee members and were simultaneously given 
orientation on their specific tasks  and functions by  the irrigation community organizers.  Thus, 
before the final organizational election of the Siwaragan Irrigators’ Association, several strong 
leaders had begun to emerge as a result of activities which were undertaken at the sector level. 
The irrigation community organizers continued to try to identify potential leaders who could 
occupy higher leadership  positions. The National  Irrigation Adminishation conducted  leadership 
training in December 1988 in two groups attended by a total of 49 farmer leaders. 
After  the formation of  preconstruction working committees and sectoral organizations, a 
committee on election composed of seven members chosen by the Board of Directors from each 
sector was formed to act as  an independent  body to implement  policies and to oversee  the overall 
conduct of the election of Irrigators’ Association Officers. This general election. held on  27 
September 1980,  provedquitesuccessfd.  Outof270potentialbeneficiaries. 193  attended. With 
the new  set of  officers, the general assembly proceeded with the formation of  its standing 
committees; theFinance and Development Committee, the Audit and Inventory Committee, and 
theEducation andTraining Committee. AU  werechaired  by Irrigators’ Association Officers. The 
remaining  three. committees -- the Grievance and Complaints Committee, the Agricultural 
Supervisory Committee, and the Irrigation Management Committee -- were chaired by members 
chosen by the general assembly. 94 
Formation of Working Committees 
The Siwaragan Irrigators’ Association was able to make its participation operational during the 
preconstruction  and  construction phases  through its working  comminees.  These were  the 
committees on Survey, Membership Recruitment, Right of Way, By-Laws, Group Dynamics, 
Securities and Exchange, Water Permit, Equity Participation, and System Design. Membership 
in most of these sector committees ranged from three to four, headed by a chaiian  who was an 
ex-officio member of the samecommittee in theenIireIrrigators’ Association. Allpreconstruction 
committees accomplished their tasks satisfactorily. The construction working committees were 
created in November 1980 when plans were finalized for construction to commence during the 
fmt  quarter of 1981. These were the Manpower, Inventory, Cost Control, Materials Control, and 
Canvass and Bidding Committees. 
Completion of Legal Requirements 
Foremost among the tasks accomplished during the preconstmction phase were the registration 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission, obtaining of the water permit, signing of the 
Memorandum of Agreement and the Right-of-way negotiations. Most of  these activities were 
undertaken  through the  working committees. The Irrigators’  Association  and the National 
Irrigation Administration  undertook the preconstruction  conferences during which each party 
formulated its own policies and systems that served  as guides for construction implementation. 
The Memorandum of Agreement between the Siwaragan Irrigators’ Association and theNational 
Irrigation Administration was signed in March 1981, signaling the readiness of both parties to 
start project construction. 
FARMERS’ PARTICIPATION IN PLANNING, CONSTRUCTION, AND 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Farmers’ Involvement in Project Planning and Design 
During the information-dissemination phase the attitude of the farmers in the three downstream 
sectors was negative towards the project because they did not believe that the Siwaragan River 
could be tapped to irrigate their farmlands. However, the differential-leveling survey conducted 
on 20 May 1980 showed that their lands could benefit from the scheme. 
There was close coordination between the irrigation community organizers and the technical 
staff  involved in  the Siwaragan project  through  the monthly  coordination meetings at the 
provincial office together with the Provincial Imgation Engineer. The irrigation community 
organizers were given  complete information on the program  of  technical  activities and the 95 
technical staff on irrigation committee activities. Thus, the organizational work undertaken by 
the irrigation community organizers was always in harmony with the technical activities. 
In accordance withtheProvincia1  IrrigationEngineer'scommitment,on 15 February 1981,the 
preliminary system design was presented to hear farmers' suggestions or recommendations, if 
any.  In  March  1981, the  Irrigators'  Association,  the  Project Engineer and the  irrigation- 
community organizers conducted a walk-through and a plan-in-hand inspection of  the main 
proposed project facilities. The Irrigators'  Association Leaders were  clearly  aware of  and 
identified all the major structures and  facilities of  the project. Frequent National Irrigation 
Administrations - Irrigators' Association dialogues wereconducted while design preparation was 
in progress at the regional office. 
The Irrigators' Association Leaders invested considerable time and effort in  right-of-way 
negotiations with landowners and many changes in  conveyance structures were made by  the 
farmers to help ensure the functionality of  the system. 
Farmers' Involvement in Project Construction 
As had been planned in the preconseuction phase the Siwaragan farmers were fully mobilized 
during the construction period. All the construction working committees functioned as promised 
with corresponding monitoring and follow-up from  the Irrigators' Association Officers and 
irrigation community organizers. Even during Phase I construction of the dam farmers in the 
downstream sectors would hikemorethansevenkilometers  totheconstructionsitein themorning 
and then back again in the evening. With their scheme of manpower supplied proportionately by 
each sector the association provided almost all the labor requirements of the project save those 
works which  required skilled labor. To strengthen the coordination mechanism between the 
National  Irrigation  Administration  and the  Irrigators'  Association  Leaders,  meetings  were 
conducted every 15 days at the project level.  Cost reconciliation and equity generation were 
intensively monitored by the Irrigators' Association Leaders with the assistance of the irrigation 
community organizers. Most of  the farmers'  equity contribution came from  their wages in 
construction work while a few contributed local materials for the bodega (warehouse).  As  of 
March  1984, the association  had  well exceeded its equity requirement based  on  the P300 
(US$14.00)  per  ha. 
A unique feature of the Siwaragan project was the long duration of its construction. While 
there was a partial turnover of completed facilities to the fanners in 1986, construction activities 
continued up to 1988. The delay was attributed to the technically complex nature of the project 
requiring additional structures and facilities for adjustment, and budgetary constraints. The 
fanners, surprisingly,  remained actively involved in construction throughout the seven years and 
remained undeterred in spite of  the long wait. 96 
Farmers’ Activities in Operation and Maintenance 
TheSiwaragan Irrigators’  Associationatthis  timehadrelatively  littleexperienceinoperation  and 
maintenance since the works were only recently turned over to them. During the partial operation 
and  maintenance  stage the  irrigation community  organizers began  coordinating with  the 
Irrigation Technician to assist the fanners to fum up their operations and maintenance plans and 
activities. In 1983. the National Irrigation Administration conducted two System Management 
Training Courses for the Siwaragan farmers in anticipation of  its full operation that year. 
The Siwaragan Irrigators’ Association revised its organizational  struchlTe as early as 1984 to 
respond to  operation and maintenance responsibilities.  It hired paid operation and maintenance 
personnel such as gatekeepers, bill collectors, and water tenders. The Irrigators’ Association 
collected two cavans of palay (unhusked rice) orP350 (UW6.40) per ha per cropping season in 
irrigation fees tocovertheexpensesofoperationandmaintenanceandforamonization.  Thenew 
amortization fee rate, which is 1.71 cavans or p299.25 (US13.95) per ha per cropping had just 
been finalized. 
IRRIGATION COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS’ ROLES AND  ORGANIZING 
STRATEGIES 
In the course of their organizing work at Siwaragan all the irrigation community organizers had 
to perform other roles such as researcher, guide, adviser, miner, mediator and facilitator, expert, 
catalyst. or agitator. These varied roles were determined or dictated by  the needs and issues 
identified in the area and the resultant organizing strategies applied to enable farmers to develop 
a functioning Irrigators’ Association. 
Monthly coordination meetings at the Iloilo Provincial Office and the biweekly National 
Irrigation Administration-Irrigators’  Association project-site meetings during construction were 
effective mechanisms not only  for periodic review of  program implementation but also for 
providing continuous orientation of  the  National Irrigation Administration’s engineers and 
organizers on the technical and institutional features of the program. The strategy resulted in the 
smooth and effective integration of technical and institutional  field activities. In dealing with the 
issues  the  irrigation  community  organizers  immersed themselves  in  the  community. The 
groundwork, numerous meetings, and mobilizations of fanners required for collective decision 
making and implementation of  Irrigators’ Association activities were done at the sector and 
Irrigators’ Association levels. The irrigation community organizer mediated and coordinated 
National Irrigation Administration-Irrigators’ Association activities related  to planning and 
project construction. They acted  as trainers, consultants, and facilitators during committee 
orientation, group-dynamics tmining, and Natiod hrigation Adminismion-Jnigatod Association 
dialogues. In  the process, the irrigation community organizers and the developed Irrigators’ 
Association Leaders did much discussing,  arguing, persuading, and agitating to raise the level of 
awareness of farmers, to enable them to make decisions, and to implement them. 91 
The following are examples of  the  issues and  problems encountered and the strategies 
employed to resolve them: 
1.  The incumbent municipal councilor whose district included  sector 1 wanted to oust the 
member representing sector 1 on  the Board  of  Directors, due to political conflicts. The 
irrigation community organizers met to discuss strategy with the sector officers and the 
working-committee members. Most of them expressed apprehension concerning resistance to 
themoveof themunicipalcouncilor.  The BoardofDirectorsmemberhimselfofferedtoresign 
if  necessary. Sensing the submissive attitude and helplessness of  the group the irrigation 
community organizers tried to persuade the sector officers to stand up  to the municipal 
councilor. The irrigation community organizers expounded on the negative consequences to 
themselves and the association if they did not resist this move stating that they could generate 
support from other sectors if they stood up to the municipal councilor. After some discussion 
the sector officers decided to confront the municipal councilor and resolved to support their 
Boardof Directors. They set ameetingand sentaverbal invitation to the municipal councilor, 
but he never showed up. 
2.  The Provincial Irrigation Engineer proposed a route for the  main canal which  farmers 
perceived as more expensive  and difficult to construct than  an alternative  route. On  the advice 
of the irrigation community organizers,  the Irrigators’ Association Officers asked their survey 
committee to recheck their proposed route with that of the Provincial Irrigation Engineers, to 
further evaluate and strengthen their own proposal. They also identified a spokesman to 
articulate their views at the general meeting to be held with the Provincial Irrigation Engineer. 
In  the resultant dialogue, the  Irrigators’ Association requested  the Provincial Irrigation 
Engineer to present a comparative  cost of the two routes. It turned out that the cost of the canal 
route proposed by  the Irrigators’ Association was lower. The hovincial Irrigation Engineer 
conceded to the Irrigators’ Association. 
INSIGHTS AND PROGRAM CONCERNS 
The following are a few important lessons learnt from the Siwaragan experience: 
1.  There is a need  for adequate lead time in  organizing to prepare the farmers to actively 
participate. The organizer needs time to  contend with the geographical conditions of  the 
project, to  establish rapport with  and  trust among farmers, and to allow for the gradual 
development of their leadership skills. 
2.  Intensive  farmer involvement in allproject activities S~NQS  to developa strong  association  and 
a functional irrigation system. 
3.  Even during the preconsuuction stage, the National Irrigation Administration should discuss 
with the farmers the possible operation and maintenance issues and implications with regard 
to the proposed structures and facilities to be constructed. Had the farmers been deeply aware 98 
of this in Siwaragan they could have contributed more to the betterment of the operation and 
maintenance of their system. 
4.  A well-developed Irrigators’ Association can sustain the travails of a prolonged construction 
period without the interest of farmers waning. 
The following are considered important program concerns, mostly as  a result of the Siwaragan 
experience: 
1. The National Irrigation Administration should develop an instrument or process to indicate 
Irrigators’ Association functionality status prior to partial or full irrigation community organ- 
izer manpower pullout from the project. 
2.  The National Inigation Adminishation should formulate plans todevelop thecapability of line 
units for efficient and effective program management and implementation. 
3.  The National Irrigation Administration should pay more attention to  improving the operation 
and maintenance intervention for communal irrigation systems. 
4. The National Irrigation Adminisuation should make long-term plans to ascertain the nature 
and status of irrigation community organizer employment with the agency. 
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"HE HYDRAULICS  CNILUATION  of  Sri Lanka which dates back to the fifth century B.C.,  represents 
a unique combination of  topographical and climatic features of  the country and the cultural 
heritage of the earliest settlers from the Indus and Ganges villages of nonhem India. During the 
period of early settlement until the twelfth century, the agricultural society of  Sri Lanka was 
characterized by  high  technology based  on  invicate irrigation systems geared to rainwater 
conservation and sound water-management practices. 
A minor irrigation system, also known as village irrigation, has acommand areaup to200  acres 
(80 hectares [ha]). In Sri Lanka, it is only the minor irrigation schemes that come under the 
category of fanner-managed imgation systems, since medium and major irrigation schemes are 
generally agency-managed systems. 
The decline of  traditional management practices in minor irrigation schemes is the result of 
1) the abandonment of the dry-zone Iank culture begun in the twelfth century. 2) the abolition of 
customary laws (sirirh) of  irrigation management during colonial rule, and 3) the increased 
intervention by government and nongovemment organizations through numerous donor-funded 
projects since independence. With the different intervention strategies of  the latter, water-user 
dependence on outside assistance has increased to such an extent that established maintenance 
and water-management practices are being neglected.  Assistance programs should look into 
complementary and supplementary programs of operation and maintenance and water management 
to  remedy  this  situation. Various  strategies are now  being  implemented to  restore farmer 
participation in the management of minor irrigation schemes in Sri Lanka. 
&Research  Associate, International higation Management Institute. Sn  Lanka. 
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The main purpose of this paper is lo consider the prospects of engaging social mobilizers, as 
those now serving in rural development projects, as catalysts to improve management practices 
of the minor irrigation schemes in Sri  Lanka. 
THE MINOR IRRIGATION SECTOR IN SRI LANKA 
Distribution and Assistance Strategies 
About a third of the total irrigated area in Sri Lanka is under minor irrigation.  The total number 
of minor irrigation schemcs identified is  approximately 23,000 of which 13,000 are village tanks 
and 10,000 are anicuts or.stream  divcrsions according to estimates made by the Ministry of Lands 
and Land Development. It is also estimated that over 50 percent of these schemes are in working 
condition.  The Department of Agrarian Services which is the authority responsible for minor 
irrigatioii in Sri  Lanka found that there are about 8,500 operational tanks in the dry zone. 
During the past two decades, the Government of Sri Lanka has made great efforts to improve 
the efficiency of operational schemes and to rehabilitate those abandoned, aiming at increasing 
the production of rice and other crops. Several bilateral and multilateral funding agencies have 
assisted the government to achieve this goal through the support of development projects called 
Village Integrated Rehabilitation Projects and District Integrated Rural Development Programs. 
Apart  from  these  government  projects,  several  govemment-related  organizations  and 
nongovemment  organizations such as the  Freedom  from  Hunger  Campaign,  the National 
Development Foundation, and international organizations including PLAN International and 
CARE, have funded minor irrigation rehabilitation in most of the dry-zone disnicts. 
As mentioned earlier,  farmer management of  these minor  schemes has deteriorated for 
historical  and project-specific reasons.  The different strategies of  assistance to improve or 
rehabilitate minor schemes cannot by  themselves bring about the anticipated socioeconomic 
changes  unless  farmers are involved  in  the  process of  restoration  and management.  The 
nongovernment organizations, more than  the government, have identified  and implemented 
some programs leading to beneficiary participation to overcome this problem. 
Traditional Water Management 
The minor irrigation schemes have been traditionally owned by the water users, and through the 
long history of operation customary laws were developed with respect to irrigation with necessary 
modifications to suit local circumstances (Gunasekara, 198  1).  These customary laws emphasize 
individual  responsibility  for the  commonly  owned resource,  and require  active and equal 
participalion in maintainingandrepairingchannelsandthe  dam.  They specify merhodsto ensure 
equity in water distribution during periods of normal and of limited water supply and define 
penalties for those neglecting their duties or infringing on the rights of others. 101 
These irrigation laws reflect sound water-management practices and were established through 
experience over centuries. During the colonial period the rulers hied to revive these customary 
laws for better irrigation management. With increased government intervention toobtain higher 
farm output under irrigated agriculture, enforcement of  some of these laws was transferred to 
officers or agencies. Water users, as a result, have become more dependent on external assistance 
for small repairs, maintenance, andmanagement. Although thereis somedegreeof sustainability 
in small operational tanks, traditional management practices should be gradually reinwuced  to 
“new farmers” under the various rehabilitated minor schemes by  outside agencies acting as 
change agents. 
Problems in Minor Irrigation Management 
Because the  aforementioned management practices  have  fallen into disuse the  following 
problems have emerged, particularly in minor irrigation schemes: 
1.  Most farmers in recently refurbished minor schemes believe that the government owns the 
irrigation system and is responsible for ensuring its proper operation and maintenance. 
2.  Villagelevel irrigation leadership deteriorated due to the appoinment of cultivation commie 
members on a political basis during the post-1970s. 
3.  Many minor schemes have been selected for refurbishment without consulting the existing or 
prospective water users, resulting in reduced efficiency of the system (i.e., more tanks in one 
catchment area results in less water in all tanks). 
4. With  the abolition of  the  Vel-vihe  (Irrigation Headman) position and  increased state 
intervention,  farmers’ participation in beneficiary meetings,operation andmaintenance  work, 
and timely cultivation has been reduced. 
ROLE OF SOCIAL MOBILIZERS 
Change-Agent Program 
In the late 1970s. the Ministry of Rural Development implemented a development program for 
the rural poor. using volunteer change agents. The procedure of the Change-Agent  F’rogram  is  as 
follows:  A group of rural development volunteers is selected and intensive training is given to 
the group in mobilizing rural people for problem identifwtion and seeking solutions  requiring 
only locally available resources. A trained officer is assigned to a village and he lives among the 
villagers.  He starts by organizing small groups of people and mobilizing them to identify their 
problems along with their causes and possible solutions. In this process, the change agent uses 
his skis  to help the deprived groups to think and act positively, and to obtain the fullest benefits 
from government and nongovernment assistance. 102 
This is, however, a long and slow process. Several years are required for the change agent to 
win the confidence of  the target groups and to change a negative-oriented  group into a positive 
oriented one. Learning from this program, in 1985, the Ministry of Plan Implementation adopted 
a different strategy for its District Integrated Rural Development Programs under the title of 
Social Mobilizer. 
Social-Mobilizer Program 
Some of  the activities of  the Ministry of Rural Development were transferred to the Ministry of 
Plan Implementation in the early 1980s. The latter made use of the Rural Development Training 
and Research Institute in Colombo, to formulate the concept of a village-level catalyst termed 
social mobilizer, with the sole objective of channeling the development benefits of the District 
Integrated Rural Development Program to the rural poor.  In transforming the change agents to 
social mobilizers the Ministry of Plan Implementation eliminated the timeconsuming elements 
of  the earlier Change-Agent Program. The changes made were as follows: 
1. Thesocialmobilizers areselectedfrom withinthearea(sameGrama-Sevakadivision  [village- 
administrative division] or adjoining division) to avoid the “outsider”  feeling and to assure 
that he would be accepted by the communities concerned. 
2.  The social mobilizers are selected from voluntary organizations which have experience in 
rural and community development. 
3.  Insofar as it is possible, more  women  were  selected.  They  made better contacts with 
beneficiary families, as woman-to-woman communication generally moves far and fast. 
4. The social mobilizers were given initial training for one-to-two weeks and periodic on-the-job 
training in  the form of  one-day  workshops each month at the District Integrated Rural 
Development Programs’ head office. 
5. Work progress was reviewed every month at the office of the Assistant Government Agent so 
that social mobilizers were motivated to produce visible results. 
6.  Community-development  programs identified by  social mobilizers and in which the beneficiaries 
were involved were incorporated  into a subproject of the District  IntegratedRural Development 
Program so that funding and project implementation were not delayed. 
7.  Beneficiaries saw the results of the program within a short time resulting in a high degree of 
participation. 
The socialmobilizer  program focuses heavily on  active paaicipation of beneficiaries throughout 
the cycle of  activities. The main elements of the program are: high confidence in the social 
mobilizer, self-reliance,  active participation of all. a positive group attitude, sharing of  experiences. 
and leadership building. 103 
Present Use of Social Mobilizers 
The social-mobilizer  program was first introduced to the Hambantota District Integrated Rural 
Development Program in 1985 and following this, to the Monaragala District Integrated Rural 
Development Program, under the Norwegian Agency for International Development funding. 
The purpose of the social-mobilizer  program is to improve participation for local-level development, 
particularly among the poorer households. 
Under  the  Hambantota District Integrated Rural  Development Program, trained  social 
mobilizers were appointed to a few villages (on a Grama-Sevaka-Division basis, to work with 100 
to  150 families). They  were entrusted with  the  functions and responsibilities listed below 
(Hewage and Karunaratne, 1987). 
1. Establish close links with  existing development-oriented, village-level organizations and 
2.  Carry out socioeconomic surveys in the selected areas to identify locally available resources. 
3.  Findwaysandmeansofimprovingtheproductivityoftheavailable  resourcesinpmjectas. 
4. Identify services available from government and nongovemment organizations and improve 
5. Pay special attention to deprived poorer groups in the development  efforts. 
6.  Assist the Hambantota District Integrated Rural  Development Program to  implement its 
projects and encourage the members of  target groups to form  organizations to enhance 
institution-building capacity based on self-reliance. 
After a review of the performance of  the fust socialmobilizer program by the Norwegian 
Agency for International Development, in 1989, the expansion of the project into all areas of 
Hambantota district under the Hambantota District Integrated Rural Development Program  was 
recommended. The review team was impressed with achievements in the main objective. i.e.. 
mobiliiationoftargetgroupsfor increasedpanicipation,  withspecialattentiontodepnvedpoorer 
groups.  The best performance was found in small farmers’ groups, in women’s groups, and in 
groups without income. 
Although social mobilizers are not directly engaged in projects with rice farmers, they have 
helped in some places to organize small farmers to deal with their problems.  For example, in 
Suriyawewa (Noh  Hambantota) small groups of  chena (slash-and-bum) farmers have been 
organized to rehabilitate tanks and to adopt improved farming practices.  The socialmobilizer 
program has recently been expanded to include other District Integrated Rural Development 
Program districts for organizing both lowland and upland small farmers. 
officials. 
the delivery system. HOW TO USE SOCIAL MOBILIZERS IN  MINOR-IRRIGATION 
MANAGEMENT 
Thesocial-mobilizerprogram hasfocusedonruraldevelopmentin  general andondeprivedsocial 
groups in particular.  In this process some small farmers have also been organized. It would be 
possible to utilize social mobilizers as catalysts to reorganize farmers into coherent groups on the 
basis of minor irrigation schemes. The introduction of social mobilizers on a broad scale to deal 
with refurbished but poorly managed minor imgation schemes would present the best alternative 
for dealing with the problems in lhis sector, with the following key points: 
1. The social mobilizers should be selected from within fanner groups on a democratic basis 
in order to achieve a high degree of farmer participation. The selected social mobilizer 
should be a young farmer, or the son or daughter of a fanner, who is acceptable to all. 
2. The social mobilizers should hold frequent meetings with fanners for awareness-raising, 
education, and for mobilization, to alter their attitudes of  dependence on outside agencies 
and to increase their self-reliance. 
3.  The social mobilizers’ mobilization of  farmers and increased participation would lead to 
improved access to the services of government agencies. 
4. With the systematic organization of  fanner groups the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
farmer-managed irrigation systems would increase confidence in the social mobilizer and 
in the group and would lead to greater self-reliance. 
5. The minor irrigation schemes in need of repairs or rehabilitation should be  selected by 
farmers on a priority basis in order to exclude nonviable systems and to ensure sufficient 
water in the remaining tanks in a given catchment area. 
6. The increased levels of participation would lead to timely operation and maintenance and 
to timely cultivation, resulting in proper water management and improved yields. 
7. Parucipatory farmer organization would be reestablished as a result of  the application of 
this approach resulting both in improved management and in the ability to channel outside 
assistance effectively without becoming dependent on such assistance. 
CONCLUSION 
Owing to the disintegration of  farmer organizations, the customary arrangements falling into 
disuse, and the increased dependence on outside agencies for management, the minor irrigation 
schemes can now rarely be called farmer-managed irrigation systems. To reverse this negative 
tendency, a social-mobilizer  program such as the one described above which has had good results 
in the fieldof rural developmentcould proveeffective incatalyzing farmers to becomeorganized. 
Using local youths trained as social mobilizers would permit implementation on a broad scale. 
With supplemental training in farmer-managed irrigation social mobilizers could assist farmers 
to develop sustainable management and to revitaliix the concept of  fanner-managed irrigation 
systems in minor irrigation in  Sri Lanka. References 
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105 Adjusting the Process for Participatory Management 
through a Team Approach: A Case Study in 
North Central Sri Lanka 
J. MedagamaD 
INTRODUCTION 
SMALL-scm  IRRIGATION  SYSTEMS in Sri Lanka are classified as irrigation works with command 
areas of 200 acres (80 hectares [ha]). The two main types of irrigation schemes are. reservoir and 
weir systems. Reservoir systems, commonly called rank systems, were first constructed during 
the fifth century B.C.  It has been estimated that there are about 23,000 small-scale irrigation 
systems of which  13,000 are reservoir systems. Small-scale irrigation systems account for 28 
percentofthe totalriceproductionofthecountry whilein90percentofthelandholdingsinsmall- 
scale irrigation systems the area of each holding is less than one acre (0.405 ha). 
Small-scale  irrigation systems are so vital to the economy of the rural sector that the state has 
taken the initiative to refurbish and modernize them. This is lo be done using available local 
resources and with the assistance of foreign donors. One of the major foreign assisted small-scale 
irrigation-system projects in  Sri Lanka is the Village Irrigation Rehabilitation Projecr  The 
Village Irrigation Rehabilitation Project seeks to increase cropping intensity and to raise farm 
income by  improving the technical parameters of  small-scale irrigation systems, mainly in 
reservoir systems in the dry mne. Initiated in 1981,  the Village Irrigation Rehabilitation Project 
is nearing completion and it is hoped that a second phase. will commence in mid-1990. 
The project report of the Vige  Irrigation Rehabilitation Project envisages the implementation 
of a water-management program in the refurbished schemes through the fielding of Agricultural 
Planning Teams.  In the initial stage of the project. an Agricultural Planning Team consisted of 
a Technical Officer and an Agricultural Instructor, with responsibility to formulate an improved 
water-management program for rehabilitated or modernized schemes. The Agricultural Planning 
8  Deputy Commissioner  and Head of the Water-Management  Division. Department of Agrarian Services. 
sri Lunka. 
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Team was not involved in the construction program. Physical rehabilitation or modernization was 
left  to  state-consuuction agencies. Accordingly,  the  Small-Scale Irrigation  Rehabilitation 
Program had two separate components: rehabilitation and water management. As the Agricul- 
tural Planning Team consisted of  two officials specializing in engineering and agronomy their 
main interest lay in technical matters. An  Agricultural Planning Team was usually assigned a 
large volume  of  work.  These  and  other  factors resulted  in poor  performance  in project 
implementation and paved the way for even greater state intervention. 
In 1984,aresearchstudy was undertakenby the AgrarianResearchandTrainingInstitutewith 
one of its objectives being to study rehabilitation procedures and to investigate wheber existing 
procedures  hindered  subsequent operation and  maintenance activities to be  performed  by 
beneficiaries. Another evaluation was undertaken by the Faculty of Agriculture  of the University 
of Sri Lanka, tostudy the impact and performanceof thevillage IrrigationRehabilitationProject. 
These studies identified several basic issues which are given below. 
Absence of Consultation 
One of the major findings of both studies was the insufficient beneficiary involvement in the 
process of physical rehabilitation. The Agrarian Research and Training Institute study found that 
67 percent of the farmers in rehabilitated schemes felt that the state owned the irrigation works. 
In the evaluation done by the University of Sri Lanka, similar results were found. These findings 
show that there was no mechanism to elicit farmer involvement in the rehabilitation process. 
Bureaucratic Orientation 
The studies revealed that  the bureaucracy  was not oriented to  rehabilitation of  small-scale 
irrigation systems because their experience had been with large-scale irrigation construction 
projects involving complete resettlement programs. 
Rigid Centralized Planning 
Planning of organizational forms and design of structures was done at the cenaal level and sent 
to  the field for implementation  with  no  serious thought  given  to  its functionality. In  the 
rehabilitation process blueprints were followed with no attempt to adapt the plans to local needs. 
Asaresult, beneficiariesoftenmisusedorevendestroyedfacilities. In theearly stages,measuring 
devices were usually not used by beneficiaries as the purpose of  these structures was never 
explained to the users. Lack of  Viable Farmer Organizations 
The Village Irrigation Rehabilitation Project envisaged the creation of farmer organizations in a 
predetermined way.  The proposal to organize a Tank Committee for each reservoir system was 
a theoretical exercise not  based on reality. Beneficiaries were not prepared to form  Tank 
Committees.  Farmer organizations were thrust upon beneficiaries who were not allowed to 
develop their own forms gradually, and as a result, the organizations were not socially and 
functionally viable. 
RESTRUCTURING INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
The Agrarian Research andTraining  InstitutestudyrecommendedthattheAgriculturalPlanning 
Team be strengthened by  the inclusion of an Institutional Organizer such as had already been 
tested and proven successful in the Gal  Oya Major Irrigation Rehabilitation Roject The reasons 
for including an Institutional Organizer in the Agricultural Planning Team are as follows: 
1.  To allow for the  integration of  physical-construction  aspects and social-development 
aspects. Institutional  Organizers would act as  catalysts in organizing farmers for activities 
during pre-rehabilitation. rehabilitation, and post-rehabilitation phases. 
2.  Institutional Organizers would facilitate a dialogue between farmers and officials to the 
benefit of both parties. 
3.  Institutional Organizers would facilitate community dwelopnent in systems to be rehabilitated 
and would, in particular, promote disadvantaged groups such as encroachers or landless 
peasants. 
4. Thelnstitutional  OrganLerunWreothermembersoftheAgriculturalPlanning Team,could 
be from, and resident in, the village. This would contribute to the sustainability  of the group 
even after the AgriculNral Planning Team has moved on. 
5. Institutional Organizers bring a wider range of interests to group formation.  They do not 
limit themselves  to  water management but  deal  with  broader  agricultural and rural 
development concerns, creating a wider base for group sustainability. 
THE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING TEAM UNDER THE 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRARIAN SERVICES 
As  parI of this process, the Water-Management Division of the Department of Agrarian Serviccs 
launched several pilot projects in north ceneal Sri Lanka where a large number of indigenous 110 
reservoir systems are found.  As this division was responsible for modernization of  reservoir 
schemes it was decided to test thealternativeapproachesin  schemesidentifiedformodemization. 
With the assistance of  the district administration, the Agricultural Planning Teams were 
established  by mid- 1987. Although the Village Irrigation RehabilitationProjectrepo~envisaged 
the establishment of only one Agricultural Planning Team for the dish’ict it could not cope with 
the increasedvolumeof  work. Transportation wasalsoaproblem. Small-scale  irrigation systeffls 
are scattered in remote areas throughout the district. It has since become necessary to form local 
Agricultural Planning Teams based at the local Agrarian Services Center.  Each of these 38 
Centers in the District of  Anuradhapura in the north central region has a Technical Officer, an 
Agricultural Insmctor, and a Divisional or Institutional Officer.  The Divisional Officer is 
responsible for dealing with institutional aspects of the agricultural seCtor. This combination of 
engineering, agronomic, and institutional aspects has facilitated the understanding of problems 
related to irrigation development at the grass-roots level. 
Orientation programs,  training  programs, workshops, and  seminars for reorientation  of 
officers assigned to the Agricultural Planning Team were held in the area. The need to diagnose 
and analyze the irrigation problems in an integrated manner was stressed.  Not only was each 
professional exposed to  his own discipline but he  was  given an  opportunity to understand 
irrigation problems holistically. After the initial in-service training, members of the Agricultural 
Planning Team were given on-the-job mining in specific reservoir schemes. They wereexpected 
to understand and diagnose the problems of the irrigation system in consultation with the farmer 
beneficiaries and in an  interdisciplinary manner. In  1988. 341 Agricultural Planning Team 
officers were nained. The importance of consultation between disciplines and of maintaining a 
continuous dialogue with farmer beneficiaries was essential to the success of the projects. 
Another factor in the Agricultural Planning Team approach was cost-effectiveness.  The 
fielding of Agricultural Planning Teams and the flexible approach applied have not added to the 
cost of the program.  It needed only pooling of the available resources in a more meaninm 
manner to achieve the desired goal. 
THE PILOT PROJECT 
Six small irrigation schemes in north central Sri Lanka were chosen for the pilot project to test 
the new  Agricultural Planning Team approach. Some schemes were selected to test different 
cropping patterns, others, to test improved operation and maintenance programs. Two schemes 
were  selected with  the  express purpose of  testing  the  process and procedures of  farmer 
involvement in the physical construction progrm (Tank Modernization Program). These two 
reservoir systems were in working condition but with low efficiency, due to technical defects in 
the tank bund and the spill which prevented water storage. The sluices of these tanks were also 
notin proper workingordercausingacontinuousunregulatedflow.  Therewerenoproperchannel 
systemsin  thecommandarearesultingin  waterlossesandinimproperdisoibution,  whichin turn, 
created conflicts among the farmers. 111 
From the initial identification  stage  the Agricultural  Planning Team organized meetings of the 
beneficiaries to explain the concept of the modernization work. These initial meetings and 
dialoguesgavethefarmerssomeideaofthescopeoftheproject.  TheAgriculturalPlanningTeam 
met with the farmers to obtainbasicdata  on  the reservoir system. At  this  preliminary investigation 
stage the Agricultural  Planning Team had to decide  whether the Vie  Irrigation Rehabilitation 
Project selection criteria were satisfied. These criteria require that at least 10 farm families and 
at least 8 ha must benefit for a scheme to be rehabilitated or modernized. 
At  the  full investigation stage the Agricultural Planning Team  collected primary data 
regarding technical, agronomic, and institutional aspects. The members of  the Agricultural 
Planning Team by this time saw the construction program not only as  a “technical process,  but 
also as  a social process.”  The  technical proposals were submitted  to  the farmer beneficiaries and 
their views solicited before the collection of  technical data was undertaken. 
In  carrying out the various engineering surveys the farmers  assisted the Agricultural Planning 
Team. especially by mobilizing their labor.  In  OUT experience,the farmers’ propsals regarding 
their requirements concerning the main construction components. e.g..  tank bund, spill and 
sluices, merit serious and careful consideration. In many reservoir systems in the north central 
area,  the general request from the farmers was to  deepen the tanks by way of desilting the tank 
bed. Deepening and desilting of reservoirs would not normally yield economic results as it is a 
costly item. Desilting to increase reservoir capacity for additional irrigation is not normally 
cost-effective. The increase in stored water is, however, worthwhile if utilized for domestic 
purposes such asbathing, laundering, and watering cattle -- especially during aperiod of drought. 
At the design stage more dialogues wae  initiated with the farmers about the future  irrigation- 
management programs for their reservoir systems. The Agricultural Planning Team collected 
aatatoassist~in&vebpingimprovedinigation-managementprograms,includingsacioemnomic 
studies done on  a diagnostic basis, and surveys of the physical resources of the reservoir systems 
doneby the Agricultural  Planning Team agronomist. The socioeconomic  study helped illuminate 
the social and economic status of the villages. 
At the investigation  stage special consideration was given by the Agricultural  Planning Team 
to ensure that the design of the structures was compatible with the future. irrigation-management 
programs. Complaints commonly heard were: that water could not be distributed in some parts 
of the service areas;  that farm turnouts installed by the consauction agencies were defunct; and 
that farmers could not divert water to their rice fields from these outlets. As part of  the 
premnsmction pmcess the Agricultural planning Team checked complaints with the beneficiaries 
concerned. It was also found to be important to  select the locations for downstream structures 
together with the farmers. The walk-through of the system was done by the Agricultural Planning 
Team and the farmers together.  At this stage, farmers cultivating adjacent blocks walked along 
the channel with the Agricultural  Planning Team and decided on the correct location of new farm 
turnouts to be consmcted. 
The Agricultural Planning Team also had opportunities to negotiate with farmers regding 
problems related to right of way.  In the pilot-project  areas  farmers volunteered to donate part of 
their rice fields to consauct canals. To make the construction program more compatible  with the 
anticipated water-management program the farmers suggested having separate water courses 
starting from each farm tumout of a rotational unit. This invariably required farmers to donate 
more land. In one reservoir scheme 1.4 percent of the total command area  was donated for this 
purpose. Not only farmers owning large plots but also those who owned only small parcels 112 
donated the necessary areas without compensation. This gesture clearly shows that farmers 
understand the importance of the modernization program and the need  to work together with 
government agencies. 
In the pilot-project areas the Agricultural Planning Team was instrumental in getting contrac- 
tors to work in close liaison with the farmers. In each scheme a committee of  farmers was 
appointed to supervise  and inspect the quality of work done by the contractors. In many schemes 
it was not just the committee which was responsible but beneficiaries themselves who took tums 
in supervising construction work.  Seeing that their work was closely supervised by the farmers 
the contractors tended to be more careful and hied not to repeat mistakes. By this process. the 
farmers saw that the work was well-done and that the reservoir was built for them. 
The Agricultural Planning Team helped to negotiate with contractors, in the deployment of 
local labor in some construction work, with payment to a revolving fund for use in operation and 
maintenance.  The  Agricultural  Planning  Team  has  made  a point of  having  beneficiaries 
contribute, in the form of labor, a value equivalent to  10 percent of construction costs. There is 
no hard and fast rule regarding this free labor; however, the Agricultural Planning Team has 
always managed to organize shramadana (voluntary labor) to dig field channels, to clear light 
jungle at the tank site, to clear away anthills, and 10  do whatever other work the farmers felt they 
could undertake. 
ACHIEVEMENTS 
The above description of the processes during the preconstruction and construction stages shows 
that farmers feel therefurbished schemes belong to them rather than to the stale. To inculcate this 
sense of  ownership among the farmers the Agricultural Planning Team approached irrigation 
development in a holistic way. It was the synchronizing of  the Agricultural Planning Team's 
nomothetic knowledge with the farmer beneficiaries' ideographic knowledge which has resulted 
in their feeling that thereservoir system belonged to them. Asurvey conducted in the modernized 
schemes revealed that over 90percentof the farmers weresatisfied with theconstruction program 
and over 90 percent felt that the reservoir belonged to them even after renovation by  the state. 
The  greatest  achievement  in  involving  the  beneficiaries in  this  process  was  that  they 
themselves suggested carrying out a land consolidation of  the rice fields. In one case, 18.21 ha 
(45 acres) belonged to 35 farmers; but the 18.21 ha (45 acres) were in 11  1 separate parcels. Some 
farmers had four to five parcels of rice fields at  different  places making it difficult to irrigate plots 
and to organizeagricultural activities. This invariably resulted inpoorproductivity.  Though there 
isno  legal provision for land consolidation the AgriculturalPlanning  Team tookthe initiative and 
arrangements were made to exchange rice-field parcels situated in different places and to block 
them together. This has made it easier for farmers to adhere to a meaningful irrigation-distribution 
system and to a more efficient operation and maintenance program. This example clearly shows 
that farmers have developcd confidence in the Agricultural Planning Team and that the institution 
has been a useful facilitator in resolving their long-felt need. 113 
Under the Village Irrigation Rehabilitation Project program, procedures for farmer organiza- 
tions have been defined but experience has shown that merely adhering to procedures has not 
helped organizations to become viable. The concept of farmer organizations and their role was 
very vague to both the beneficiaries and the agencies. In the pilot-project areas, formal farmer 
organizations were never discussed in the initial stage. The Agricultural Planning Team allowed 
the water users to  develop their capacities and capabilities during the preconsuuction and 
construction stages. As the entire process took about one to one and half years, the Agricultural 
Planning Team was able to identify the farmers who would work with dedication and those 
farmers who could provide leadership. In many pilot-project areas, it was only a matter of time 
until a formal water-user organization was formed. By that time their role and tasks had been 
clearly identified. What the Agricultural Planning Team did was to modify and adjust the rigid 
procedures to allow the organizations to  evolve. 
The above discussion has shown that the new  Agricultural Planning Team approach has 
yielded better results in  the process of  irrigation development. This does not  mean  that the 
Agricultural Planning Team approach was able to find solutions to all problems. Many issues still 
remain tobesolvedandtheleamingprocessmust becontinued. Theexperiencegainedsofarhas 
clearly been positive and we hope that the Agricultural Planning Team approach will be  extended 
in a more meaningful manner with whatever corrective measures are necessary when we embark 
on the second phase of the Village Irrigation Rehabilitation Project next year. Role of Social Organizers in the Development 
of  Small Irrigation Systems in Northeast Thailand 
by the Royal Irrigation Department 
R. Boonmathayas and R.A..SharpIes*s 
INTRODUCTION 
TIE  MOSTPROMISING  alternative fornsolving  water-shortage problems in northeastThailand is the 
development of small water reso-.  The consrmction of weirs and small reservoirs is one 
component  of this small- scale development saategy aimed at supplying water for domestic and 
agricultural purposes. The laser category may include supplementary rainy season irrigation, 
dry-season  crop and vegetable  irrigation,  fiihenes. and livestock. Unfortunately,  the report of the 
NationalCommitteefor  WaterResnurces (1984) indicatedlhatnolmorethan 50pcentof  small 
reservoirs and weirs all over he  country a~.  being fully utilized and adequately maintained by 
farmer beneficiaries. 
ACTION RESEARCH USING  SOCIAL ORGANIZERS 
In recognition of this issue, the Royal Irrigation Department which consrmcu most of  the small 
weirs and reservoirs developed by  the government throughout the country, is attempting to 
'  Mcmk  of the  Faculty of  Hummities  and Social Sciences. Khon  Kaen University  and Farmer- 
%.rmer-Managcd  Small-Scale Irrigation System and Fanner-Participation  in  Small-Scale Irrigation 
Participation in  Small-Scale  Irrigation Projects Resea&  Coordinator. 
Rejects Facilitator. 
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improveits planning andimplemenlation  bygettingfarrnerstoparticipatemoreeffectivelyinthis 
process. The  premise underlying these efforts is that greater farmer participation in planning and 
implementation can contribute to their using and maintaining these resources more effectively. 
Since 1985, theRoyal ImgationDeparUnenttogether  WiththeWaterResourcesandEnvironment 
Institute, Faculty of Engineering, and with social-science research assistance from the Research 
and Development Institute, and the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, all of Khon Kaen 
University,  has been  applying an  action-learning approach to test and develop  the use of 
community organizers in  organizing and coordinating local participation in the process of agency 
implementation.  Financial support has been provided throughout by the Ford Foundation. 
From 1985 to 1987 research and experimentation with community organizers directly hired 
and supervised by the Water Resources and Environment Institute in the Small-Scale Irrigation 
System showed that their role in coordinating within project communities and between project 
communities and the Royal Irrigation Department could significantly increase fanner panicipation 
in planning and decision making before and during constytion. The Small-Scale Irrigation 
System did this by first defining essential community-organizer activities and methods and then 
refining  the timing and coordination linkages required  to enable farmer participation  in the 
context of existing Royal Irrigation Department procedures. 
The Farmer-Participation in Small-Scale Imgation Projects (July 1987 - June 1989) evolved 
from the Small-Scale Irrigation System Project, with the major difference being that the hiring, 
supervision,  and  su,  8iiort of  community  organizers became the responsibility  of  the Royal 
Imgation Departmelii. In thisphase,emphasis hasbeen ondevelopingsystemsforthe  supervision, 
guidance, and support of  community organizers and for coordinating information on project 
communities and issues in the implementation process between relevant units and offices. 
THE ROLE OF THE ROYAL IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT 
COMMUNITY ORGANIZER IN FARMER-PARTICIPATION IN 
SMALL-SCALE IRRIGATION PROJECTS 
The role of the community organizer in assisting farmer participation may be divided into three 
main functions summarized as follows: 
Organizing Local Participation in Planning and Decision Making 
This process  emphasizes  getting  community  leaders and  expected project beneficiaries to 
participate in  specific activities and gaining consensus on local  needs.  namely:  project-site 
selection; designating the appropriate water-storage level; identifying constraints to free access 
to land and land clearing: choosing acceptable outletposition(s), canal layout. and road access to 
project site (if any): and planning for utilization and maintenance. The community organizer 117 
facilitates discussions  in which the.qe.  issues  are  raised, and stimulates villagers’ efforts to resolve 
problems and to mobilize labor as  well as  resources for various project-development  activities. 
The  informal group developed  through  this organizing and catalytic process serves as a 
foundation for the more formal Water Users’  Group established later by government officials. 
One of  the challenges for community organizers working in multipurpose projects is the 
identification of the ‘organizing unit.’  Often the level and distribution of  benefits  are  difficult to 
anticipate and in many projects this uncertainty is only dissipated over a period of several years 
as  farmer experience,  project use. and management evolve. This is a major reason  for continuing 
community-organizer follow-up for one year of post-construction extension. 
Coordinating Information between the Royal Irrigation Department and the 
Villagers 
This process begins with studying and gaining an understanding of  community experience in 
small-irrigation  development and local needs  and concerns so that they may be summarized and 
relayed to relevant Royal Irrigation Department officials through the socioeconomic profile.  At 
a later stage, design is presented to villagers, with technical advice and support from the Royal 
Irrigation Department engineers while community organizers coordinate  requests for any design 
changes.  Finally, the community organizer serves to prepare each community for dealing with 
issues which may arise during consmtion. by discussing activities and procedures while it is in 
progress.  In working with villagers to open opportunities with the agency and to catalyze local 
interest and  involvement  in  project development, community organizers seek not  only  to 
disseminate information  and news of  the project  as widely  as possible but  to  coordi~te 
discussions of  issues with individual villagers, small groups. and eventually with the largest 
groupscomprising farmerbeneficiaries. Thisinitiatingroleservesasa~  for local participation 
in decision making. 
Coordinating with Relevant Government Officials in Providing Guidance, 
Assistance, and Training to Enhance Villagers’ Skills 
Within rhe Royal Irrigation Deparmtent. To assist villagers to understand the characteristics of 
the Royal Irrigation Department weirs and small reservoirs. as well as to stimulate interest in 
project  use  and maintenance, community organizers coordinate assistance from  the Royal 
Irrigation Department and from other agencies not only to hold short training courses to bring 
villagers to visit farmers at other Royal Irrigation Department projects but to hold slide shows of 
project use and maintenance.  During construction. the Royal Irrigation Depanment officials 
provide technical advice on project potential and canal layout.  They may also negotiate with 
contractors who own consmction equipment to assist villagers in special ways outside their 
contract responsibilities. Timely and well-directed assistance in line with villagers’ needs  and 
constraints can contribute to villagers’ positive perceptions and later development of the project. 
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Within Local Administration. Community organizers must also seek to  involve district and 
tambon-level (village level) officials as much as is feasible. The first step in the community- 
organizer workisto report todistrict officials which process mustbemaintainedonaregularbasis 
to ensure cooperation.  Since local administration will eventually be  responsible for project 
extension, this early coordination is aimed not only at involving these officials in resolving 
problems that arise, or attending village imgation meetings, but also at  developing a foundation 
for continuing support. 
THE FRAMEWORK OF CURRENT COMMUNITY-ORGANIZER 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Timing of Activities 
The lead time allowed for organizing farmers is generally about two months prior to project 
design and approximately five months prior to construction. 
Community-Organizer Work Load 
A community organizer is  assigned to work in two projectcommunities'prior to construction each 
year and continues follow-up of these sites for one year after completion of construction.  In 
addition, during the second year, the community organizer begins work in two new projects 
planned for construction. 
The Community-Organizer  Position within the Royal Irrigation Department 
The community organizer is assigned to a Provincial Royal Imgation Department office which 
has responsibility for operation and maintenance of medium-scale projects and which conducts 
an annual inspection of small-scale projects following construction. The community organizers 
are currently under the supervision of officials holding several different positions, depending on 
theavailability ofpersonnel incachprovince.Thepositionofthecommunityorganizer  is still that 
of  a  temporary  employee, with  relatively  low  wages and few benefits.  There is as yet no 
opportunity for any type of advancement. 119 
The Royal Irrigation Department Supervision 
The community organizers require regular follow-up and guidance as well as  periodic in-service 
training, especially during the first year when much is learned on-the-job. Community-organizer 
monthly meetings are one forum for this, and are by necessity complemented by monthly on-site 
visits to  community  organizers.  Although  the  Royal  Irrigation Department  possesses the 
technical skills and expertise to guide community organizers in design and consuuction issues it 
is not yet equipped to advise community organizers on methods and approaches to develop local- 
management capacity at the community level. Farmer-Participation in Small-Scale Irrigation 
Projects’ field-advisory staff has helped to fill this gap:  they  have also helped community 
organizers identify relevant issues. Maintaining a development orientation among community 
organizers, through guidance and moral support is at present possible primarily through Fanner- 
Participation in Small-Scale Irrigation Projects assistance. Developing these capabilities within 
the Royal Irrigation Department should be a long-term objective. 
Community-Organizer  Financial Support 
The budget for community-organizer wages and support is currently drawn from contingency 
funds of the annual small-scale  construction budget managed by the Royal Irrigation Department 
regional offices. There is a lot of competition for these funds among the many units involved with 
project implementation, whose work is not specifically cited in project estimates. 
.  Community-Organizer Recruitment 
Two alternative approaches were tested with community organizers recruited from the pool of 
recent graduates in the social sciences or agriculture and from among officials and temporary 
employees already working with  the Royal Irrigation Department. Utilizing existing Royal 
Irrigation Department personnel as community organizers revealed many difficulties: existing 
primary-work responsibilities which leave little time for community-organizer  work; a technical 
rather thanasocialorientation;  earning less than in their previous position (community organizers 
are not entitled to per diem for field work as are people in other positions): lack of any potential 
for promotion or career advancement. In addition, most Royal Irrigation Department officials are 
married and are reluctant to remain for long periods in village communities. Thus, current testing 
is with community organizers recruited from outside the Royal Irrigation Department. 
Community-Organizer Training 
In general, there are three types of  community-organizer training, namely: initial training, in- 
service training, and learning by  doing complemented by feedback and guidance of Fanner- 
Participation in Small-Scale Irrigation Projects’ field-advisory staff. 120 
CONDITIONS AFFECTING COMMUNITY-ORGANIZER 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Results from research done to date examining the role of  community organizers show that their 
ability to work successfully to facilitate adequate farmer participation depends on  conditions at 
several levels. 
The Community and Project Levels 
1.  Community leadership and the quality of communication exchange within the community. 
Where community leaders fail to pay attention to the opinion of the majority, farmers have 
little motivation to participate in water use and maintenance activities. 
2.  Localexperienceconcerning water-resourcesdevelopmentcan  serveas abase  forplanning 
andorganizinglocalparticipation  in developmentofthenewprojectandforevolvinglocal- 
management capabilities to optimize project use. 
3.  Technical potential of a project to provide benefits and meet local needs.  The variability 
'in local conditions and project potential in small-scale projects is high. Projects viewed by 
villagers as appropriate and useful inspire local concern for project development.  Where 
benefits are limited so is local interest and willingness to spend time in project-centered 
activities. 
Community Organizers' Background and Motivation 
1. A major condition for community-organizer  work is a thorough understanding of the 
community in which they work. Gaining an understanding of local conditions requires 
patience, perseverance, and a commitment to remain in project communities as long as 
possible. 
2.  Implementation of community-organizer work must beclosely coordinated with planning, 
design, and construction at  each step of the process.  Lack  of technical knowledge lowers 
community-organizer credibility in the eyesof thedesignengineer as  well asof the farmers. 
3.  Many community organizers have had little previous experience in community-development 
work, requiring them to spend much time during the fust year leaming basic development 
skills on the job. 
The Agency and National Policy 
1. The concept of people participation  proposed by our project must be integrated into the 
Royal Irrigation Department system in an accommodating way.  This will not be possible 121 
unless the Royal Irrigation Department  is granted additional budget  specitically for 
community organizers and this type of work. 
2.  Agency officials tend to overlcokindigenousexperience  with water-resourcedevelopment 
and  the  importance of  giving information to  villagers about  the work  prccess and 
procedures.  The concept of fanner participation is not acceptedeasily in practice. Agencies 
have as yet few incentives to encourage people to become involved. 
3.  Current policy maintains that local adminiseation. and not technical  agencies such as the 
Royal Irrigation Department. should be responsible for project preparation (involving 
initial organizing work)  and extension. TheRoyal Irrigation Depanment  also  tends to view 
its role as purely technical,  thus separating social and technical concerns. 
4. Current national policy emphasizes meeting local needs  for drinking-  and domestic-water 
supply first, with water for agriculture a secondary concern. To be  useful, a community 
organizer should work where the potential is more than just for water storage for domestic 
use. The greater the potential fa  widespread agricultural benefits, the more useful the 
community organizer. 
WHAT HAVE COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS BEEN  ABLE  TO  ACHIEVE? 
The usefulness till now of community organizers in enabling several new processes to occur in 
project implementation can be briefly summarized as follows: 
1.  Giving villagers a voice in design has led  to several changes which facilitate project 
development These include adding or  moving an outlet to fit local plans for canal 
development,incorporatingstoplogstoallowflexibilityin  watermanagement.andshifting 
the position of embankments  to resolve conflicts or to gain consent of right of way to enable 
construction or canal development. 
2.  Awareness of project plans and agency procedures lads to improved local capacity to 
anticipate and resolve problems and to wider distribution of benefits.  It also helps to 
maintain the good will essential to community efforts in project development. 
3.  The process of developing and strengthening of community capabilities in water-resource 
management begins during project planning and is the basis of the strategy of farmer 
participation. 
4.  Development of canals, where feasible, is not necessarily a spontaneous  process.  Those 
closest to the water some  are assured of a water supply and in fact put themselves at a 
disadvantage in allowing canal right of way by conceding land, as well as by creating a 
situation requiring them to share a limited water supply. Organizing villagers to lay out 
canals with the Royal Irrigation Department support during or  immediately following 
consmction, enables joint resolution of  social and technical concerns and can greatly 
increase project benefits, even in the fust year of project use. 122 
5.  According to national policy,  local district and subdistrict officials are responsible for 
following-up and promotingproject utilization and maintenance. Most of these officials are 
not, however, aware of  this policy. Drawing these officials in to help motivate project 
development or to resolve local conflicts is assumed  to enhance project use and maintenance. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
What is needed at  this point is  for the Royal Irrigation Deparunent to furlher define and delineate 
the methods required to support farmer participation and the work of community organizers, and 
to make a more firm commitment to institutionalizing this approach. At present the Royal 
Irrigation  Department is awaiting approval of  a request for a special budget for community 
organizers  for  small- and  medium-scale  projects  included  in  a  package  of  strategies  for 
developing increased farmer participation. 
Many issues aside from budget remain to be resolved: 
*  Improvement of the system for monitoring and evaluating community organizers. 
*  Assigning theRoyal Irrigation Department community-organizer supervisors with the time 
and motivation to conduct this work. 
*  Acceptance of the community-organizer role and the importance of farmer participation by 
technically minded agency engineers. 
*  Addressing issues related to community-organizer benefits and incentives and the drain of 
experienced community organizers to more rewarding employment. 
*  Apolicy commiunentacceptingthe roleof community organizer asanessentialcomponent 
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INVOLVING THE THI~~E  parties of agency, farmers, and university in the irrigation-management 
process is complicated. Although still at an early stage in Thailand the slow diffusion and 
utilization of research knowledge is already evident. A critical review of previous development 
performance has led to the conclusion that fanners must be directly involved in planning and 
working inallstagesofprojectdevelopment: notasclients,notasparticipants,butinthekeyrole 
as social organizer to facilitate a joint-management practice. 
Joint-management of an irrigation system requires active communication and information 
exchange in  the decision-making process.  Tripartite efforts have been directed at initiating 
timesaving direct communication and cost-reducing methods for all parties involved. From 
previous experience it is known that hiring and training field professionals as  social organiws 
are very costly.  Due to regional variation, implementation of  a nationwide program would lead 
to mixed results. Where local people's organizations  are already resourceful and functioning to 
sustain community-irrigation tasks, as  in the northern Thai region, there is much opportunity for 
successful joint-management using fanners as  social organizers. 
This paper proposes a model in  which  farmers serve as  bocial  organizers in irrigation- 
management development of medium-scale reservoir systems, as demonseated at the Mae On 
Basin Project. Experienced farmers with supplemental training have been working to  facilitate 
interaction between local Peoples' Irrigation Associations and the Royal Irrigation Department 
in operation and maintenance. 
'kssiStant RofessM, Faculty of Social Sciences, Chiang Mai University. Thailand. 
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PROJECT BACKGROUND 
During the  past few  years, the Royal Irrigation Department has  been applying responsive 
minimum-interventionpolicies  in northern  irrigation development. Ithas  been  widelyrecognized 
that there are no new sources of water to be captured  and thus no sites for new construction. Only 
rehabilitation and replacement schemes will be effective economic and technical undertakings. 
Most schemes carried out by  the responsible agencies have been purely technical solutions 
unconcerned with involvement of the beneficiaries and the human element in management. 
These schemes critically require assistance to improve irrigation management such as can be 
appliedinampartiteswtegy.TheMaeOnReservoirprojectisamedium-scaleirrigationsystem 
built by  the Royal Irrigation Department during the last five years. The system has been in 
operation for lhree years. During the design  stage  the Royal Irrigation Department’s approach was 
to reduce its direct intervention at the level of  individual, existing people’s irrigation systems. 
The scheme was designed to allow the people’s irrigation systems to continue functioning as 
usual, with the reservoir providing increased storage capacity and reliability for wet-season 
cropping,as well as sufficient  supply for people’s irrigation systems areas which had never before 
been under dry-season cropping. The Mae On Reservoir has a storage capacity of 4.5 million 
cubic meters, enough to irrigate about 960 ha (6,000 rai) under 8 people’s irrigation systems. The 
Mae On  River previously fed water to 22 small people’s irrigation systems, consisting of a head 
section of  10 people’s irrigation systems and a tail section of  12 people’s irrigation systems. 
Farmers in the tail area obtained additional water from several small streams and the people’s 
irrigation systems at that time worked independently to serve their members. 
The changes required in the Royal Irrigation Department management  personnel. budget, and 
procedures to deal with this new approach were no less drastic than those for local communities 
and intersystem relationships. New management demands more intensive and suictercontrol of 
intersystem allocation or basin-level water sharing.  operation has to be managed jointly by 
farmers and the Royal Irrigation Department to coordinate upstream and downstream water use 
and to sustain a certain volume of Mae On  water on storage. Linking all parties into an effective 
management system isessential. Toaccomplishthissocialscientistssuonglyrecommendtheuse 
of  social organizers. 
The linking of research and development efforts with irrigation-management innovation is a 
necessary  step in  nonhern Thailand.  A  research base  is being established  at Chiang Mai 
University underagrant from LheFordFoundation. Social scientistsare  working incollaboration 
with  the Royal Irrigation Department staff of  the Operations and Maintenance Division of 
Regional Office I and with Peoples’ Irrigation Associations to implement the joint-management 
model. Given the existence of active and experienced Peoples’ Irrigation Associations using 
farmersas social organizers  with supplemental uaining seems feasible. The question being asked 
in ongoing implementation is whether to use farmers as social organizrs in joint-management 
systems, and if so, can this bring about the desired result and under what circumstances? 
In the Mae On project, the Royal Irrigation Department is experimenting with a new model of 
farmer-agency management of medium-scale reservoir system. The Royal Irrigation Department’s 
post-construction plan includes four subprojects covering the following major tasks: 1) promotion 
of the formation of a federation of Peoples’ Irrigation Associations, with a linkage between the 
Royal Irrigation Department and the federation, 2) the practice of joint planning and operation 
in water allocation, distribution, and scheduling for dry season cropping, 3) demonstration and 127 
promotion of  appropriate cropping patterns and water-delivery arrangements for dry-season 
cropping to improve water utilition,  and 4) facilitation of successful marketing of dry-season 
crops. Under this scheme, researchers of Chiang Mai University are responsible for providing 
reports and case studies analyzing the development process through each stage, and for serving 
as feedback to the implementors and policy makers of  the Royal Irrigation Dement.  A 
nongovemment organization works with researchers to manage a series of training sessions and 
study tours for Peoples’ Irrigation Associations and farmers. 
The methods employed in the four major areas of work under this project are: 1) an inventory 
and information-exchange system, 2) policy and plan dialogue, 3) networking among Peoples’ 
Irrigation Associations and leaders, and 4) developing a federation type of organization at the 
basin  level.  The  purpose of  the first two  methods is  to create a flow of  information and 
communication between the Royal Irrigation Depamnent and the Peoples’ Irrigation Associations. 
Thelatter twoconnibute totheorganizationaldevelopmentrequiredforjoint-managementofthe 
system. 
CHARACTERIZING JOINT-MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN IRRIGATION 
To sustaineffectivejoint-mamentofasystem ace-  set ofcharacteristicsandoperational 
principles must be established. In the Mae On Project the emphasis is on: 
*  Joint-problem solving. 
*  Maintaining open.  active communication. 
*  Establishing joint decision-making mechanisms and procedures which allow both parties 
*  Activeparticipation by all partiesin allactivities initiatedeitherjointlyorbyasingleparty. 
*  Sensitizing each party to the problems and limitations of the other. 
*  Equitable sharing of benefits and opportunities as well as of  responsibilities. 
*  Maintaining appropriate attitudes towards one another. 
*  Stimulating improvement of  each party’s capabilities. 
*  Sharing the risks of actions required to achieve sustainability and efficiency. 
to address their problems and express their opinions. 
WHY A FARMER SHOULD TAKE THE ROLE OF SOCIAL  ORGANIZER 
A number of reasons may be given in support of  using farmer social organizers: 
1.Farmers tend to perceive the Royal Irrigation Department professionals as outsiders or 
government men. A farmer social organizer, on  the other hand, is perceived as  an  insider, 128 
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a coordinator whose authority is, or authorized responsibilities are. legitimized by local 
farmers through the well-accepted practice of  community leadership. 
2.  Given that the participatory approach is anational-policy guideline,employing profession- 
als as social organizers in extensive implementation will create a heavy financial burden. 
Even temporary or short-term use of them will create high expectations and dependence  on 
external assistance. 
3.  Joint-management of an irrigation  system  and the uipartite development scheme are. 
complex and need a strategy to strengthen direct communication, rather than an indirect 
communication channel through an employed social organizer. 
4. In institutionalizing organizer professionals, the agency has to deal with social-organizer 
succession or  rotation  and project  sustainability. The  movement of  a  farmer social 
organizer into and out of  the catalyst position or responsibility  can be arranged when 
necessary,  by  replacing one appropriately trained farmer with  another, with  minimal 
disturbance to the organization or program. 129 
5. Farmers in the role of social  organizers reflect less of a gap between the social  organizer’s 
and the water users’ needs,  attitudes. and values, while establishing direct communication 
with the Royal Irrigation Department. 
6. The Royal Irrigation Depanment has had little incentive to invest in sociocultural and 
economic research and surveys for use in planning and operation.  A simplified system of 
data collection requiring minimum data and needing little pliining for its use can be 
designed by researchers. Such a system may be used  by farmers who are familiar with the 
situation in the field. 
7.  It is well-known that there are  many qualified, experienced farmers who can be tapped into 
the system under a participatory model. 
REVIEWING AN INFORMATION SYSTEM IN A PEOPLE’S 
IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION 
Much research on traditional irrigation organizations in northern Thailand (Coward, Tanabe. 
Abha. Wanpen, Uraivan) has cdumed  the innovative thinking, flexibility, and quick learning 
capability of northem farmers. Agricultural-development  records also support this observation. 
In addition, systematic information collection, careful historical recordkeeping and reporting as 
an indigenous practice of Muang Fai organization people’s Irrigation Association) have been 
reported (Uraivan 1983,1985,1987).  The Muang Mai Organization of Chomthong District in 
Chiang Mai has used an information system as  a built-in mechanism and management tool for 
many decades.  Having analyzed these information bases and methods of collection the author 
believes that the capability of these farmers should be utilized in the present scheme, and will be 
useful in encouraging diffusion of the practice to those People’s Irrigation Associations(Leaders 
that do  not now have them. 
Farmer Social Organizers’ Roles 
The roles of the farmer social organizers in the ongoing project at Mae. On are carefully aimed 
at: 
1.  Stimulating  the process of inter-Peoples’  Irrigation Associationdfederation  formation,and 
facilitating improvement of water users’  problem-solving capabilities. 
2. Assisting Peoples’ Irrigation Associations to establish a system of information exchange, 
active  communication with the Royal Irrigation Deparunent, and finally  at achieving a real 
farmer-agency management system. 130 
3.  Assisting the Peoples' Irrigation Association Leaders in conducting systematic routine data 
collection and recordkeeping for use in collaborative operation and maintenance with the 
Royal Irrigation Department, in a process which will be institutionalized  into Peoples' 
Irrigation Association procedures. 
4. Coordinating with ihe Royal Inigation Depamnent activities  related to irrigation management 
and linkages with outside agencies. 
Though a long list of qualifications is required, local leaders in typical villages meet many of 
the necessary aptitudes. Aside from literacy, many qualifications relate to interest and the ability 
to work well with people, and with both local and government officials. Motivation is critical as 
well, since the farmer social organizer must be willing lo work on a semivoluntary basis with 
small compensation and modest expenses.  The farmer social organizer is expected to work 
part-time and to carry out his responsibilities in harmony with his private farming.  Some of the 
missing qualifications could be provided in short training sessions. 
PROCEDURES 
The following procedural steps to achieve this model have been experimented with for several 
years: 
1.  Identifying experienced, innovative Peoples' Inigation Association Leaders and familiarizing 
2. Getting selected leaders to work on some format of recordkeeping and data collecting such 
3.  Arranging workshops to discuss and improve methods and procedures. 
4. Circulating information to the Royal Irrigation Department channels and getting feedback. 
5. Finalizing the data-collection form through joint efforts. 
6. Organizing data on cropping for use in joint planning. 
7.  Encouraging efficient data collection and utilization through workshops on crop planning, 
8. Finalizing appropriate methods and setting the minimum standard data. 
Methods used to carry out the above procedures were meetings, farmer-to-farmer naining,and 
them with information on this strategy and method. 
as an inventory technique. 
proposal writing to agencies, etc. 
study tours. 131 
LIMITATIONS OF THE FARMER SOCIAL-ORGANIZER MODEL 
1. Preconditions.  Opportunities for using  farmer social organizers are contingent on  an 
enabling environment with  the  presence  of  efficient local  organizations and  farmer 
leadership. 
2. Familiarity. Where a system of information management does not yet exist local people 
lack interest and awareness of the usefulness of information. An attempt to install farmer 
social organizers into the management system may be  possible, but is difficult in practice.. 
3. Risks. Establishing aninformal structureis  ariskfortheproject. Iffarmer socialorganizers 
have soft personalities and are not properly trained, they may be influenced by the local 
power structure and politics, in which poor farmers normally have little share. 
4. Beginnings. The interest and willingness of the Royal Irrigation Department and farmers 
to work collaboratively have to be  established at the outset, prior to actual joint activities. 
This is not a simple task. 
ADVANTAGES OF THE FARMER SOCIAL-ORGANIZER MODEL 
1.  Purticipalion. Applying the farmer social-organizer  model and assigning the catalytic role 
to farmers by  itself increases the real participation of  farmers and begins to create an 
environment conducive to local communities’ involvement in development. 
2. Aflordability.  The  voluntary  or  semivoluntary  structure  of  farmer  social-organizer 
implementation is inexpensive and affordable even in an extensive program. 
3. Practical training. Rapid, learning-by-doing  job training is realistic, and can be arranged 
by  the Royal Irrigation Department’s Mobile Campaign Unit or local nongovemment 
organizations. Farmer-to-farmer training is also feasible. 
4. Sutfainability. Enlisting farmer social organizers for this role, helps to create a built-in, 
ongoing mechanism to facilitate management development. 
5.  Self-reliance. Farmer socialorganizers gradually impart toPeoples’ lmgation Associations 
and  communities, the  confidence and  self-reliance to  deal  with  external agents and 
agencies, with the changing environment in imgation and other fields. 
6. Information exchange. The farmer social-organizer model, if  applied successfully, can 
reduce risks in  government investment in  irrigation by developing a system of  fanner- 
agency information exchange and active communication for improved planning. 
7.  Infonnulify. The farmer social-organizer model is generally recognized as having a low 
degree of formality. This informality eases communication, facilitates trust, and corrects 
the inadequacies of the formal system. Summary Results of Small Group Discussions 
DISCUSSIONS  COVERED  THE following issues: 
1.  Farmer participation. 
2.  Supporting policies to the farmer participation program. 
3.  Alternative approaches. 
4. Social-organizer implementation. 
5. Flexibility and sustainability. 
6. Institutionalizing the social organizer into the system. 
FARMER PARTICIPATION 
Farmers' participation is defined here as a transferring of  decisionmaking powers in  system 
development and  management to  farmers. This participation  consists of  authority to  take 
decisions and resource mobilization (e.g.. ideas, money, manpower, and materials).  The type of 
farmers' participation varies according to the type of irrigation-system management. There are. 
three types of  system management: agency-managed, farmer-managed, and jointly managed. 
The objective of farmers' participation is to develop cooperation between the government and 
the farmers which will bring fruitful results for farmer-managed irrigation systems.  Negative 
experience in the past with inappropriate participation shows that there is a need to review the 
approaches being taken  to involve farmers in irrigation development.  Research has shown 
evidence of a remarkably high-management potential in indigenous farmer-managed irrigation 
systems. Evidence kom wnt  experiences in many areas  indicates increasing farmer involvement 
and participation, in terms of  achieving increased self-reliance and a sense of ownership.  One 
approach being taken to enable farmer participation is through the use of  social organizers. 
Through the actions of social organizers in farmer-managed irrigation systems,  the following 
benefits have been attained: 
*  Cohesiveness among farmers. 
*  Reduced social problems attributable to irrigation development 
*  Improved equity in water distribution. 
*  Greater certainty of water delivery. 
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* Enhanced internal resource mobilization to sustain operation and maintenance through 
*  Increased capital build-up and improved self-reliance. 
Farmers’ participation is influenced by government policy and bureaucratic procedures. The 
farmer participation. 
following issues should be addressed 
*  Need for strong and continuous support of social-organizer role. 
*  Need for consistency in implementing the policy. 
*  Legal provisions recognizing farmer participation. 
*  Reassessment of bureaucratic procedures consistent with farmer participation. 
*  Conditions for promotion of government officials who promote farmer participation. 
*  Developing the understanding of agency staff with regard to the social-organizer  role. 
In short, there is a need for bureaucratic reorientation which could be done through 
*  Intensive dialogue in working groups held among agency staff, planners, research institutions. 
and farmers. 
*  Providing incentives for government officials to promote farmer participation. 
*  Developing appropriate bureaucratic procedures responsive to farmer participation. 
SUPPORTING POLICIES TO THE FARMER-PARTICIPATION 
P  R 0  GRAM 
Policy Objectives  - 
1. To increase farmers’ capabilities, self-reliance,  and sense of  ownership. 
2.  To promote farmer participation in developing and managing imgation systems. 
3. To support development of appropriate  interventions by governmentagencies.  nongovern- 
ment agencies, and the private sector which relate to objectives 1  and 2 above. 
Suggested Supportive Policies 
1. Legalization of water users’ associations  could make these groups more effective in system 
management. For example, they  would  have access  IO  credit for improvement of  the 
physical works.Thelega1 basisofwaterusers’institutions,alsogivesalegalbasistosocial- 
organizer activities. Local ownership should be supported by  a legal framework in  the 
following manner: 135 
a) Mandatory turnover of systems where feasible and in an appropriate time frame. 
b) Community.  privatization of systems where feasible. 
c) Legalized status of  water users’ institutions. 
2.  Government recognition and support of social-organizer  roles and openness to cooperation 
both within and outside the bureaucratic smcture. 
Suggested Supportive Initiatives 
To persuade decision makers of the value and feasibility of farmer participation, there are a 
number of methods which have proven useful. These includepilotprojects,  field trips, workshops 
and seminars, impact research with documentation and reports, the creation of working groups 
which includekey agency personnel, andotheractivitiesdepending  on the  particular environment. 
ALTERNATIVE  APPROACHES 
Any approach using social organizers must address the issue of how to harmonize the technical 
and social aspects of system development and management. Three alternative approaches have 
been identified as enabling social organizers to help facilitate this process: 
1.  Development within a single organization. 
2.  Tri-lateral coordination efforts comprising research institutions. the irrigation department, 
and farmers. 
3.  Involvement of universities, nongovemment organizations, and other independent  organizaticm 
in the aansitional period and, in the long run. letting the government (with the assistance 
of universities, nongovernment organizations or other independent organizations at the 
macro-level) and the private sector implement the approach. 
SOCIAL-ORGANIZER  IMPLEMENTATION 
Determination of an appropriate form of social-organizer intervention requires assessment of 
specific national policy, organizational smctures, program and project characteristics  as  well as 
community conditions. 136 
Social-Organizer Roles, in Relation to Supportive Policy Objectives 
*  Facilitating the formation and development of water users'  associations. 
*  Enabling farmers to acquire appropriate cmrdinative skills for dealing with line agencies 
involved in agricultural development. 
The breadth of the social-organizer role and the varying emphasis amQng  different programs 
in different contexts are reflected in  the number of terms being used to  describe the social 
organizer. These include institutional organizer, community organizer, irrigation-community 
organizer, field organizer, group organizer, and association organizer. 
Social-Organizer Qualifications 
The role of social organizer implies an innovative process, commitment, and the capability to 
work with farmers andconcernedagencystafffor thebenefitoffarmers. With thisinmindasocial 
organizer can be chosen from  within  the community and within  the agency or elsewhere, 
depending on the particular type of  work. To be qualified social organizers should have the 
following characteristics: 
*  Know thedialectas wellas theculture,customs,and beliefsoftheareain whichthey work; 
possess good communication ability and be self-motivatedto  carry out the social-organizer 
roles. 
*  Any educational background  is acceptable, but they should be open to a sociotechnical 
orientation and supplemental social or technical training. 
* Interested, committed, and willing to learn. 
* Physically fit. 
Social-Organizer Recruitment Process 
The recruitment process should serve to test social-organizer qualifications. Field exposure to test 
commitment and skills should be a part of this screening process. Representatives of all panies 
directly involved in social-organizer implementation, and especially the social-organizer supervisor, 
should  be involved  in  the  recruitment  process.  The goal  is  to  have  the  social-organizer 
implementing agency directly recruit social organizers; however. this capacity may need to be 
developed within  the agency  as part of  the social-organizer program, with  another agency 
assisting during the early stages. 
There are two main modes of recruitment: permanent and temporary (contractual, ad hoc) for 
a specific period. 137 
Social-Organizer Training 
Four kinds of training are appropriate. for social organizers: 
*  A series of  task-oriented training sessions. 
*  Training for a specific time with a fixed curriculum. 
*  Horizontal training, i.e., bringingpeople of the same level together (agricultural extension, 
social organizer). 
*  Vertical training, i.e., bringing people from different levels together. 
Experienceinseveralcountriesindicatesthatitisusefu1,besides  aninitial training. toalsoplan 
later periodic training sessions on the basis of issues and problems anticipated in each upcoming 
activity or phase. 
Supervision of Social Organizers 
The following types of supervision are required: 
*  Regular visits to social organizers. 
*  Guidance. 
*  Explanation of  expected role of the social organizer. 
*  Mediator for social organizer passing information to higher levels. 
*  Assessment of training needs. 
*  Monitoring and evaluation. 
The bodies responsible for supervision on a permanent or transitional basis are: 
*  Institution (nongovemment organization) itself 
*  Research group. 
*  Advisory group. 
*  Concerned agency. 
Supervision  and evaluation of the social organizer should mainrain the accountability of social 
organizers to the local community. 
Social-Organizer Incentives and Motivation 
Incentives include both financial remuneration (such as wages, per diem. and logistical support) 
and nonfinancial benefits such as recognition, acceptance. security, and involvement in the 
process of  project decision making. The types of incentives or motivation may be looked at in 138 
terms of the social organizer's organizational affiliation or location, as shown in the following 
table. 
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Criteria for Evaluating the Effectiveness of the Social Organizer 
Social-organizer effectiveness should be evaluated, in the short-run, according to the extent to 
which assigned work or tasks  are accomplished and the social organizer's presence in the field 
as wellas,inboththelong-andshort-run,theextent  to whichfarmersareabletomanagetheirown 
system or to carry out responsibilities during all stages of project development. The criteria for 
measuring the effectiveness of a social organizer are summarized in the following table. 139 
Criteria  for evaluating the effectiveness ofthe social organizer. 
Stages of inigation 
develoument  Criteria 
Preconseuction  1. Ability u)  create awareness of implementing-agency procedures 
’ regarding project implementation. 
2.  Ability to get fanners’ input in information gathered and 
decision making in design. 
3.  Stimulatefamers’ consensus forresourcemobilization  (i.e., 
materials. manpower). 
4. Ability to identify anddevelopfarmers’ leadersand working 
committees for project implementation. 
5. Ability to interface the technical and institutional aspecui 
smoothlv. 
Construction  1.  Ability to stimulate farmers to implement, (their) consensuw 
reached (in any obligations). 
2.  Ability to  interface the technical and institutional aspects 
smoothly. 
3.  Ability to encourage farmers to participate in construction 
activities. 
Post-construction 
operation and maintenance 
1.  Effectiveness of  water users’ associations in operation and 
maintenance and resource mobilization for operation and 
maintenance on their own. 
FLEXIBILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY 
There is a need for flexibility in implementation of the program which can assure the sustaina- 
bility  of  the  role  of  the  social organizer.  The sustainability of  water users’ association’s 
performance in management and maintenance requires monitoring after pullout of  the social 
organizer, within a certain time frame. 140 
INSTITUTIONALIZING THE SOCIAL ORGANIZER INTO THE SYSTEM 
(BUREAUCRACY) 
Institutionalization  requires  that social and technical aspects be  harmonized.  This may be 
accomplished by developing capacities for structural information, and human-resource management 
within the agency or by strengthening the linkages between agencies. This may require some 
bureaucratic reorientation and in  both cases, the key  is the  coordinating body.  Therefore, 
appropriate mechanismsmust begenerated to provide regularsupponandfacilitatecoordination 
to the farmer-participation program during and after implementation. 
Recognition and support of the role of the social organizer by the implementing agency are 
needed to legitimize the social organizer in strengthening system management. 
SUGGESTED WORKSHOP FOLLOW-UP 
1. Continue exchange of ideas through the Farmer-Managed Irrigation Systems Network and 
Newsletter. 
2. IIMIshouldidentify therelevantneedsandconcernsregardingsocial-organizerapproaches 
and provide guidelines for reviewing individual social-organizer programs. 
3. Participants should review and assess their own situations to develop clear strategies for 
each program to convince decision makers to work for supportive policy and procedures, 
4. Potential components of such a strategy besides those noted in the preceding summary may 
include: 
a) A workshop on operation and maintenance with both technical and social or institutional 
personnel. 
b) Workshopson anationallevel as  well asonan  internationallevel toaddressinstitutional/ 
technical interface issues and develop mechanisms  for effectively integrating these 
aspects in irrigation development. List of  Participants 
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